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Lattice tower set up to study wind response in the field 
ABSTRACT 
The broad motivation behind this thesis lies in the existing 
problem of determining accurately the effect of the natural wind 
on buildings and structures. 	It is thought that as a first step 
towards this end the experimental observation of the actual phen-
omena involved in the simplest of structures is important and 
necessary. 	For this reason this thesis deals almost exclusively 
with the study of the effect of the natural turbulent wind on a 
relatively small and aerodynamically straightforward structure 
consisting of a thirty foot lattice tower. 
A major part of the work presented deals with the problems 
of obtaining meaningful records of. simultaneous total response and 
total causative wind; briefly, this objective is achieved, on the 
structural side, by resolution of the two-dimensional behaviour of 
the lattice tower into uni-directional components along the 
principal axes of moment of inertia and on the wind side, by 
similar resolution of the horizontal wind speed fluctuation about 
the same axes. 	The transducing instrumentation devised makes 
use of strain gauges in measuring the structural response and 
a hot-wire anemometer combined with a resolving vane in recording 
the wind fluctuation. 
The records of structural response and wind speed actually 
obtained show that the tower is subjected to both quasi-steady 
displacement and resonant vibration at both its fundamental 
frequencies. 	Remarkable agreement is obtained between the quasi- 
steady structural response and the 'quasi-steady component' of 
wind speed. 	Attention is drawn to the possibility of fluctuatior 
vii 
in wind direction inducing substantial resonant vibrations in the 
structure which are transverse to the mean wind flow direction. 
In an attempt to reduce the resonant part of the structural 
response certain auxiliary 'dampers' are devised, one such damper 
being built and fitted to the tower and proving extremely 
effective. 
The thesis concludes with a discussion of the records actually 
obtained, stressing the importance of determining accurate wind 






The problems involving the effect of wind on engineering 
structures have in recent years given rise to much discussion and 
thought on the part of a large number Of researchers. Several 
international conferences have been held in an attempt to compare, 
discuss and reconcile contemporary research on the subject 1 0 
However, the practising engineer is still far from being provided 
with a reasonably comprehensive and simple design procedure. 
The reason for this almost certainly lies in the complexity under-
lying the different aspects of the problem. 
In the past the design wind-loads for buildings were deduced 
exclusively from steady flow wind-tunnel experimentation on 
models 
2,However, today, with ever-increasing accuracy in the 
design of structures (together with economic pressures) it follows 
that a correspondingly refined method of determining .the ultimate 
wind loading is essential. 
A consideration of the problem from very first principles is 
instructive. For instance, it is immediately clear from a 
glance at a wind record (i.e., a record of the wind velocity with 
respect to time at a particular point in the air flow) that the 
wind velocity is not steady but random in its nature 3.It would 
thus not seem unreasonable to presuppose that the corresponding 
response of a bluff object at that point would also be of a random 
nature. 
'See REFS 1 2 2 and 3 
REF 4: forming the basis of the British Code of Functional 
Requirements for Building - CP3, chapter 1J,  for instance, 
3 See records of wind on page 163 0 
This tends to suggest at the very outset that any comprehensive 
theoretical approach must be a quasi-statistical one. A further 
inspection of the wind record will reveal - that - the wind velocity 
variation does obey certain physical laws. For instance, it will 
be noted that the velocity fluctuations over periods of approximately 
one minute are in general larger than those occuring over shorter 
intervals of time. 	In other words, there is more energy in the 
wind at certain recurrent frequencies than at other--. This 
phenomenon has led to the drawing up of energy-spectra for the 
wind. 
The above considerations have led to what is by far the 
most significant theoretical advance made so far. Given 
originally by Davenport 1, it combines a statistical approach with 
the use of energy-spectra. Briefly, the method involves the 
building up of the structural response energy-spectrum from the 
wind velocity energy-spectrum2 through successive multiplication 
by the aerodynamic admittance (a measure of how much of the wind, 
the structure actually 'sees') and the mechanical admittance (a 
measure - of the dynamic amplification of the structure). Using 
a statistical formulation which includes the area of the response 
spectrum (which equals the variance of the response) the largest 
likely response of the structure within a given period of time is 
determined. This is then superimposed on the highest averaged 
response for the particular time interval considered which is 
obtained on the familiar steady wind basis from the corresponding 
1see REF 5. (Application of Statistical Concepts to the wind 
Loading of Structures. by A. G. Davenport) and REF 31. (The 
esponse of Structures to Gusts, by R. I. Harris,) 
'REF 6: The Spectrum of Horizontal Gustiness near the Ground 
in High Winds by A. G. Davenport 
3 
highest averaged wind  likely in, say, fifty years. 
Unfortunately, the method as first put forward by 
Davenport appears somewhat involved to the practising engineer and 
although in later 2 ' 3 papers Davenport produces design curves from 
which it is possible to read off actual numerical values, the 
quantities that these represent take on a somewhat abstract 
character. Even before these values can be read off, however, it 
is necessary to make rather difficult assumptions about the topo-
graphy and surface roughness of the locality in order to obtain 
the necessary energy-spectrum, boundary layer profile and design 
veloôity particular to the wind at the proposed site. Further, 
it is necessary to make a blind assumption as to the amount of 
structural damping present - quite apart from the problem of esti- 
mating the natural frequency or stiffness of the proposed building. 
These uncertainties in the theory as presented by Davenport, alone, 
are sufficient to necessitate an extensive programme of experi-
mental investigation with, possibly, ensuing theoretical amplifi-
cation and clarification. 
From the experimental point of view, it will be real-
ized that because of the large variety of engineering structure 
types - ranging from suspension bridges to cooling towers - and 
because of the extent of the problem-ranging from the need for 
a full understanding of the wind itself to a similarly full knowledge 
of the physical properties of the particular structure - 
individual researchers have had to restrict themselves to the 
study of one particular aspect of the whole. This has resulted 
1see REF 7, (Rationale for Determining Design Wind Velocities, 
2 b A. G,.Davenport.) 
3 see REF 8, (Gust Loading Factors, by A. G. Davenport,) 
see REF 9. (The Treatment of Tall Building, by A. G. Davenport.) 
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in a rather fragmented approach1 with some fields having been 
explored more fully than others. 
A large proportion of the experimental work performed up 
till how has been devoted to the intensive study of models in wind 
tunnels. Much of this work has been carried out under steady or 
uniform flow conditions - dealing, in the main, with problems con-
cerning aerodynamic pressure coefficients and vortex shedding2 0 
Some attempts have been made at simulating the boundary layer pro-
files and the turbulent conditions found in the natural wind3 but 
more research is necessary before it can be judged just how effect-
ively such conditions can be applied to individual models and how 
faithfully the response of the prototype in natural wind is repro-
duced4 0 In view of these present uncertainties, the only valid 
alternative means of advance towards a fuller understanding of the 
behaviour of life-sized structures is the conducting of field tests 
on these structures themselves - an alternative which is not only 
important from the point of view of verifying or prompting theoret-
ical work but is in any case necessary in the verification of wind-
tunnel simulations. It will be realized that the popularity and 
desirability of wind tunnel experimentation on models is due to the 
fact that the conditions under which these experiments are performed 
can be scientifically controlled - whereas field tests on real struc-
tures are very much subject to the whims of nature; quite apart of 
course from the problems associated with working on a much larger 
scale, with accessibility and so on. In fact, understandably, very 
'Though the conferences held (REFs 1,20) and some surveys (such as 
_REF 10) have helped to reconcile this. 
3see, in particular SESSIONS 3 & 4 of REF 20 
see REF 10, notably, Elder, Whitbread, Vickery and Davenport and 
Harris, 
4see, for instance, REF 2, PAPER 3: (Wind Loading of a Tall 
Building in an Urban Environment a Comparison of Full Scale and 
Wind Tunnel Tests, by Newberry, Eaton, and Mayne.) 
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few real structures have been comprehensively examined from the 
aspect of their full dynamic behaviour under natural wind conditions. 
Among the few structures that have been tentatively so examined may 
be mentioned a 120 foot floodlight tower situated at Santa Fe' in 
New Mexico. The measurements taken of its motion in the natural 
wind were analyzed on the basis of the theory developed by Davenport. 
However, the final conclusions, as those of other structures 
analyzed in this way, appear somewhat too, premature to be incor-
porated into a universally acceptable design procedure. In fact, 
some of the conclusions are more in the nature of tentative sugges-
tion or even opinion 0 
Other experimental work has been concerned with the 
establishment of 'gust factors' (i0e 0 ratios of various short duration 
gust means to wind means taken over longer, periods of time). 
Obtained from the study of long-term meteorological wind records 2 , 
these gust factors have been incorporated into a straight-forward 
design procedure using wind tunnel model results 3 0 The method 
purports to make an allowance for - the spatial characteristics of the 
wind (viz 0 the highest gust sufficient to envelop the whole building 
is considered) and in this respect it must be considered as a 
1Note, for instance, the divergence between the following conc-
lusions drawn from two separate papers in which the same (Santa 
F) structure is dealt with: REF 3, PAPER 26 (A Comparison of 
Theoretical and Experimental Determination of the Resoonse of 
Elastic Structures to Turbulent Flow. by B. J. Vickery and 
A. G. Davenport.): "The aerodynamic damping of lattice masts can 
be predicted from steady aerodynamic coefficients and may be 
several times greater than damping of mechanical origin." and 
REF ll (Comparison of the Predicted and Measured Dynamic Resoons 
of Structures to Wind (Santa F6 Tower) by A. J. Hartmann and 
A. G. Davenport.): "The damping observed appears to be entirely 
2 due to the mechanical damping present in the s tructure 0 " 
See for instance REF 3, PAPER 19 (Results of Some Recent Special 
Measurements in the United Kingdom Relevant to Wind Loading 
Problems, by H. C. Shellard.) , .
 REF 12 (Wind Loading on Building s . B.R.S. digests 1 & 2) 
6 
significant improvement on previous methods'0 It must be empha-
sized, however, that the method, which appears to have no rigorous 
theoretical backing, is not strictly applicable to structures 
which are caused to vibrate substantially about their resonant 
frequencies as a result of turbulence in the wind2 0 
More specifically, then, everything seems to point to the 
need for more experimental work on real structures in the natural 
wind. It was, therefore, decided to attempt an analysis of one 
such structure and to let it form the basis of the thesis 
presented here. 
The layman is familiar with everyday effects of the wind 
in, for instance, the vibration of lamp standards and the 
swaying of trees. Very simple and small structures are affected 
just as are more complex and larger ones, though, possibly, in 
different ways. This suggests the setting up of simple struc-
tures in the natural wind as a means of preliminary investigation 
into the response of larger and more complex structures. One 
such experiment was suggested by Hendry and was later performed 
by Dutt3 who considered the behaviour of a simple cantilever 
structure (consisting of a 41*  diameter tube 91  0" long surmounted 
by a circular sheet steel drum 2' o9 x 2' 0" diameter). 	Harris 4 , 
in a later paper, considers a similar structure, with the excep- 
tion that the drum is perforated, from a theoretical point of view. 
'See in particular REF 4. (British Code of Functional Require-
mëhts for Buildings - CP3 chapter V. 
"No extensive experimental or theoretical study of the dynamic 
behaviour of real structures in wind seems to have been made. 
'See REF 13 (Ph.D. Thesis: An Investigation of Certain Problems 
Relating to 1ind Loads on Buildings by A. Dutt) 0 
4See REF 2, PAPER 15 (The Effect of wind on Some Simple 
Structures by R.I. Harris). 
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By choosing a structure of this nature, some of the phenomena and 
problems associated with larger buildings are eliminated. This. 
will be apparent from the following observations:- 
1. The drum is sufficiently small for. .the instantaneous wind 
pressure on it to be considered uniform - i.e. there is no deter-
ioration in the spatial correlation of the wind as there would be 
if a large area were to be considered. This also means that the 
wind velocity measured close to the drum is essentially the same as 
that contributing to the instantaneous pressure on the drum. 
2 	The drum is uniformly cylindrical along a vertical axis. This 
means that though the drag will vary according to the wind direc-
tion and speed, (considering the drag as a vector quantity) the 
overall drag coefficient will be independent of wind direction 
(in any horizontal plane) notwithstanding possible drag coefficient 
variations in a fluctuating but uniform flow. 
The tube on which the drum is mounted acts as a linear spring 
of (ideally) constant stiffness in all directions. The motion of 
the drum can then be considered as analogous to that of a one-
degree-of-freedom system with a single resonant frequency and mode 
shape, with the important exception that the drum is free to move 
horizontally in any direction from one moment to the next, 
Being of a manageable size, the structure may be dismantled and 
tested under controlled laboratory conditions - enabling, for 
instance, the steady flow pressure coefficient for the drum to be 
found from wind tunnel tests arid, on the structural side, the 
obtaining of the natural frequency, stiffness and damping 
characteristics. 
The results of the tests carried out by Dutt show that 
even with such a simplified system many difficulties of analysis 
remain. It was found that due to the random shedding of vortex 
pairs from the sides of the drum that a corresponding periodic force 
was exerted on the system in a direction always transverse to the 
direction of wind flow. Apart from this the straight forward tur-
bulent buffeting action of the wind subjected the system to a gen-
erally smaller but nevertheless appreciable drag force in the same 
direction as that of the wind. One noteworthy feature concerning 
the response was the predominant oscillation of the system about its 
- natural frequency in both the in-wind and cross-wind directions. 
Unfortunately, because of an added variable - the continuous variation 
in the wind direction - it could not be ascertained just what propor-
tion of the motion, in line with the mean1 wind direction or across 
it, was due to which effect (i.e., fluctuating lift or drag). 	It is 
worth pointing out here that later in this thesis it will be demon-
strated how even relatively small fluctuations in the direction of 
the wind can induce substantial oscillations in a structure, in a. 
direction transverse to the mean direction of wind flow. 
Clearly, if a successful experimental study of the fluc-
tuating drag aspect of the wind alone is to be made, with the use of 
a simplified structure such as the one mentioned above, some means of 
controlling or allowing for the formation of vortices must be found. 
While the latter effect on models of tall cylindrical structures and, 
in particular, tall chimney stacks, is fairly well understood for a 
wide range of Reynold' s Number and surface roughnesses from the results of 
he average direction taken over a fairly long period of time 
(1 hour, say) is considered here. 
controlled wind-tunnel tests, it is not known with the same confid-
ence what happens to the corresponding real structures exposed to 
the more turbulent conditions found in the natural wind  - although 
it is well established qualitatively (from everyday experience of 
vibrating lamp standards and similar structures) that a certain 
amount of sideways motion resulting from vortex shedding does take 
place. Indeed, it would seem reasonable to suppose that all life-
size bluff structures are, to an extent dependent on their effective 
surface roughness, shape and other factors, subject to quasi-steady 
or randomly oscillatory lift forces generated in one way or another 
by the flow of wind around them. Looking for exceptions it might 
be conjectured that a hypothetical structure in which several lift 
forces are brought into play and made to act in opposition to one 
another at the same time might not be subject to an overall lift 
force. Such a structure implies the existence of distinctly 
separate members around which an air flow is allowed to develop. 
This leads to the consideration of open or lattice-type structures 
composed of slender interconnected struts and ties. 	It seems 
reasonable to make the following predictions concerning such 
structures 
1 	Though possibly common to all or some of the individual 
members of the lattice-network the frequency of any vortex 
shedding occurring will, in general, be randomly phased from 
member to member resulting in a null overall effect. 
2 	Applying, in particular, to lattice-tower-like structures 
1See, for instance, REF 2, PAPER 18: (The Oscillations of Model 
Circular Stacks Due to Vortex Shedding by L. R. Wootton.) 
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and irrespectively of whether the above prediction is valid or not 1 , 
the total sum of the strengths of vortices arising from the 
individual members will, in general, be much smaller than the strength 
of the single but much larger vortex street which might arise from 
the 'equivalent' bluff structure (i.e. the solid formed by the outer-
most extremities of the lattice-work). This prediction is made in 
the knowledge that different strengths of vortices will arise from 
members having different sectional shapes and roughnesses - this 
qualification also applies to the 'equivalent' structure. 
3 	Because of a scale difference between that of a 'large diameter' 
bluff structure and the small effective diameter of the individual 
lattice members the shedding frequency of vortices will be much 
higher in the lattice structure than in the equivalent bluff structure. 
It is, therefore, less likely that the frequency of vortex shedding 
will tie itself to the natural frequency of the structure 2 0 
4. Implicit in all the above predictions is the assumption that the 
members are sufficiently well spaced apart for the motion of the 
whole structure to be due principally to the sum effect of the wind 
flowing through and around the structure and acting on individual 
members and not in some way acting on the structure as a whole. 
Partly because of the predictable lack of problematic 
fluctuating lift effects and, hence, the improved possibility of 
studying experimentally the aspect of fluctuating drag and partly 
because the study of open structures in the natural wind is important 
in its own right it was considered profitable to proceed with a field 
It may be possible for the oscillation of a structure about its 
natural frequency and the shedding of vortices from individual members 
to be mutually reinforcing - in which case, the sheddings of vortices 
from all members are in phase with each other - but see prediction 3. 
2 For instance, a circular bluff tower of 2 1 0" diameter and natural 
frequency, 3-c/s 0 might reasonably be expected to shed vortices at that 
same frequency in a 25-ft/sec. wind but an equivalent open tower (of the 
same frequency) consisting of sectionally circular members of 1" diameter 
should, in the same wind speed, shed vortices of a frequency of 
approximately 70-c/s. 
11 
investigation of such a structure. While deciding to enlarge on the 
scale of the structure used by Dutt - in order to make the proposed 
structure more compatible with those found in practice - it was never-
theless attempted to fulfill as far as was possible the four conditions 
laid down earlier (on page 7) for the cantilevered drum system. The 
design of a suitable structure was therefore undertaken. 
CHAPTER 2 
Design of Lattice Tower 
2. Design of Lattice Tower 
2.1. Criteria Affecting Design: The design of a lattice tower 
suitable for the purposes of the proposed study is controlled by 
criteria concerning size, symmetry, dynamic behaviour and 
continuity in physical properties. 
2.1.1. Size of the Structure in Relation to the Size of Gusts. 
Of importance is the shortest-lasting eddy likely just 
to envelop - in what can be considered to be an approximately 
uniform way - the whole structure. Were the effective duration 
of this gust to be equal to or greater than the period of natural 
oscillation of the (one-degree-of-freedom) structure, the whole 
frequency range of the response could be analysed on the basis of 
a simplified time-fluctuating, but uniform, flow - assuming 
that the pressure coefficient variation is known for the frequency 
range in question. Clearly, this particular state of affairs 
depends - on the establishment of the correct relation between the 
size and dynamic behaviour of the structure and that of the tur-
bulence impinging on the structure. 	In general, however, the size 
of practical full-scale structures is not controlled by the size 
of gusts - so that some means of allowing for the loss in spatial 
correlation must be found. Certain empirical expressions for the 
spatial correlation of the natural wind have been put forward 1p2 
but more recent measurements 3 would seem to suggest that these 
expressions underestimate the spatial compass of gusts. 
Davenport defines the 'scale" (or "semi-scaled) of 
'See REF 1. (PAPER 2) (The Relationship of Wind Structure to 
Load in,g by A. G. Davenport). 
See REF 8, 
3See REF 2 (PAPER 3). 
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turbulence as proportional to the wavelength, viz. i/C.V/n, (where 
'C , is a proportionality constant, 'V' the mean wind and 'n' the 
frequency in c/s 0 ). The coefficient, C, is derived from experi-
mentally- obtained exponential decay distributions of the cross-
correlation (or co-variance) of the horizontal wind speed measured 
between two points separated by a distance Az. Plotted as a 
function of separation to wavelength ratio, n,z/V, the curves 
fitted' to the experimental distribution are of the nature 
exp[_C(n.z/V)]. (see figure 1). 	In the vertical direction the 
Cross-correlation, R(n z/) 
exp[-C( n.tz/V 
	
0-5 	of correlation diagram at Az = 
I 	L 	corresponding to'effective gust width' 
n.z/V 
FIG 	 ljC 
value given to C varies between, C=8 for "strong turbulence", in a 
wind-tunnel, C = 7.7, for open grassland, and C = 6 for wooded 
2 
country . Although this suggests a possible extrapolation of 
It must be noted that Davenport's curve fitting is somewhat 
puzzling. The actual distribution of measured values does not 
correspond particularly well to the fitted curve - it is suggested, 
from inspection that an even function of the nature 
.,exp [_k(n.Az/V)j would be more appropriate. 
'The separation Az was 150 ft 0 in both the field tests. 
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C = 3-5, for city centres which would at least tend toward greater 
compatibility with the observations of Newberry, Eaton and Mayne 
who were concerned with the full-scale experimental study of a tall 
building in central London (Royex House in the Barbican) where it 
was concluded that the spatial compass of gusts was much larger 
than anticipated - Davenport, nevertheless, appears to adopt a 
universal value of C = 8 in later papers. The discrepancy between 
the conclusions reached on the one hand by Davenport and those 
reached on the other by Newberry, et al. is possibly due, in part, 
to the contrasting observational approach employed in the two cases. 
Davenport bases his predictions on wind speed measurements taken 
from instrumentation mounted on a structure in such a way that the 
free wind flow is measured, whereas, Newberry, et al, draw their 
conclusions from the readings of - pressure gauges mounted flush with 
the curtain walling of a large bluff structure and as such, the 
measured distribution is that of the wind as affected by the struc-
ture. 	In fact, in the latter case, a certain amount of 'spreading 
out' of gusts impinging on the large surface may take place - 
resulting in an observation of what appears to be gusts whose span 
may, indeed, be as wide as the building itself' . 
tentative explanation of this effect is suggested in the follow-
ing diagram. 	(Although shown in the horizontal, the effect may 
occur simultaneously in the vertical plant.) 
At 
gust of effective 'width', a, and velocity, V , (as 
measured by Davenport.) 	 a 
after a small time interval At the same gust width is 
expanded to b(>a) and the velocity is reduced to Vb(<Va)  (as 
measured by Newberry, et al.) 
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This effect would not be expected to develop on lattice-type struc-
tures - in fact, the effective spatial correlation of gusts on such 
a structure should be approximately the same as that in the free 
wind, assuming that the structure is of a sufficiently open nature 
to allow a reasonable amount of through flow. 
Assuming Davenport's approach to be correct, the 
width',taken vertically, of a gust having a componental frequency 
of 3-c/s., in a mean wind of 24ft/sec., say, is 1-ft. 	For a 
frequency decrease to -h--c/s. the 'effective width' increases linearly 
to 6-ft. 	If the mean (hourly) wind speed is increased to 88-ft/sec, 
(60-mph.) the 'effective width' at -i--c/s. becomes 22-ft. 	This corn- 
pares with a span of 20-rn, (60 ft.) for a 2-sec. average gust as 
advocated for design purposes by a recent Building Research Station 
Digest on Wind Loading  - a 'rule of thumb' based, it would appear, 
largely on the conclusions drawn by Newberry, et al, from the Royex 
House experiment, The BRS O recommendation seems to be independent 
of the mean wind velocity - which is clearly an important factor in 
Davenport's approach. 
All of this points to the need for more field measurements, 
particularly in the determination of the cross-correlation of hori-
zontal speeds in the free wind over terrains of different effective 
roughnesses (taking much lower separations, from 5-150 ft, say) and 
also, for similar measurements, of the cross-correlation, in the close 
proximity of large bluff structures (taking parallel planes 0-10 ft 
from the surface of the building, say, though this would depend on 
'with C = 8, V = 24-ft/séc n = 3-c/s, 1/C,V/n = 1-ft 
2See REF 12 (BRS, Digests 99 and 101), 
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the troughness' of the surface). 
For the purposes of the design in question it was decided that 
a tower height of 301 0" was a suitable compromise between the cons-
traints of attempting a correlation of the wind over the whole stuc-
ture for a frequency range of up to 2-4 c/s 1, the desirability of 
dealing with a structure whose size has some practical significance, 
and the conditions imposed by other requirements such as those of 
manageability and dynamic behaviour. 
2.1.2 Problems of Structural S=etry 
In general, the predominant velocity cômpbnent of the free wind 
fluctuates randomly (both in magnitude and in direction) in the 
horizontal plane. A means of simplifying the analysis of the res-
ponse of the proposed structure is to design it with continuous 
symmetry about a vertical axis such that the drag coefficient within 
any horizontal plane becomes directionally independent. 	Ideally, 
this means a structure of cylindrical shape which, in the case of a 
lattice structure would necessitate the incorporation of curved 
members. This is clearly not a practical proposition, either from 
the point of view of achieving structural rigidity or of facilitating 
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a tower with a hexagonal section - formed of six uprights held apart 
by intermediate bracing (see plan in fig. 2). The geometrical width 
of the tower section varies from a maximum, D, to a minimum, 0,86D, 
with every 300  of rotation, and, assuming the bracing to be the same 
for each of the six faces, there are, for each direction taken, eleven 
other directions (marked lat in fig, 2) in which the aspect presented 
to the wind is the same. 
Although it is assumed that the structure is of a sufficiently 
open nature for the total response to derive itself principally from 
the summation of the wind effect on individual members, it never-
theless remains true that there will be a certain amount of mutual 
interference between and 'shielding' of some members by others. For 
instance, it may be possible for members 1, 5 and 6 and the bracing 
1-2 and 4-5 to be vshielded (i.e. protected, to a greater or lesser 
extent from normal exposure to the free wind by being in the wake of 
windward members) from the effect of a wind impinging from direction 
'A'; similarly, for direction 'B', members 5 and 6 may be shielded; 
for an intermediate direction, 'C', none of the uprights can be con-
sidered as sheltered. In an attempt to rectify the apparent im-
balance in the shielding between directions 'A', 'B' and 'C', the 
geometry of the bracing has been devised such that, for direction 
'B', the bracing on the windward face shields that on the leeward 
face while for direction 	the leeward face bracing experiences 
maximum exposure to the through wind (see fig, 9). Be this as it 
may, some variation in the solidity ratio  with direction, with a 
1Assuming the bracing to be in line with the centres of the uprights, 
2The solidity ratio is defined as the ratio of the projected area of 
individual members of the lattice structure to the total area enc-
losed by the structure, 
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probable variation in the drag coefficient, is inherent in the design. 
Information on open structures, particularly that which relates to 
their aerodynamic behaviour,, is very.limitd. 	However, certain facts 
do emerge to suggest patterns of behaviour0 	It seems that lattice 
structures consisting of sectionally circular members are much less 
prone to steady lift or side-drag (analagous to the continuous lift 
force experienced by an aerofoil) than are the equivalent structures 
constructed from sec,tionl-y non-symmetrical and flat-sided members. 
For example, of five models of, differently..de signed triangular section 
lattice antenna masts tested under steady wind-tunnel conditions by 
Pocock1  the (steady) lift experienced by the three masts consisting 
of sectionally circular members was considerably less than the lift 
experienced by the remaining two masts consisting of members with 
flat-sided (angle and semi-hexagonal) sections. As a possible ex-
planation of this it is suggested that for certain directions the 
aerofoil action of the wind on individual members may be additive 
toward the formation of an overall side-force on the structure. This 
is shown diagrammatically in fig. 3a, with the aid of stream-lines, 
for what would be expected to be the direction of maximum overall lift 
for the orientation and sectional shape of the members indicated (for 
the sake of simplicity, only the upright members are considered). 
The equivalent case for circular members is shown in fig. 3b: as 
argued earlier, there should be random shedding of vortices, resulting 
in a null side-effect, (as there will also be in case - 1) but, unlike 
case - 1, this will not be associated with a steady lift force. The experi-
mental data presented by Pocock, however, indicates that a small 
steady side-drag is experienced by the three round-membered models. 
The angle of the wind direction at which maximum lift occurs (the same 
'See REF 32: The Analysis of the Structural Behaviour of Guyed 
Antennae Masts under Wind and Ice Loading, Part II, Wind Loads by 
P. J. Pocock, 
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as that shown in fig. 3b) and the somewhat high solidity ratio (es-
timated as 075) suggest that, in fact, the models are acting partly 
as bluff structures, and that, therefore, the lift measured originates 
in the effect of the wind acting on the triangular section of the masts 
as a whole. This poses .a problem of estimating the solidity ratio at 




Total lift1  
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information on this particular aspect of lattice and open structures. 
For a single frame, Ower 2 suggests that the summation of the forces on 
individual members is acceptable for a solidity ratio-c0.5. Both 
this, what has been said previously, and the fact that if the proposed 
hexagonal tower were to act partly as a bluff structure the steady lift 
would be relatively much smaller than that for an equivalent triangular 
section tower (of the same solidity) - tending to act less as an aero-
foil than as a vortex shedding cylinder - suggest that for the purposes 
of the present design no significant steady side-drag would occur if 
the solidity ratio were 	assuming that circular members were used. 
'The lift may be transmitted to the whole section in the form of a 
torsion inducing couple dependent on the relative magnitude of the 
lift induced on individual members,- The lift on 3 may be less than 
2tlat on 1 and 2-due to shielding of 3 by 2. 
See REF 17: The wind Resistance of Lattice Girder Bridges by E. 0ier, 
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In the same way it was felt that the solidity ratio condition was suf-
ficient to prevent the proposed structure - acting as a bluff body - 
from shedding vortices. Hence in the structure as designed neither 
steady nor fluctuating side-drag phenomena were anticipated, 
2.1,3, Dynamic Behaviour of the Structure. 
A system with a flat response for the whole possible frequency 
range1 of applied dynamic loading is ideally suited to measuring the 
aerodynamic loading effect of the wind and is, in fact, the ideal 
aimed at in anemometric design. 	In practice, however, a real struc- 
ture will show greater response at some frequencies of excitation 
than at others, The frequencies at which this happens - the natural 
frequencies - are those at which maximum energy is transferred to the 
system from the externally applied dynamic loading. A brief physical 
outline of this process is important at this stage. 
Consider, firstly, a simple idealized system consisting of a 
concentrated or 'lumped' mass attached to a spring in which movement 
is permitted in one direction only - see fig, 4a. Subjected to an 
In-line impulse an initial velocity is transmitted to the previously 
stationary mass. But as the mass begins to move with this velocity it 
simultaneously begins to meet the (linearly increasing with deflection) 
resistance offered by the stiffness of the spring and so the mass 
undergoes a deceleration, eventually coming to rest, at which point the 
spring is in a position of being strained without being externally 
held in any way (possibly being deflected more, depending on the dur-
ation of the initial impul-se, than if the impulse load had been applied 
statically). The system then attempts to regain its equilibrium, the 
a system whose response under a rapidly time-fluctuating load 
is the same as that were the same loading to be applied quasi-
statically, 
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spring forcing the mass back, accelerating it back to its former pos-
ition of equilibrium and restoring the initially imparted, though now 
directionally reversed, velocity - . assuming that no frictional or 
other losses have been incurred -.whereupon the half cycle described 
repeats itself in the opposite direction. 	The complete cycle will 
repeat itself indefinitely (with, it can be shown, a sinusoidally 
time-varying motion), the energy originally imparted - in a simple 
impulse-momentum transfer - remaining 'captive' in the system, but 
continuously changing in nature from strain (or elastic potential) 
energy (working against the stiffness of the spring) to kinetic energy 
(working against the inertia of the mass). The rate at which this 
internal energy transfer takes place - from strain to kinetic - clearly 
depends on the relative magnitudes of the stiffness and the mass and 
defines the natural frequency of the system. In the case of a real 
system the amplitude of the resulting 	vibration occurring at the 
natural frequency will gradually decrease as a proportion of the cap-
tive energy is lost in doing work against frictional, viscous and 
other forms of inherent resistance to motion which may be present. 
These non-recoverable forms of energy dissipation - which generally 
increase with amplitude - are generally known as 'damping losses'. 
Dynamic load factor 
stiffness, K 
ut- mass in 







If, instead of allowing the system to vibrate freely after initial 
subjection to an impulse a similar impulse is applied at the begin-
ning of each subsequent or'free' cycle of vibration, the energy im-
parted to the system builds up step by step, with a corresponding in-
crease in the amplitude, theoretically resulting in, after an infinite 
time, an infinitely large oscillation (if - no damping losses are pres-
ent). The applied loading in this case can be considered as periodic, 
'forcing' the system to vibrate, albeit at its natural frequency. 
There is no reason why the transference of energy to the system 
should be restricted to the application of a discrete impulse at the 
beginning of each cycle. In fact, energy may be continuously fed to 
the system in the form of a continuous succession of impulse-momentum 
transfers. This leads to the consideration of sinusoidally applied 
loading which can be thought of as the envelope of a continuous suc-
cession of discrete impulses, each contributing to the overall res-
ponse in the same way as described above. 	It can be shown for an 
undamped system that for a sinusoidal loading (whose frequency is 
that of resonance) the amplitude increases by a constant factor 
(=ir/2 x static deflection 1) with each successive oscillation which, 
again, theoretically, would lead to infinitely large oscillations 
after an infinite time. 	In practice, however, .a finite amplitude is 
reached where the damping losses are so large as to dissipate all the 
energy fed to the system 2. If the frequency of the sinus-
oidal force is not quite the same as the natural frequency of the 
If the exciting force is P,Sin2rt, the 'static deflection' is that 
2due to force P applied statically. 
Here and throughout this dicussion all motion will be assumed to 
take place within the elastic range. 
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system, the exciting force will periodically move out of phase with 
and oppose the previously built up oscillation resulting in a pheno-
menon known as !beats'. This rneansthat the motion about the natur-
al frequency never full develops, resulting in a smaller maximum 
response. For very low frequency excitation little momentum is im-
ported to the system and the response is practically the same as if 
the force were applied statically. The variation of the maximum 
response attained by the system for different frequencies of sinus- 
oidal excitation, P,Sin2,int is shown in fig. 4b. The static deflection 
due to P (zero frequency) is taken as unity. 
In physically possible or real structures most of the inertia is 
very often provided by the distributed mass of the strained members 
themselves. Approximating to one such structure by imagining it to 
consist of an equivalent assembly of spring-inter-connected finite 
elements of equal mass - each element having six degrees of freedom - 
two important factors emerge, Firstly, that since each surface ele-
ment may be. independently acted upon by an impulsive force, the total 
loading may be spatially distributed over the whole structure. 
Secondly, it can be reasoned that the structure taken as . a whole will 
have a large number of ways or 'modes' of free vibration. For a 
cantilever the first few modes are shown in fig. 5. The more con-
plex the mode the higher is its associated natural frequency - this 
is easily understood if the behaviour between neighbouring node 
points in the higher modes is imagined to be similar in nature to 
that of the first mode development; although the mass per unit -length 
and the flexural rigidity are the same as before, the length is 
shorter and so a higher frequency is anticipated. The extent to 
which motion in any particular mode develops depends entirely on the 
periodicity and spatial distribution of the applied loading, though 
- for the same amount of total energy acceptance' cceptanc in any mode of 
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Oscillation the mean square, D, (or INS, D) deflection1 decreases 
with increase in mode (n) 0 	In other'words, though the first mode 
deflection may appear to predominate, it does not necessarily follow 
that the highest energy acceptance, with the consequent maxima in 
shear and bending moment (the usual design criteria), is to be found 
within that mode. 
-4 k-RMSdef.,D ->Ik-D 17/ 2 - D4 
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It was considered that the incorporation of certain design feat-
ures in the proposed tower structure would enable its behaviour to be 
essentially that of a 	 or cantilever beam of uniform 
cross-section and uniformly distributed self-weight with a concent-
rated end load - at least for the first few modes of oscillation. 
That the width and general symmetry of the tower should be constant 
with height, apart from fulfilling certain aerodynamic conditions, 
was considered necessary in simulating constant stiffness. In order 
to further fulfil the cantilever-beam analogy it was thought desir-
able to ensure that the tower be reasonably slender (a slenderness 
'I.e., the mean square of the deflections summed along the length of 
the cantilever for the maximum modal deflection. 
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ratio 15 was considered suitable), that the height, h, of each 
lattice-work f1 riit I  be small compared to the overall height, L, çf 
the tower, that welded joints be used throughout, and that the ext-
remities of the tower be rigidly fixed to relatively stiff steel 
plates. The significance of the steel plates in helping the struc- 
ture to behave as a cantilever is discussed in Appendix B. Of greater 
importance is the fact that the natural frequencies of the system can, 
to . a. certain extent, be controlled by judicious choice of .both the 
base plate (the effective stiffness of which determines the extent to 
which the base acts as a spring) and the top plate (whose mass iner-
tia acts as a retarding influence on the natural frequencies of the 
system). For this reason it was considered that the end plates 
should be bolted, not welded to the tower uprights so that if the 
need arose they could easily be replaced with others of different 
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The equivalent cantilever system is shown in fig. 6. The sys-
tem will have approximately the modes of free oscillation indicated 
in fig. 5. Whether a particular mode of vibration develops or not 
depends on the shape or the distribution of the applied loading in 
relation to the shape of the mode and whether there is a component of 
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joint acceptance1 . Clearly a decrease 2 in spatial correlation 
of the higher frequency gusts is favourable to the excitation of 
the higher modes and is implicit in the discussion concerning 
the various profiles shown in fig. 6a. 
Clearly, if one of the initial conditions of the experiment 
is to be fulfilled - that the motion be that of a single-degree-
of-freedom system - then only the first mode of vibration must 
be excited in the natural wind. Study of the reduced spectra 
in fig, 11A, Appendix A, will show that there may . still be - at 
least for some site locations - considerable energy in the tur-
bulence represented by the extreme right hand side of the spect-
rum, for frequencies of 2-4 c/s, say, at a wind speed of 100 ft/ 
sec. (at a reference height of 10 rn,), Extrapolation of the 
spectra would suggest that the energy level becomes negligible 
in all instances for frequencies greater than approximately 15-c/s. 
This suggests at once that, in view of the rise in the natural freq- 
11n the vertical direction the joint acceptance is of the form 
proportional to Z 1 Z1_ - - - 
J J v/v1. v'/v '. exp[-CJz-z'.4(z) 


















uency of a cantilever of approximately n o to 6 04n0 in going from 
the first to the second mode, the first mode natural frequency be 
fixed in the range 2-4 c/s 0 According to section 	and 
Using Davenports correlation curve, this would mean the 'arriv-
ing' of gusts of 'effective width' 3-6 ft 0 in tune with the nat- 
ural (first mode) frequency of the tower. 	Hence, for what is 
probably a. conservative estimate of gust size, some resonant 
motion might be expected for a tower height of 30 ft. Because 
of the insignificant energy level and the very poor spatial cor-
relation, at the second-and higher modal frequencies, motion in 
the higher modes is not anticipated 0 
The motion of the system can then be considered as analogous 
to that of a single-degree-of-freedom system in two dimensions - 
see fig. 7c - ( in whiôh rotation of the base amounting to a free-
end deflection)ôpB, is allowed for). 
Ktotat = KTKB/(KT+KB) 






Theoretically, the stiffness of a hexagonal tower is indepen-
dent of direction in the horizontal plane 0 
2.14 Continuity of Structural Properties 
30 
In order to fully understand the buffeting of the proposed 
structure in the natural wind, an accurate experimental investi, 
gation into the various parameters controlling its behaviour - 
stiffness, natural frequency, damping, and so on - is essential. 
It was considered most practicable in this instance to set up, 
preliminarily, the tower in a location where the above mentioned 
parameters could be most conveniently measured; and where trans-
ducers, eventually to be used in the measurement of the response 
of the tower in the wind, could be fitted, tested and calibrated. 
The tower would then be moved to an appropriate site (of suffic-
ient exposure to the wind) where its response would be measured 
and recorded. 	In order that the parametric constants and the • 
calibrations remain the same in moving from one location to the 
other, it is clear that certain provisions of continuity must be 
made - at the same time ensuring that the transfer is not too 
difficult an operation. 
Apart from the more evident measures taken beforehand at 
the two sites, such as ensuring that the tower is truly vertical, 
the main criterion is that the conditions of support be identical. 
It was thought that the most satisfactory method of achieving 
this was to use a common base of sufficient rigidity and bulk to 
support the motion of the tower. To this base would also be 
fixed the transducers measuring the motion of the tower. By-
using bolts to fix the tower to the base, the system could be 
readily dismantled, transported in individual units, and reassem-
bled,- ensuring that bolt tensions, etc, are the same as before - 
whence the static and dynamic properties of the tower should be 
virtually the same as before. 
- It was considered that a 30 ft. tower and a 2-3 ton base 
would - be within the capacities of normal transport facilities. 
22 	Design of the Tower 
- The principle design specifications for the proposed tower-
structure are listed below; these are a direct outcome of the 
criteria discussed in the previous sections. 
Tower height = 30 O'. • 	 - 
Slenderness ratio = 15, hence, mean width 2 1 0". 
Hexagonal cross-section: six uprights with intermediate bracing 
All members of circular (solid or hollow) section. 
Solidity ratio < 0.5, 
Welded joints. 	- 
Structure bolted to end plates. 
Natural frequency in range 2-4 c/s 0 (see PIPPEIDDc B), 
Provision for rigid base with holding-down bolts. 
The completed design was presented in the form shown in 
fig. 8. Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 show enlargements from this 
drawing. The various cross-sectional areas of members are 
given in APPENDIX B. For the purposes of comparison with 
design specifications certain photographic details of the tower 
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FIG 9 	Detail from FIG 8: part of tower and base in elevation 
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FIG 10 Detail from FIG 8 showing top ha l f of tower 
FIG IOA 	3-D sketch showing alternate positioning of internal stiffeners 
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FIG 11 	Detail, of typical welded joint 
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Investigation of the Physical Properties of the Tower 
Preliminary Tests 
30 Investigation of the physical properties of the tower-;. 
Preliminary tests 	-. 
31. Accessibility and other preliminary considerations 
It was predicted in section 2 . 1 . 3. .that if the tower pos-
sessed a first mode matural frequency in the range 2-4 c/s 9 it 
could eventually be analogized - as far as its motion resulting 
from exposure to the wind was concerned - to .a single-degree-of-
freedom, mass-spring system where the'spring' stiffness, Ktotal, 
was equivalent to the overall stiffness of the tower .(fitted to 
its base) defined as the inverse of the deflection per unit load 
applied at the top of the tower. The first consideration was 
to verify that the natural frequency of the whole system fitted 
with the base plate provided (18" radius x -a-" thickness) fell 
within the specified range0 	(Were the natural frequency to 
fall outside this range the substitution of an accordingly thicker 
or thinner base plate would be necessary.) 
The determination of the deflection, for a given load - 
and eventually for certain other experimental data, such as the 
calibration of transducers - necessitated access to the top of the 
tower, and for this reason a raised platform was built arounc3, the 
structure (in such a way that the supporting scaffold did not 
touch either the steel base of the tower or the tower itself) - 
see fig.0 14 	It was anticipated that the application of load 
to the top of the tower from this platform might result in some 
movement of the platform and scaffold. For this reason the 
structure was situated next to a permanent building in such a way 
that the deflection of the tower could be measured relative to 
a frame cantilevered from the side of the building - this is 
illustrated in fig. 15 
3. 2. General physical properties 














FIG 14 	Tower set up for preliminary tests 
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FIG 15 	Top platform showing independent 'datum' frame 
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A preliminary check1 established that the first mode (no 
other modal vibration was observed) natural frequency of the 
whole system was in the region of 3 c/s, thus satisfying the 
frequency range 2-4 c/s 9 condition discussedearlier0 This per-
mitted the determination of the stiffness, etc0 of the system 
as it stood to be proceeded with. 	•. 	 - . 
Method of load application It was possible to apply a 
range of horizontal loads to the central point of the top plate 
by a straightforward procedure consisting of hanging weights 
from a nylon rope passing over a pulley system as illustrated in 
figs. 16 2 17 2 18 	The pulley system was devised in such a way that 
it could be rotated round the tower allowing the application of 
load along any horizontal radius of the top plate. 
Method of deflection measurement A few pre1imi.ry measure-
ments of the deflection of the top plate for a random selection 
of load directions established that, in general, the deflection 
was not coincident with the load direction - in other words, 
the overall stiffness of the system was not constant in the 
'By placing a Cambridge vibrograph fitted with a low frequency 
attachment on the top plate of the tower it was possible to ob-
tain some idea of the natural frequency of the system. The 
trace shown in the adjoining figure represents the motion of 
the tower system in the natural wind. 









FIGS 16,17 and 18 Details of load application and deflection measurement 
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horizontal plane, resulting in the observed unsymmetrical bend-
ing action. For a brief explanation of the statical properties 
of this phenomenon see PPENDD D (i); the dynamical consequence 
is given in APPENDIX D(ii). Because of-this certain care in 
the method employed in the measurement of, the deflections was 
found to be necessary. Since substantially large deflections 
(within the elastic range of the system) could be produced, it 
was judged appropriate to make use of conventional dial gauges0 
For a typical loading direction (P, say,, at 0 to numbered 
direction '5') the deflection of the rim of the top plate. was 
measured at four points, the complementary deflections ô., ô in-line 
with the load direction, and the corresponding lateral complementary 
.deflections ôA',  6B 1 . —see fig. 19. 








FIG 19 	 . 
In order to compensate for the curvature of the -rim of the top . 
plate small aluminium wedges with smoot,h fla eternal faces were 




The cantilever frame supporting the dial gauges was designed in 
such a way that with the use of magnetic bases the measurement 
of deflection of any point of the rim of the top plate was possible - 
see fig. 18. 
Measurement of the deflection ellipse A typical load 
deflection relationship - the deflection being the mean of the 
dial gauge readings in-line with the applied load - is shown in 
fig. 21. The inverse of the slope of this (linear) relation-
ship is equivalent to the stiffness of the system in the direc-
tion of the applied load. In order to construct the polar diag-
ram of the deflection per unit load, it was found necessary to 
measure the deflections at every 50 interval along the rim of 
the top plate. Certain practical aspects concerning these 
measurements are presented briefly in APPENDDC E. 
The deflection ellipse measured is shown in fig. 22. As 
an aid to understanding this diagram, the direction of the load 
causing a particular deflection (OA) has been plotted. 
Preliminary conclusions The main conclusion to be drawn 
from the above measurements is that the tower structure as a 
whole behaves in a manner essentially similar to - that of a canti-
lever having two mutually perpendicular axes of symmetry of dif-
ferent stiffnesses. Theoretically, this necessitate,s unsym-
metrical bending about every other axis with the locus of the 
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FIG 22 	Polar variation of deflection per unit load 
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deflection per unit load following an elliptical path. By con-
structing the theoretical ellipse based on the measured deflec-
tions per unit load along the principal axes surprisingly good 
agreement is reached with the ellipse measured entirely experiment-
all 1. This means that the theory evolved in - APPEND 	 D(i) and 
cpnoequently that in APPENDIX D(ii) conceining the dynamic behav-
iour of the structure is valid in this case and, as will be shown 
later, suggests a possible method for measuring the response to 
wind. 	-.
. 
It must be emphasized that although the ultimate behaviour 
of the tower is the same as that of a cantilever beam of unsym-
metrical section, the fundamental causes of that behaviour are 
somewhat different. 	In the former case the unsymmetrical bending 
action arises not from unsymrnetry of the tower section (as in the 
latter case) but from unsymmetrical base conditions. Prelim-
inary indications of this derive themselves from the following 
observations: 
As noted above, a preliminary investigation showed that the 
natural frequency of the system was inthe region of 3 c/s. 
Since the computed minimum value was conservatively estimated as 
2,9 c/s. (see APPENDIX B), this anomaly suggests that flexure of 
the base plate must occur, 
The hexagonal sectional nature of the tower is symmetrical  
about more than one axis and as such the deflection per unit load 
diagram is theoretically circular (not elliptical), 
The major axes of the experimentally obtained ellipse 
In fact the two curves cannot be separated on the scale of fig. 22. 
In the prototype tower certain imperfections in the symmetry 
were noted but it was considered that these were not of suf-
ficient magnitude to warrant the ellipse measured, 
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virtually coincide with the mutually perpendicular axes XX and 
YY (see fig. 23) about, which different base conditions prevail 





3.2.2. Unsymmetrical behaviour of tower base 
In order to verify incontrovertably that flexure of the 
base plate was indeed responsible for the unsymmetrical bending 
measured it was considered that some direct measurements of the 
general strain pattern at the base of the tower were necessary. 
It was considered that the simultaneous measurement of strain in 
the six uprights near their point of attachment to the base 
plate would provide adequate information. Clearly the use of 
strain gauges was called for. 
(i) Choice of strain gauges 
In general, discrimination over a relatively small strain 
range (which was anticipated in this case1 ) is more a function 
of the recording instrumentation used than the strain gauge 
1Assuming symmetrical bending conditions a horizontal force of 
100 lb. wt, applied at the top of the tower along axis )OC (fig. 
23) corresponds roughly to a force of ± 750 lb. wt, in each 
upright or roughly 40 microstrain units. 
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itself - assuming that the gauge is correctly bonded to the test 
surface, etc. In view of the possibility of making subsequent 
use of the strain gauges for dynamic recording, it was consider- 
d, however, desirable to achieve a relatively high output sig-
nal from the gauges. Reasonably large gauges, with an active 
length of -J' and half width grid, wore therefore chosen. 
Metalfilm (foil) constantan epoxy.-fibrocellulose backed gauges 
(with leads) of the Budd-103 series type . "for use with all cem- 
ents" were used largely because of their relatively straightforward 
field application. The gauges were self-temperature compensated 
for steel (thereby dispensing with, the need for 'dummy' gauges) 
and retained their perorrnance characteristics, within the 
temperature limits - 70°C to 50°C 0 The gauges possessed the 
usual resistance,. 120 ± 0.2, ohms, and gauge factor, 210 ± 
(ii) Fitting of gauges, circuitry and calibration - 
- The gauges were fitted vertically about 6" from the base 
plate, on the. six uprights, with leadspo,inting . downwards (see 
fig. 24 (i)), The fitting procedure consisted, briefly of the 
following operations:. 	' 	 ,,, 	 •• ., ,. 	 - 
Preparation of test surface (degreasing, abrading, neutralising). 
Positioning and bonding of gauges and terminal strips. 
Wiring up and leaving to cure. 
Application of protective coating and water-proofing. 
Each gauge was incorporated into 'a classical full bridge 
circuit, one half of which constituted half of the internal 
strain gauge bridge (acting as an internal dummy bridge) of a 
For more detail see REF 18, - Foil Strain Gauges of the 
101 Series, Bulletins 6001E, 6190E  Budd Instruments (UK) 
SO 
CD 	 40 
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self-contained strain logger unit 1; this unit also supplying the 
energising voltage to the external half bridge, and recording 
the imbalance of the active arm by means of a visual and printed 
record.. 
top of tower 
	





P 	digital 0) in i-strc channel 
RD=f2O±O .2 I no.1 
I channel 	I 
I no.2 I 
Data-logger unit 
FIG 24 
In order to protect the data logger unit from the weather, 
it was situated in the laboratory building adjacent to the tower 
(as was all other electrical :equipment used in these tests) 0 
This necessitated the running of long leads (25 yds.) to the 
strain gauges. Preliminary tests indicated substantial thermal 
effects on the leads exposed to the external weather conditions. 
For this reason:, and in order to make use of the relatively fine 
potentiometric balancing facilities of the logger unit, the ex- 
ternal half bridge was made up from a 3-wire, quarter bridge cir-
cuit incorporating the strain gauge (with the third wire dis-
tributing symmetrically the thermal effect in the two adjacent 
arms) and a dummy resistor, R,, (see fig. 24 (ii)). 	The size 
of the gauges warranted the use of the maximum energising voltage 
en channel data logger type 1CBL (Westland) 
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(10 Volts), giving a good compromise between stability and con-
venience of measurement 1 0 Prior adjustment and calibration  of 
the gain of the logger's differential amplifier enabled the out-
put to be printed directly in microstr,ain units, 
Each of the six gauge circuits was fitted to a channel of 
the logger unit. Facilities for operation of the automatic 
mode, single scan control by remote control from the platform 
at the top of the tower, were installed. 
Strain measurements  
'Once having applied agiveri load, F, (at a given angle 0 to 
direction t51) at the top of the tower it was possible for a sin-
gle operator to trigger the data logger by remote control there-
by obtaining a printed record of the esulting strain in the six 
uprights. By progressively increasing the load, F, it was pos-
sible to obtain the sort of relationship shown in fig. 25. 
Conclusions 
Fig. 25 verifies once more the linearity of the stress-
strain relationship, at least for the load range in question. 
Theoretically, application, of load in the, direction, shown 
would result in zero stress in uprights t 3 2 and 1 6 1 , and equal 
but opposite (in sign) stresses in 1 4' and '5 1 , and in '1' and 
1 2' respectively. This, however, assumes either a perfectly 
rigid base plate or a base plate whose flexural strength is the 
same about any diameter. 	In fact, neither conditions are met; 
the rigid base on to which the base plate is bolted introduces 
'See fig. 6, in REF 18, Bulletin 6001E, 	 ' 
2The calibration (given in the instruction manual for the data 
logger) was based on a corrected gauge factor, K', allowing 
for the loss of sensitivity arising from the resistance of the 
long leads, viz, 
K' =I/RG+ a)o 	120/120+4.5).2J =2.02 
(RG, K, are the respective quoted gauge resistance and gauge factor) 
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different conditions of support for the various uprights. In 
order to understand the nature of the resulting unsymmetrical 
bending, assume, firstly, that due to the load, P, symmetrically 
applied vis vis the hexagon, an equal thrust develops on the 
base plate from uprights 1 4' and '5'. 	The resistance offered 
to '5' is the relatively large rigidity of the base, whereas the 
resistance offered to '4' is merely the flexural rigidity of the 
base plate cantilevered from the .base and for this reason the 
abutment at 1 4' will subside slightly in relation to '5'. This 
'subsidence' creates an overall deflection of the tower in a 
direction which is laterally perpendicular to that of the load 
application (3 will also subside slightly) such that with the 
main deflection due to the strain of the tower in the direction 
of the load a resultant deflection in some intermediate direc-
tion '&', say, will occur1. Thisstateof affairs is verified 
in fig.. 25, with 131  experiencing compression, 1 6 1 , tension, and 
'4', though deflecting more than 1 5 1 , showing less strain than 
1 5 1 . A similar behaviour is noted in the uprights experiencing 
tension: while the abutment '2' is held down by two bolts, '1' 
is heiddown by only one, resulting in Ill showing less tensile 
strain, but a greater movement or deflection than 1 2' 
3,3, General conclusions 
One of the original criteria concerning the behaviour of 
the tower structure was that it possess constant stiffness about 
any horizontal diameter. In fact, because of unsymmetrical 
base conditions, this has been shown not to be the case. The 
system, however, follows a definite pattern of behaviour which 
This 'is in fact a simplification of what happens; some stress 
redistribution due to the effect of the bracing at the base 
would also occur, as well as some subsidence in the direction 
of the load. 
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does not at all complicate the problem and which, in fact, makes, 
it of greater general validity.,..  It is considered that either 
because of structural flaws, general structural unsyminetry, or 
non-uniform base conditions most tower structures behave, to 
a greater or lesser degree, in a similar manner to that of the 
tower considered here 0 
Sufficient information has been obtained to enable a reason-
able prediction of the dynamic behaviour of the structure to be 
made. (See APPENDIX D(ii)) 0 Because of this it was decided to 
design and proceed with the installation of the transducers 
measuring the dynamic response of the structure. . The general 




Instrumentation Used in Measurement of Response 
40 Instrumentation used in measurement of response 
4.1 Introduction 
From what has been said in APPENDICES D(i) and D(ii) it is 
clear that any vibrational or quasi-static motion of the tower is 
a combination of two mutually perpendicular 'one-degree-of-freedoms 
motions. The foregoing chapter was principally devoted to the 
experimental determination of the deflection per unit load ellipse, 
the principle axes of which being those about which the motions 
described above take place0 Measurement of the response along 
these axes thus offers a relatively simple means of measuring the 
somewhat complicated two dimensional lateral behaviour of the 
tower, 
4,1,1. Selection of transducing element 
It is not proposed to discuss, here in detail merits of the vast 
range of response-measuring devices which are in current use 0 
It was decided to avoid seismic or mass-spring transducers on the 
grounds that the response of these instruments drops significant-
ly as the frequency of excitation approaches zero' . Apart from 
the more unorthodox instrumentation such as optical tracking 
methods this restricted the selection of a transducing element to 
fixed reference instruments (where one terminal of the instrument 
is fixed at some point in space and the other is fixed to the vib-
rating body). Further consideration of the low frequencies in-
volved (approximately 0-3 c/s,) led to the conclusion that the 
measurement of displacement (as opposed to velocity or acceler-
ation) was, in the case in point, the only type of response 
measurement practicable. 	In addition, the method of data ana- 
lysis to be employed necessitated the obtaining of permanent, 
1Low frequency variations inthe deflection of the tower ex-
posed to wind lasting several minutes or more were anticipated. 
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legible records of the response, a condition clearly favouring 
the use of a transducer with an electrical output allowing trans-
mission of the signal over substantial distance to a sheltered 
environment 1 where amplification and recording could be carried 
out. 	 - 
The problem of providing a fixed reference point of attach-
ment for the transducer is made difficult here because of the 
nature of the experiment to be performed. Two basic conditions 
have to be satisfied: that, 
although the tower is to be left free to respond in the wind, 
the reference point must remain stationary and unaffected by the wind. 
Satisfying the above condition, by the use of massive supports 
must not be detrimental to the exposure of the tower to the nat-
ural free-flow of the wind (by shielding effects, generation of 
vortices, increasing turbulence, etc 0 ) 0 
The above conditions, at first sight, seemed to preclude the 
possibility of taking any measurements at all. - Further, con-
sideration, however, on the nature of both the quasi-steady and 
dynamic response of the tower provided a compromise solution. 
AN 
FIG 26 
It mustbe remembered that observatjns to be taken are under 
strong to gale force wind conditions. 
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Fig. 26 shows, in elevation, a typical deflection profile (exag-
gerated) which, it was anticipated, the tower system would take 
in free vibration along one of the axes of proposed measurement 1 0 
The neutral p9siti9n is cc. The modal shape, ED', will comprise 
a linear mode, OC', resulting from rotation of the base, together 
with the mode of the tower in flexure (considered as a fixed-free 
cantilever Mith an end load). It follows that knowledge of the 
deflection, ôH at some intermediate height, II, will provide, 
after performing suitable operations,.a full knowledge of the pro-
file shape including the deflection of the top plate, oLe  This 
assumes that the proportional contributions (from flexure of the 
base plate and from flexure of the tower) to the deflection, 0H' 
are known. 
The magnitude of the deflection, 0H' relative to the dis-
placement at the top of the tower, 0L' will depend on the relative 
values of 'H', and, 'L', the total height of the tower, Establish-
ing the position of the fixed reference point was therefore a comp-
romise between the necessity for obtaining tower displacements 
in the natural wind of measurable proportion (this depending on 
the sensitivity of the transducer used) and the need for main-
taining the tower exposed to the natural wind as far as possible 
without obstruction from the necessarily bulky supports. 
In view of the above considerations, and other considerations 
such as the necessity for reasonably good resolution over the rel-
atively narrow displacement limits anticipated (eliminating, for 
example, the possibility of using variable inductance transducers) 2 , 
the use of either of two basic types of transducing elements was 
'This profile will be slightly different for quasi-steady res-
ponse to various loading conditions - see APPENDIX. F. 
This is only true in general; certain specialized transducers 
of this type can, through a large multiplicity of windings, 
achieve good resolution, 
Rigid connecting rod 
Universal joints 




seen to be feasible. These were 
capacitance-type transducers 	
V. .. 
displacement cantilever transducers using bonded strain gauges. 
- Although either of these transducers could have performed 
the required function, the second was chosen because of the rel-
atively straight-forward auxiliary equipment. required. The 
capacitance_type pick-up though simple and robust in itself 
necessitates the use of rather complex auxiliary equipment. 
4.12 Description and Design of Transducer 
The general idea behind the type of transducer to be used is 
that movement of the test member deforms an auxiliary mechanical 
member, the strain of which, linearly proportional to the dis-
placement (within the elastic range of the material), is picked 
up by strain gauges bonded to that member. The salient features 
of the transducing system designed for measurement of the tower 
displacement are shown in fig. 27.. 
> Axis of sensitivity 	 -, 
FIG 27 
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The vibrational or quasi-steady motion of the tower is transmitted 
laterally through a coupling rod to the free end of a fixed-free 
cantilever on to which two strain gauges (doubling the sensitiv-
ity, further enhancing compensation for temperature changes and 
cancelling axial strains) are bonded. The purpose of the uni-
versal joints is to permit rotation not only in the vertical 
plane of motion but also in the horizontal plane. It must be 
remembered that the tower moves laterally about two mutually per-
pendicülar axes. Rotation of the coupling AB about B prevents 
(to a degree) the transference of one lateral motion to the 
other - see 5.1. for further discussion 0 
The position and various dimensions of the transducers were 
determined on the basis of certain preliminary observations 
(using dial gauges). It was noted that at a height of approx-
imately 4' 6" from the base of the tower the application of 
a lateral load of 20 lbs. at the top of the tower produced def-
lections along the principal axes of approximately 0,0015" and 
0.0030". The calculated surface strains at - from the fixed 
end of a: 4 11 'spring steel' cantilever (of " x" rectangular 
cross-section) for a free-end deflection of 0,0015" is approx-
imately 15 microstrain units. In view of the auxiliary ins-
trumentation to be used and the loading range anticipated in the 
natural wind (of the order of 0-50 lb, equivalent top load) the 
sensitivity produced by such a cantilever was considered suitable. 
One reason for not choosing a cantilever. producing a much larger 
strain sensitivity for a given free-end displacement was the 
necessity for minimizing the loading effect of the transducer on 
the tower; for the system as designed the transducer exerted a 
load in the proportion of lb. for a deflection of 0,0015", 
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a load which, at a height of 41 611, was considered as producing 
negligible effects. The strain gauges used were of the same 
type as those used in the earlier base-strain experiment (see 
3.2.2.(i)); similar bonding, weather-proofing, etc., techniques 
were used.. Details of the transducer and its support are shown 
in figs. 28, 29. 
4.2. Response and Performance of Transducer to Quasi-stead 
Tower Deflections 	- 	- 
4.2.1. Instrumentation and Circuitry 
In order to test the functioning and suitability of each of 
the two transducers under static displacement conditions, the 
same equipment and circuit as that shown in fig. 24 (3.2.2.) was 
used with the exception that in this case the external half 
bridge was made up of two active arms - each arm corresponding to 
one of the transducer strain gauges. The logger unit was ad-
justed to read directly in micro strain units (using a corrected 
gauge factor of 1,866 ). 
4.2,2. Calibration 
The transducer was calibrated by noting the output in micro-
strain units resulting from a range of input displacements. 
Care was taken to ensure that measurement of the displacements 
was in fact correctly located on the transducer, corresponding to 
the point of reception from the tower; to ensure this, a direct 
The resistance of each of the 150' 0" transducer leads was 
measured at 15 ohms whence the effective gauge factor, 
	
K' = 1201(120 + 15).K = 1.866. 	(K = 2.1). 
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FIGS 28 and 29 	Installation of transducers along axes of principal M of I 
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connection by threading the shaft of the dial gauges used with 
the transducer universal joint was made. The strain-deflection 
relationship was identical for the two transducers built and is 
given in fig. 30 . .. .. . 
After calibration the transducers with their supports were 
installed in their allotted positions at the base of the tower - 
along the axes of principal moment of inertia as found in CHAPTEU. 3, 
See fig. 22, 	(It will be noted that a protective coating of 
packing grease was applied to the transducers,) 
In order to verify the predicted behaviour of the transducers 
as fitted to the tower, a further test was effected, consisting 
of noting the two transducer outputs (in microstrain units) for 
a range of lateral top-loads and load directions. The 'load-  
transducer output' relationship measured is given, firstly, for 
application of the top-load along the principal axes in fig. 31. 
The slopes of these and the similar linear relationships obtained 
for intermediate load directions are plotted in fig. 32. 
4.2,3, Conclusions from Static Transducer Tests 
The ostensible conclusion which can be drawn from the results 
of the above tests, in particular, that relating to fig. 32 is 
that the transducers respond only to the components of tower dis-
placement which lie along their respective axes of sensitivity1 , 
and do so linearly (at least for the displacement range in question). 
Both this and the excellent consistency of the experimental ob-
servations obtained were considered as clearly demonstrating the 
suitability of the transducers. 
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FIG 31 	Calibration of transducers in terms of loading applied to tower 
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FIG 32 Effect of rotation of free-end load on tower on transducer sensitivities 
The calibration charts obtained in the tests above (fig. 30 
and 31) enable an accurate determination of the relative con-
tributions to the deflection/unit load ellipse (from flexure of 
the base plate and flexure of the tower), to be made by providing 
a knowledge of the deflections of the tower at its free-end and 
at the point of transducer measurement for a given lateral top-
load. A typical calculation in the 'break-down' of the ellipse 
is given below. 
From CHAPTER 3, the deflection per unit load at the free-end 
of the tower about the axis of minimum stiffness (AXIS 1) is, 
(A ) = 0,00323 in/lb. 
- 	 p 1 
From fig, 31 for AXIS 1,, the transducer output is, for the applic-
ation of a unit top-load to the tower, 
1,28 microstrain/lb. 
From fig, 30 the displacement experienced by the transducer 
for a unit strain is, 
0,000128 in/micro strain. 
From which, the displacement of the tower at the transducer for 
a unit top-load is, 
(a) 1 = 1!28.0-000128 = 0,000165 in/lb. 
Using the expressions developed in APPEND]X F (CASE 1), the dis-
placement per unit load at the top of the tower, due to flexure 
of the tower alone is, 
(APT)l = K 	- (a) .z1/z2]/[K - i1/z2] 
where K 2Z /3Z (Z1 - Z2/3). 
With Z = 368 in. and Z 2 = 51 in., and the values of (ap ) 1 , and 
found above, 
•= 0,00254 in/lb. (or a stiffness of 393 lb/in), 
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FIG 	33 	Deflection ellipse showing contribution (shaded) from flexure of 	base-plate 
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The shaded portion represents the deflection due to flexure of 
the base plate. 	It is to be noted that the stiffness of the 
tower alone is constant with direction. 
The following problem remains: given that the tower deflects 
under quasi-steady wind loading and produces a transducer read-
ing in microstrain units; what is the effective wind load? 
First of all, it is known from fig 0 31 what lateral load P 
applied to the top of the tower would produce the given trans-
ducer strain. Hence the wind load can be imagined as an 'equi-
valent' top-load II• 	Knowing 'P', the actual total wind load 
component, W, can then be calculated from • the conversion (see 
APPENDIX F(CASE 2)), 
w= 
Z2/Z1 .(2n -2) [(ApB)l + (Ap1)I .3Z2/2Z .(ZJ _Z2/3)] 
(APB)(21) ~ 	 + 3 (ApT)'  [(2n + I )(Z2/Z 	J(Z2/Z 1)3~ 	 I 	(22/ ZJ)214.1 
L 2 	 3 	 (2n+42n+3) 
where (APBY , (APT), are the constituent deflections per units 
load from the ellipse in fig. 33 and n is the wind profile power 
index. 
The above expression has been plotted for the two trans-
ducers for varying n values in fig. 34 	Given a particular wind 
speed at the top of the tower (corresponding to a wind pressure, 
Pz1/t)  per unit area, where D is the width of the structure) the 
equivalent free-end load tt  is plotted for various profile 
shapes, in fig. 35 
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FIG 35 Effect of profile shape in terms of calibration load, P, for-a given pressure cit top of structure 
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4.3 Dynamical Behaviour 
4.3.1. Selection of Equipment for Dynamic Strain Measurement 
The tests described in the previous sections have been res.-
trictedto the obtaining of experimental data under static con-
ditions, with, for instance, arbitrary time delays between suc-
cessive observations. 	In order to effect a detailed study of 
the dynamical motion of the tower, however, it was considered 
necessary to obtain some form of legible oscillographic (uninter-
rupted) record of events. A brief review of oscillographic rec-
ording equipment indicated that this type of instrument requires 
substantially larger inputs •(of the order of millivolts) than the 
sort of output anticipated from a strain-gauge transducer (which 
is of the order of micro -volts) .1 . Clearly, some sort of inter-
mediate amplification was necessary. Further consideration of 
the frequency range (0-3 c/s.) of the signal to be amplified and 
other factors such as the possibility of errorsarising from the 
generation of thermo-electric em,fts somewhat disfavoured the use 
of direct current to power the strain gauges0 	In any case, 
P.C. amplification is difficult. For this reason it was con-
sidered justifiable to use a carrier-wave system with the input 
transducer operated as part of a bridge current. The equipment 
used consisted of a standard commercial carrier-frequency amp-
lifier, incorporating all the basic elements of a strain gauge 
instrumentation system, (such as Vheatstone bridge balancing 
facilities, stabilised a,c. power supply, etc.) and a visicorder 
oscillograph, 
'For a displacement of 0.0015' the output of the transducer des-
cribed in 4,1,2. was estimated to be about 75 microvolts (using 
a bridge voltage of 5V,). 
4e3e2. Description of Equipment and Circuitry 
The basic operation of the system is best understood from a 
block diagram - see fig. 36 
The oscillator.  unit (A) supplies the bridge with-astable a. c. 
voltage. 	Consider, firstly, the instance when there is no strain 
in either of the strain gauges. Since strain gauges normally 
have a certain capacitance a phase shift between the a,c0 vol-
tages in the arms tabt and 'ac' (say) will occur. This means 
that though the amplitude of the voltages may have been equalized 
to visicorder 
x 










A full-wave rectIr.J 




by the variable resistance, R, there will still be a resultant 
voltage across the bridge output 'be' (corresponding to the sub-
traction of one wave from the other). 	In order to eliminate the 
phase difference from the whole bridge adjustment of the variable 
capacitor, X, is made. The bridge is then balanced with zero 
output voltage. If the bridge is now put out of balance by in-
ducing strain in the gauges, a small a 0 c, voltage with amplitude 
proportional to the strain will appear across 'be' in the form of 
[1 
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a modulated wave and be fed to the amplifier (D). The amplified 
voltage is then fed to a phase-sensitive rectifier (E),which 
converts the a,c. voltage signal into the appropriate d.c 0 volt-
age, the sign of which depends on the phase difference between the 
Signal about to be demodulated and the original a 0 c 0 oscillator 
signal. 	- 
The carrier amplifiers used (HONEYWELL, single channel, 
TYPE 2506) possessed a recorder socket output impedance . 200 
ohms, which made them suitable  for direct connection to HONEY-
WELL BB-TYPE miniature mirror (TYPE BB 250A) galvanometers from 
which (using a HONEYWELL Visicorder (u.V.,) oscillograph (TYPE 
1705) a trace of the carrier-amplifier output signal on photo-
sensitive paper could be obtained. 
Duplication of the system as described above enabled the 
simultaneous, side-by-side recording of the lateral displacements 
along the mutually perpendicular 'principal' axes of the tower at 
the height of the transducers. As an extra visual aid monitor-
ing of the two signals was carried out with the aid of an 
oscilloscope. 
As anticipated considerable electrical interference was ob-
served in the system when first set up. Decoupling of the two 
carrier-amplifiers (so as to reduce any possible cross-talk or 
beat effects) by operation the two units from-the same oscillator 
did not appear to improve the situation. 	In fact most of the 
noise was attributable to pick-up from the exceptionally long 
leads making up the external strain gauge half bridge (three 
leads at 150' 0 11 ). 	Under normal circumstances this would have 
1correctly damping the galvanometers, for optimum flat frequency 
response. 
77 
warranted the use of cables with double shielding, but, in. this 
case, in view of the low frequency range to be measured (approx-
imately 0-3 c/s.) and the fact that the noise was of a high to 
audio frequency range, it was decided to retain the use of the 
single shielded cables in conjunction with a low pass filter con-
sisting of a shunt capacitor across the oscilloscope output ter-
minals of the carrier-amplifier. - In order to further supress 
any interference care was taken to avoid ground loops by avoiding 
multiple grounds on the signal circuit. The set up which gave 
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FIG 37 
4.3030 Calibration 
Because of the accessibility existing to the top of the 
tower it was possible to calibrate the entire system in one oper-
ation (circumventing the difficulties of combining the character-
istics of all the system components) - -although, it must be ad-
mitted, the calibration depended on there-being perfectly wind-
less conditions. The calibration was performed by applying 
along each of the principal axes in turn a. lateral load to the 
top of the tower and noting, at the output end of the system, the 
corresponding shift of the U.V. trace on the photo-sensitive 
.78 
oscillo script paper. As it was intended to accommodate at least 
four legible traces on recording paper only 120 mm, wide it was 
considered essential to be able to adjust the size of the res-
ponse fluctuation in the wind to the pOportions of the paper. 
For this reason calibration of the system was performed for v. whole 
range of amplifier gains. . A typical load-deflection calibration 
for a low gain (94% of complete attenuation) is given in fig, 38. 
All observations in the 85%-100% attenuation range were remark-
ably consistent and showed good . stability with time (the oscillo-
script trace showing either a positive or negative drift of less 
than about 2% of the total deflection in a 30 mm. time interval). 
For higher gains, however, the stability of the system deteriorated 
somewhat and considerable drifting was observed - although, the 
'instantaneous' load-deflection relationship remained linear. 
The sensitivity of the system (defined here as the trace def-
lection - in 'mms, - per unit lateral load applied to the top of 
the tower - in lbs.) corresponding to the inverse of the slope in 
fig, 38 was plotted for the whole range of amplifier gains (0-100) 
and is given in fig. 39. An enlarged picture of the working 
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FIG 38 	Typical calibration at a given carrier amplifier attenuation 
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Dynamical Properties of Tower Structure 
5 Dynamical Properties of Tower Structure 
In order to verify that the performance of the system des-
cribed (in CHAPTER 4) was satisfactory under the dynamical con-
ditions imposed by the tower structure certaifl simple tests were 
carried out. From the results of these tests were deduced cer-
tain important dynamical properties and characteristics of the 
structure. 
51 Performance of Instrumentation 
By subjecting the tower to a sudden force or impulse and al-
lowing the subsequent motion to decay naturally, the sort of 
trace shown in fig. 4J was obtained. When the instrumentation 
was first set up, however, the decay traces obtained were of the 
type shown in fig. 42. The traces shown in this figure represent 
the simultaneous decay of the free vibration of the tower (after 
initial excitation by a lateral impulse applied at approximately 
450 to the principal stiffness axes of the tower) as picked up by 
the two transducers. A brief study of these traces will indic-
ate that both of the motions are amplitude modulated and that the 
frequency of the modulation (approximately 0.3 c/s.) corresponds 
to twice the 	frequency which would be expected from super- 
imposition of the two main decay vibrations recorded (approx-
imately 3 and 3.3 c/s.) 2 0 Clearly this indicates some parasitic 
Each horizontal marking corresponds to a time interval of 1 sec. 
Superimposition of two signals, a.Sinwt and a,Sin(w + ôw)t,. 
where Ow is small results in the motion, 2á.Sin(W + 6w/2)t,CosOw/2 0 t. 
This can be imagined as the reproduction of the original signal, 
a.Sinwt ->a 0Sin(w + 6w/2)t, modulated by a low frequency wave, 
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FIG 42 Free vibrational 
decay in tower as picked up 
by transducers in slight 
misalignment with axes of 
principal M of I 
FIG 41 	Decay of free vibration 
in tower as picked up by correctly 
aligned transducer 
interference between the two theoretically independent predominant 
'notions of the structure. -It - was found that by altering the axe 
of sensitivity of the two transducers the effect of the modulation 
could be either increased or decreased. - - 
Axes of principal 
Mof I 
vibratkn,_aSinc 1 t 
/ I TOWER! 
Ki 
E IESin2wi t 
FIG 43 
22 error, E = r - (r - a )k  
(a) Correct alignment; 
E 
E= r + a,SinQ ± •\J1a0SinQj + Cr
2 
 - a2  
(b) Incorrect alignment of transducer 
Fig. 43 demonstrates two ways whereby the signal from one trans-
ducer may be affected by motion perpendicular to its intended 
axis of sensitivity. Fig. 43(a) shows a transducer correctly 
aligned with one of the axes of principal moment of inertia of 
the tower system. Consider motion along the transverse axis 
alone. To a displacement 'a' the transducer will respond by an 
amount 'E", which is dependent on both 'a' and 'r'. 	Because the 
displacement tat varies sinusoidally with time, and, in fact, re-
presents the free vibration of the system along the transverse 
axis and because the induced error 'E' is independent of the sign 
RV 
of tat, 'E' will also vary sinusoidally but with a frequency twice 
that of the transverse motion. For motion along the two prin-
cipal axes occuring simultaneously, both transducer signals will 
be modulated by the sinusoidal variation 'E'. In fact the amp-
litude of 'E', expressed as a percentage of the amplitude 'a' for 
a correctly aligned transducer is exceedingly small (being less 
than 0,2% for a transverse free—end tower deflection of 1 in.) 
- It was found that practically all of the parasitic modulation was 
attributable to the incorrect alignment of the transducers - see 
fig, 43(b). The error produced in this case was found to be 
considerable, even for a small misalignment (theoretically being 
of the order of 5% of the transverse amplitude for a misalignment 
of Q = 30) and accounted for the modulation shown in fig. 42. 
Bya process of trial and error the alignment of the transducers 
was corrected until the decay traces indicated no modulation. 
The traces obtained then were of the type shown in fig. 411, 
It was possible to reconstitute the entire lateral motion of 
the tower in visual form by connecting the output of one trans-
ducer to the vertical axis of an oscilloscope and connecting the 
other to. its horizontal axis (with the sweep switched off). By 
exciting the tower structure along both of its axes and then al-
lowing the motion to decay naturally, the sort of pattern shown 
in fig, 44 was produced. For the sake of clarity only about 
half of the complete 'beat' cycle (the period of the whole cycle 
being approximately six seconds) is shown in fig, 44. The dif-
ference which will be noted between. the lengths of the diagonals 
1Although, , in. this case, the orientation of the principal axes 
was known with some accuracy a priori, the principle involved 
here suggests a simple method for accurately determining the 
or 	of the principal axes and therby eliminating the 
need for an accurate determination of the stiffness or 
deflection/unit load ellipse. 
FIG 44 Horizontal motion of tower in free vibration 
FIG 45 Wind induced motion of tower 
of the (Lissajous) figure correspond to the decay in the free vib-
rations of the structure as a whole during a half beat (3 sees,) 
This explains the diamond shape of the Lissajous pattern 0 
Fig. . 45 shows a typical visual record of the lateral motion of 
the tower subjected to natural wind pressures - it is to be noted 
that the basic Lissajous pattern made up form resonant vibrations 
of the tower, though superimposed on quasi-static deflections, is 
nonetheless maintained. 
5.2. Decay of Free Vibrations: Natural Frequency and Dampin,g 
For a whole range of initial displacements records of the 
decay 'in the free vibration of the tower were obtained. Fig, 41 
shows a typical trace. From these traces was gauged the natural 
(first mode) frequency and the damping characteristics of the 
tower about each of its principal axes. The natural frequencies 
were measured as: 	 . 
(n0)axisl = 2,97 ± 0.. c/s0 (about axis of minimum stiffness) 
(n0)axis2 = 3,29 ± 0001 c/s, (about axis of maximum stiffness) 
From preliminary study of the damping traces obtained, it was 
thought that the apparently exponential decay was due almost en-
tirely to viscous damping (i.e 0 aerodynamic damping of the tower 
in still air). However, an attempt to measure the logarithmic 
decrement of the traces obtained showed consistent 'variations in 
the values obtained (decreasing with amplitude). This, it was 
estimated, was indicative of the presence of an additional form 
of damping, By making certain measurements of the decay en-
velopes it was firmly established that in addition to viscous 
damping (varying proportionately with the amplitude of vibration) 
there was also present damping of a frictional nature - that is, 
damping consisting of a constant frictional force, independent of. 
amplitude, but always acting in a direction so as to oppose the 
motion, The case of viscous and frictional (or Coulomb) damping 
combined is considered in .- APPENDIX G(ii). 
Using the expressions developed in this Appendix, the damp-
ing along each axis was determined as follows. The values ob-
tained showed reasonably good consistency (± 5%) for twenty-three 
recorded decay traces obtained 1 . 	(The definition of critical 
damping for viscous damping is given in APPENDIX D(ii),) 
(i) Damping about Axis-2 (axis of maximum stiffness) 
The viscous damping was obtained from the decay traces using the 
expression: 
(n) 
p 	oaxis2 in 
(n - m) 
Values for a typical calculat 
(xfl)T = 0,85 cm., (Xm)T 
(n - m) = 75 cycles 
(X) n T 	(see APPENDIX G (ii)) 
(x) T 
ion are: 
= 0.275 cm, (for T = 40 cycles) 
Whence, 
1 	= 3°29/75,ln(085/0275) = 0,0494. 
The mean of all values so computed was (for motion about axis 2), 
18 
 2 = 0,0498 
or, expressed as a percentage of critical damping, 
C/Cr% = 0,24% 	 (c/Cr P/21(n0).2) 
The frictional damping was computed from the expression, 
'These traces covered a range of different initial displacements. 
AN 
F = K[xN( fl+ l) + 	 /')] 	 + e. XP 	lox 
The frictional damping was computed for displacements (e 0 g., 
at the free-end of the tower; a typical calculation with 
P= 0.049 is given below ... 	 . ...... 
Using the calibration curves (CHAPTER 4), an amplitude of 1.49 cm 0 
on the recorded trace corresponds toafree-end tower deflection 
of 149.000262/0045..= 00865 in 0 (amplifierattenuatio1 = 982%). 
The slope of the decay envelope (at an . amplitude 	 1.49 cm.) 
was measured as 0.68 cm. over 40 cycles, whence, XN(n+l) = ()cp + 0.68/80) 
= -1.4985 cm. (APPENDIX G(ii)), and 	. 
F = 1f0'00262[(1a4985 + 009925.1049)11 0 9925]. 0-00262/0- 045 
= 0.219 lb. wt. 
The mean of a number of values calculated in this way was 
F = 0.22 lb. wt. 
In order to establish some valid comparison between the 
magnitudes of the two types of damping, the viscous damping may 
be considered as that of the equivalent mass-spring system, of 
mass (M+ 0.23m). The viscous damping force exerted on the 
motion of the system is proportional to the velocity, the constant 
of proportionality being C2 = 2(M + 0'23m)2 (see APPENDIX D(ii)). 
For axis-2, 
- 02 = 2[146•5 + 0°23.836'7] 0.0498/g 1 lb/ft/sec. 
Both viscous and frictional damping may then be represented graph-
ically on the same diagram - see fig. 46. As an aid to further 
understanding of this diagram the amplitude of vibration (at the 
free-end of the tower) isa1soindicated. 	(For a particular 
amplitude of vibration, A, say, the mean or average velocity of 










the mass will be the distance covered in one complete cycle, 4 x A, 
divided by the time taken (2r/), that is: 2A11T ) 
(ii) Damping about Axis -1 (axis of minimum stiffi): 
By proceeding in a manner similar to that adopted above, it was estab-
lished that the apportioning of the damping about the axis of minimum 
stiffness was, 
Viscous damping: c/cr% 0.38% 
or, 	 0. 071 
and, Frictional damping: F = 1.0 lb. 
A similar diagram to that of fig. 46 may be drawn - see fig. 47. 
Damping force (Ibwt) 
2.4 	AXIS-2 	
Ibwt 
NAMA 	I -- -- 
Frictional 	 10 Ibwt 
°:VV/41 
05 	 I•O 	
Velocity (ft/sec) 
0 	 05 	 I0 	
>Amplitude (in) 
FIG 47 
5.3., Theoretical Determination of Natural Frequency 
It was considered that comparison of the natural frequencies 
of the system obtained, on the one hand, on a theoretical basis 
using the experimentally obtained statical parameters of stiffness 
and mass distribution, and, on the other hand, from direct obser-
vation, would enable the assumptions concerning the distribution 
of mass and stiffness made so far to be verified. 	It was shown 
in APPENDIX F(iii) that the (first mode) natural frequency of the 
tower considered as a fixed-free cantilever (with no flexure of 
the base) was 
where a is the lowest root of the expression, 
(IM.M/In.Z1 a 4 — i) + (M/m,Z1G - IM/meZi a 3 )Sin a Z1Cosh aZ1 
— (M/m..Z 1a + IM/m.Zla 3 )CosaZlsinhaZl — (IM.M/mOZlc4 + 
.Cos aZ1CoshaZ1 = 0 	o, ... ,,,...eeo.00,o,o..e.00.ee00000,(jl) 
This equation allows for rotation of the mass at the free-end of the 
cantilever. The mass moment of inertia of the circular plate used 
in the tower-structure is: 
Md2/16.. 146.5,17 2/160386 	6.85 1b.in.sec 
and since it is known that c. is in the region of 20 radian/sec. 
(3.3 c/s), which from (i) means that a is in the region of 0.0045, 
it is easily verified that the contributions from rotation of the 
plate are negligible 1 and may therefore be ignored here. 	Equation 
(ii) reduces to 
M/m.Z 1G (SinaZ 1 .CoshaZ1 — Cosa Z 1 0SinhaZ 1 ) = (1 + Cosa Z1.CoebGZ- 
000•000 O•0O•O (iii) 
By a process of successive iteration the lowest root of this 
equation is/ 
'Viz, for the values quoted, IM/m.Z1G3o.0.0001, IM,M/m.Z1a 4 
0.0000002 compared to terms like M/m.Z 1a e. 0.3 
93 
found to be (to three decimal places): 
(z1 ) = 1. 6.4 
It follows from this that the theoretical first mode ' natural frequency 
of the system, assuming a fixed base, is 
(n0 ) 	 ((l°64l).393/21675) = 3.32 c/s0 
where K =393 lb/in. istherneasuredstiffness of the tower alone (CHAPTER  
and m = 21675 lb 0 in 0 sec. 2 is the mass of the tower (without top plate). 
It was shown in APPENDIX F(iii) that the cantilever system was equivalent 
to a one-degree-of-freedom mass-spring system of mass (N +ym) where 
Y = 3/(aZ1)4 - Win 
Substituting for aZ.,= 1 0 641and N/rn = 0379/21675 = 0.175 
V =0.238 
whence, the natural frequency of the equivalent system is 
= --/K/(M + 0238.m) c/s. 
It was further shown in APPENDIX F(iii) that flexure of the base caused 
- 	the decrease of the frequency of the system to a value given by 
[(KT + c/( 1cTOKB) 
  ( +ym) 	] 
where K, K are the stiffnesses of the base plate and tower respectively 
with respect to the free-end of the tower.' The natural frequencies 
about the principal axes of the system are therefore, 
(no)BT, axis 3. = 	(3096/(00379 + 00238.20l67))2 = 2.96 c/s. 
axis 2 = 	(381 - V(0 -379 + 01238.20167))2 = 3.28 c/s. 
'The second mode frequency of the tower strutiire were thebase to be 
fixed would be: (n1 ) = 	 2295 c/s 0 
(this is based on the second root, a11 = 4.307 of equation (iii)), 
94 
Having obtained the lowest root, 'G', of equation (iii), it 
is now possible to write the expression for the shape of the 
first mode of the system in free vibi'ation, viz, 
= B1 
[ 
0 0 6315(inhz - Sinaz) + (Coshaz - Cosaz) ~ 
2/3.KT/KB  
For a given unit displacement at the point of transducer measure-
ment the above mode shape and the profiles for the static loads 9 
P, and, W, as defined in APFENDIX . D are plotted in fig, 413 for 
the two principal axes of the structure. 
5040 Conclusions 	. 	 . 
It will be noted that the agreement between the observed 
natural (first mode) frequencies (see 5.2,) and those calculated 
(5,3,) from the statical parameters of the system is very good-
(the error being less than 1% for both principal axes). This 
vindicateè the assumptions made in treating the tower system, 
firstly, as a fixed-free cantilever beam of constant stiffness 
and uniformly distributed self-weight with a concentrated load at 
the free-end and, secondly, as an equivalent mass-spring system 
consisting of two springs, the second spring allowing for flexure 
of the base. It is to be noted that the exact formula developed 
for the frequency of the system was (M = tend' mass, m = cantilever 
mass): 
no = WK/(M -+ 0.238m) 
This compares closely with the approximation usually made for a 
cantilever with a.concentrated end mass, 
n = - JK/(M + O.23m) 1 
'This formula i 's based on 'Rayleights rnethodt in which anapprox- 
imation to the true mode shape is made - see REF. 19 Shock and Vibration  
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FIG 48 Different bending modes adopted by tower for the some transducer output 
This is not surprising since this approximation is based on the 
displacement profile of the cantilever resulting from a lateral 
end load, P; it will be noted from fig. 48 that the mode shape 
in free vibration is practically the same as that due to an end 
load 'P'. 	It will also be noted from fig. 48 that the quasi- 
static deflection profiles for distributed wind loading (of velo-
city profiles ranging in power index from 0.16 to 0.4) are prac-
tically identical although these profiles depart somewhat from 
the resonant or free-vibrational mode. Based on a unit deflec-
tion at the height of the transducer the difference in the modal 
shapes for the two principal axes, resulting from different flex-
ures of the base plate along these axes, is clearly seen. 
The damping characteristics found in 5.2. are interesting. 
It is shown that the damping in the system derives itself from 
two sources, 
(1) viscous action of the air on the structure 
(ii) frictional damping. 
Consider, first, the case of viscous damping. 	It will be ob- 
served that this is different for the two axes of motion - being 
0.24% of critical about axis 2 (axis of maximum stiffness) and 
0.38% of critical about axis 1. This may appear somewhat sur-
prising at first sight. Consider, for instance, resonant vib-
ration about the two principal axes such that the respective free-
end amplitudes of the tower are equal. Motion about the stiffer 
axis will have a slightly greater mean velocity (because of its 
higher frequency) and for this reason a more pronounced viscous 
decay than for the other axis might be expected. Further in-
spection of the system's behaviour, however, shows that this ef-











free-end deflection ( 6, say) shows that the lateral profile of 
the motion about the less stiff axis is more fully developed 
than in motion about the axis of maximum stiffness. The mean 
amplitude is thus smaller in the higher frequency case. 	In all 
probability the difference in viscous damping coefficients is 
due to the differing aerodynamic characteristics in operation 
about the two principle axes of the tower. 	Insofar as motion 
- 	about the less damped axis is concerned, it is perhaps signifi- 
cant that the orientation of the bracing is such that its aero- 
dynamic section is always elliptical. 	In the case of the more 
damped axis two entire panels of bracing present a circular 
section for lateral motion in the air. 	The constant frictional 
damping clearly originates for the most part in friction of the 
base plate on the base. 	(It is considered that the internal 
frictional damping for the whole structure is a small proportion 
of the damping present.) 	It is to be noted that most friction 
(i lb.) is observed about the axis of most flexure of the base 
plate (axis-1) and least (0.22 lb.) about the axis of least 
flexure (axis-2). 	For very large amplitudes of vibration of 
the structure (greater than 2' at the free-end) the frictional 
effect of the base plate was quite audible! 
It is worth noting that were the. tower rigidly fixed at 
its base to the steel base frame, the frictional damping dis-
cussed above would practically all disappear leaving the 
extremely small air-viscous damping to control the size of 
resonant oscillations. 	. 
CHAPTER 6. 
Instrumentation Used in Measurement of Wind 
6, Instrumentation Used in Measurement of Wind 
While the system described in CHAPTER 4 for measurement of 
the response of the structure was being devised, consideration 
Was also given to the establishment of ,instrumentation for measur-
ing the wind impinging on the structure. Since the first mode 
natural frequencies of the tower were of he order of 3 c/s0 it 
was considered that the anemometric instrumentation to be used 
should be 100% responsive to gust fluctuations having componen-
tial frequencies of at least that magnitude. Further consider-
ations, such as the necessity for portability and ease of setting.-
up will be discussed in the context of this chapter, 
6,1. Choice of Instrumentation 
A brief review of anemometers which have been used with more 
or less success in the natural wind permits them to be categor-
ized as follows: 
cup anemometers 
pressure spheres 
hot wire anemometers 
other types (vibrating reed, sonic, tethered balloons, 
thermistor, pressure-tube, windmill, pressure-plate, etc,) 
Traditionally used, and still by far the most popular of 
these instruments is the cup anemometer which boasts many prac-
tical advantages such as simplicity of operation, reliability, 
durability and robustness; it is standard equipment in meteor-, 
ological stations. As a transducing., element fpr practical meas-
uring of fluctuations in the natural wind, however, the perform-
ance of this type of instrument is limited, firstly, by its 
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inability to follow the more rapid wind fluctuations (mainly be-
cause of the inertial effect of the rotor tending to favour,  
a more rapid response to increasing wind speeds than to decreas-
ing speeds) and, secondly, because of its asymmetry, its sus-
ceptibility to error from the effect of vertical wind components0 
Considerable study has been dev$ed to the performance of cup 
anemometers and further reference may be made to publications by 
Sheppard, Deacon, Jones1 , and Gifl 2 ,among others. It maybe 
worth mentioning here a refinement by Jones  on the normal cup 
anemometer, giving a somewhat . improved response. This anemometer 
employs a photo-electric switching system in conjunction with 
a light-weight rotor consisting of twelve polystyrene cups. The 
instrument as described, however, is only suitable. for low 
operating speeds (less than 20mepoho); . for higher wind speeds 
a more robust and, as .a result, a more sluggish rotor is sub- 
stituted. Everything being taken into account, it was concluded 
that cup anemometers were inherently mean wind measuring devices 
and as such were not suitable for the present purposes. 
Attention was turned to' pressure sphere sensors. The operation 
of these instruments in the wind depends on measurement of the drag 
force on a perforated sphere fixed to the free end of . a cantilever system. 
The drag force is usually calibrated in terms of the strain or 
displacement produced in the cantilever. Many difficulties are 
involved in refining this type of anemometer (in 	instance, 
the elimination of parasitic resonant vibrations of the sphere) 
'See REF 20: The Effect of Vertical Wind Fluctuations on the 
2Response of a Sensitive Cup Anemometer by J0 l.P. Jones. 
See REF21: On the Dynamic Response of Meteorological Sensors 
Recorders by G.C. Gill, 




and, though a relatively fast response may be obtained1 , the re-
sultant cost, complexity and weight of a satisfactory instrument 
is considerable 
2
Clearly, the use of such instrumentation for 
the purposes of the experiment to be performed depended on the 
possibility of its' commercial or other availability (it being 
considered impracticable to construct a suitable instrument from 
scratch) and since this did not appear particularly promising, the 
use of such an instrument was considered as something of a last 
resort. 	 ............... 
Information on the field use of hot-wire anemometers is 
somewhat limited; these being normally used as laboratory ins-
truments 0 Records of outdoor use, however, by Simmons, Beavans 
(1934), Swinbank (1950), and Mcllroy (1961), among others, may be 
noted. The principle of operation of hot-wire sensors depends 
on the convective heat loss caused by a flow of air surrounding 
a thin, electrically heated wire suspended between two prongs. 
Unfortunately, it is found that continuous exposure, particularly 
to the intemperateness of the external atmosphere, even over rel-
atively short periods of time, tends to cause chemical and other 
changes in the hot wire resulting in calibration changes 0 This 
apart, the fine diameter of the wire makes the instrument exceed-
ingly fragile. These two disadvantages have been responsible 
for the lack of widespread use of what is otherwise an extremely 
sensitive and fast responding anemometer. Consideration of the 
basic requirements of the experiment to be performed in this 
1Reed III and Lynch (NASA) have used a simplified system with 
a maximum response of 15 c/s. - though difficulties were en- 
countered with excessive resonance of the sphere under certain 
wind conditions - see REF 23: A Simple Fast Response Anemometer 
(1962) by V.H. Reed and J.W. Lynch, Journal of Applied Meteor-
20l0 	Vol, 2, pp.  412-416. T. 
Forinstance, the ERA (prototype). Gust Anemometer described in 
ERA report c/T106 - see REF 24: The Design and Development of 
Three New Types of Gust Anemometer by H.H. Rosenbrock. 
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instance, however, led to the conclusion that only relatively 
brief periods of simultaneous wind and tower response measurement 
were necessary, allowing, for instanäe, the field installation of 
the anemometer immediately prior to use-and after recent calib-
ration1 - and avoiding exposure of the anemometer to adverse 
weather conditions, such as rain, snow, etc. Accurate anemomet-
nc observations would, of course, depend on a negligible calib-
ration drift over a few hours,---,  
A review of other forms of anemometers showed them all to be 
unsuitable in one way or another, being, in the main disadvan-
taged by having too slow a response. It was concluded from this 
brief survey that although use of a hot-wire anemometer was pos-
sible in this particular case, the existence of a simple wind 
transducer with a fast response (up to 20 c/s., say), showing 
little or no calibration drift and of sufficient robustness and 
durability for prolonged field use, was lacking. 
6,1,1, Preliminary Test to Determine Suitability of Field Use of 
Hot-wire Anemometer 
While it was thought, a priori, that the calibration of Disa 
Type hot-wire probes (55A25) would be maintained with reasonable 
stability over a period of field use lasting up to three or four 
hours, it was nevertheless decided to carry out a simple prelim-
inary test to verify this assumption. Several probes were 
calibrated in a wind tunnel using the system shown in fig. 50, 
1Post calibration would be avoided on the grounds that a fragile 











Full details of the Disa Type 55D50 constant-current (battery 
operated) anemometer are given in the appropriate manual1; it, is 
probe 
incorporated into a Wheatstone bridge circuit, the bridge being 
powered by a constant-current generator. By ensuring that the 
resistance of the bridge arm which includes the probe is much 
lower than in the opposite arm, most of the current flows through 
the probe wire, thereby heating it and increasing its resistance0 
After balancing the bridge, any air flow on the probe cools the 
sitive moving-coil in dicator or recorded externally with, say, 
a digital voltmeter. 
Measurement of the pressure head (of water) recorded by 
a micromanometer connected to a Pitot-static tube situated next 
to the hot-wire probe (both probe and Pitot-static tube being 
normal to the air flow) enabled calculation of the air velocity 
sufficient to explain here that the hot-wire probe resistance is 
wire, thereby decreasing its resistance; the resulting imbalance 
across the bridge is then either registered on a built-in sen- 
'See REF 25: 'Disa Instruction and Service Manual, TYPE 5 
Constant-Current Anemometer (1967), Disa Elektronik A/S, 
Denmark. 




for a given anemometer output (in millivolts). After the first 
calibration (1)1, the anemometer was removed to a field position 
and put into continuous operation (in . a substantial wind) for 
about four hours. The anemometer was then recalibrated (2) in 
the wind-tunnel (seven hours after the first calibration). An 
example of the two calibrations (for two probes) is shown in 
fig, 51, it may be worth noting that an ambient air temperature 
rise of about 3
0
C was noted in the wind-tunnel laboratory between 
the two calibrations shown. . 
It was concluded from the above test that the probes retain-
ed their calibrations at least for a period, of time adequate for 
tests to be made in conjunction with the tower system. The 
small change of temperature, 3°C, did not seem to affect the 
calibration, 
6,1.2, Further Practical Considerations; Linearization, Probe-
cable Lengths, etc, 
It will be noticed from the calibration curves in fig, 51 
that the output voltage of the anemometer is a non-linear func-
tion - of the flow velocity; this is because the amount of heat 
transmitted by a heated body to the surrounding medium is itself 
a non-linear function of the flow velocity of the medium. It is 
clear that from the point of view of either obtaining a qualit-
ative idea of the anticipated high degree of turbulence incident 
on the tower structure, or making a detailed comparison with the 
structural response of the tower in the form of a simultaneous 
1Since two anemometers were available, two probes could be 
calibrated simultaneously, 
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visual or osciflographic record, this is not very satisfactory. 
It was therefore decided to make use of a somewhat more refined 
anemometer, consisting of . 'a constant-temperature battery-operated 
Disa Type 55D05 Anemometer, in conjunction with a battery-operated 
Disa Type 55Dl5Linearizer. •, 
The principle of operation of the constant-temperature 
anemometer- 1 ometer' is similar to that of the constant-current anemometer, 
except that, instead of using a constant-current generator to 
power the bridge, an amplifier is used whose input is the voltage 
imbalance across the bridge caused by a change of resistance in 
the hot-wire. The amplifier output powering the bridge is de-
signed to act in such .a way that, being controlled by the bridge 
imbalance, it automatically compensates for that imbalance by 
supplying, accordingly, more or less current to the hot-wire0 By 
this null seeking device the temperature of the hot-wire is kept 
constant. The power required by the servo-amplifier to maintain 
the hot-wire temperature constant represents the output of the 
System, which can now be measured in terms of volts (as opposed 
to millivolts in the constant-current anemometer) 
The shape, of the calibration curves produced by the constant-
temperature anemometer is similar to that shown in fig. 51. 	It 
may be shown from a theoretical analysis that the heat loss, Q, 
of a hot-wire exposed to an air flow of velocity, U, is 
= (A + B0UnI)(T - T0) .................,,..... 000 (i) 
For full details see REF 26: Disa Instruction and Service 
,Manual for Type 55D05 Battery-operated CTA 
Apart from the substantially greater sensitivity, the constant-
temperature anemometer has other advantages over the constant-
current anemometer; such as, a minimization of the time lag, 
so increasing the upper frequency limit. 
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where A, B and n are constants, T is the wire temperature, T 0 is 
the ambient temperature. The heat loss is proportional to the 
power needed to supply the bridge (and consequently, the probe), 
which is proportional to the square of the output voltage, V. 
4ssuming(T -.To  to be constant the static-calibration curve 
will be of the form. 
- . 	V2 = 	(A1 + B10 
,n) 
 .,..,...,..,,...........(ii) 
where A1 , and B1 are constants. 'Theoretically, for a two-
dimensional heat transfer from a cylinder in an incompressible 
potential flow, n= 	, In practice,, however, there will be other 
forms of heat dissipation present tending to lower this value; 
for a hot-wire probe, n lies between 1/2 and 113. 
Linearization of the non-linear function is effected by 
operating electrically on the output voltage, V (at flow velo-
city, U), according to,the transfer function, 
V 	 i = K[V 2c2]m out n, .......' 
where K C and m are constants. , By adjusting the constant para-
meters, C and m in the linearizing'circuit network, such that 
C = 	in = 1/n,(K controls the sensitivity or gain of the 
linearized output), the linearizer performs the operation, 
V 	K1V 2 - v 211/n 
out -  LU 	U=0J 
11n  practice the question arises: how do changes in ambient 
temperature affect the ca1ibation? Consider an extreme am-
bient temperature rise of 30 C (say) after initial calibration, 
Let the power dissipation before and after the rise be Q y Q. 2 
corresponding to output voltages V 1 and V?o From (i), /Q. = 
(T - T - 30)/(T.- T0 ). 	Assuming the 8prating temperatue of 
the ho-wire to be in the region of 300 C, Q/Q, = (v2/v1) = 
0.9, whence, V2 = 95%,V1. 	This corresponds to a 5% error on 
the original calibration, 
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which for input, (ii), gives, 
V out= KA •+ B. 	- 	
1/n , K. 
(K1 constant). This is a linear output of slope K 1 , which is 
a function of the output gain ,of the linearizer 0 
Another practical requirement was that the hot-wire probe be 
situated in the field in a position as near as might be found 
feasible to the top, of the tower structure, thus necessitating 
the use of a lengthy probe cable. The resistance of a typical 
probe of the Disa 55A25 series, at room temperature, is in the 
region of 305 ohms, which increases, for a given overheating 
ratio, to an operating resistance of 6,2 ohms... It is clear that, 
quite apart from causing parasitic oscillations,and other effects, 
the line impedance of a lengthy cable may significantly increase 
the effective probe resistance as seen by the anemometer bridge. 
In order to counteract these effects it was found necessary to 
Pit a compensating cable, of exactly the-same type and length as 
the probe cable, to the opposite arm, of the bridge. Simulation 
of the probe operating resistance was also effected with a non-
inductive resistance connected to the end of the compensating 
cable. The bridge system could then be balanced in the normal 
way. 
The length of the probe cable actually used was approximately 
701 011. Equalisation of resistance between probe and compensat-
ing cables was achieved by successive shortening of the latter 1 . 
The overheating ratio, 'a', producing the recommended operating 
The resistance of cables. used was measured as 00l6 ohm/ft., 
corresponding to a total resistance of 1.12 ohms for a 70 ft. 
length. . This is about 20% of the probe operating resistance. 
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temperature of the Disa Type 55A25 probes is 0,8. Measurement 
of the cold resistance, R0 	 ,, of each probe showed that in all 
cases R0 was close to 3,5 ohms. From this, the operating resis-
tance, R, was calculated as, 
R = R(]- + a) = 3,5(1 + 0,8) 	6,3 ohms 
The compensating external resistance was made up according to 
this specification from preferred-value non-inductive resistors 
connected in parallel. 
Once set-up the linearized anemometer was calibrated in the 
wind-tunnel in the manner described earlier (against a micro-
manometric standard) 	The actual step-by-step procedure involved 
in operating the anemometer and linearizer combination is given 
in the appropriate instruction manual, A typical, static-
calibration curve is shown in fig. 52, for a linearizer exponent, 
M = 3. , It will be noted that the response is linear for the 
velocity range extending above6 mph. This was considered suit-
able for the required purpose s . 
6,2. Directional and Other Considerations 
The preceding pages have been devoted to the description and 
adaptation of a high frequency response, linearized anemometer with 
• sensitive output and capable of being used in the field for 
• limited period of time. No mention, has been made of wind 
direction. 	In fact, however, the hot-wire probes are sensitive 
to the angle, Q, between the direction of flow and the wire axis 
(see fig. 53)0 Calibration of the linearized anemometer output 
against the direction of flow, Q, shows that the directional 
characteristics of the hot-wire probes used is a cosinusoidal 
POL 
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FIG 52 	Typical calibration of linearized anemometer system 
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function (for further details of this see Disa Instruction and 







directional changes in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the 
wire, this means that the instantaneous output of the system re-
presents the instantaneous component of flow in the horizontal 
plane, viz, V(t).Cos.(t) = VH(t), say (assuming the wire axis to 
be vertical). 
At this juncture attention was turned to the anticipated 
effect of the natural wind flow on the tower structure. 
Observation of the movements of smoke at the proposed field 
siting of the tower structure, on a windy day, suggested to the 
author that, although the wind direction was subject to sometimes 
rapid and substantial fluctuations  (appearing to correspond with 
rapid changes in wind speed), these changes were reasonably well 
correlated over a height of at least that of the tower structure. 
(This condition was not observed in the immediate vicinity of 
large bluff structures, where different predominant wind direc-
tions appeared to co-exist at different heights.) 
Further it was estimated, again from observations of smoke 
1the frequency of these fluctuations bei: rcprcs€;tive of the 
micrometeorological turbulence. 
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and, more particularlY tree movements, that even under low mean 
hourly wind speed conditions, gusts with a duration of as low as 
one second were reasonably well correlated over a spatial compass 
whose vertical span was at least equivalent to the height of the 
tower structure. The term 'correlated' here refers only to the 
extent to which the basic frequency characteristic of a gust is 
adhered to over a given area normal to the mean flow; no indic-
ation of the shape of the vertical wind-speed distribution is im-
plied. 	In fact, it is shown in 4.2.3. that for a given wind 
speed measured near the top of the tower structure, the variation 
in the effective load transmitted to the tower for various wind- 
speed profiles is relatively small. 	It was therefore tentatively 
put forward that the instantaneous loading on the tower structure 
(at least for those frequencies corresponding to quasi-static 
loading, if not to the dynamic or resonant loading) would be de- 
pendent; to a first degree of approximation, on a single parameter, 
namely, the instantaneous wind-speed at the top of the structure1 . 
In order to test this hypothesis and, secondly, for the more 
practical reason that only one linearized anemometer was avail- 
able at the time, it was decided to measure the wind-speed at 
a single point and that near the top of the tower structure. 
It was considered that the tower would respond laterally 
11t is important not to misinterpret this; clearly, for a given 
gradient wind-speed, the magnitude of the instantaneous wind-
speed at a particular height will be dependent ultimately on 
the shape of the mean hourly profile which, in turn, is depend-
ent on the roughness of the terrain and so on. What is being 
suggested here is that, given a particular site, the response 
of a tower structure of the type under consideration to gusting 
is dominated by the velocity of the gust at the top of the struc-
ture and that the variation of the wind velocity below this 
height about the shape of the mean profile may be ignored. 
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only to the horizontal component of the wind. As noted earlier, 
measurement of this component can be effected by orientating the 
axis of the hot-wire vertically (as shown in fig. 53). The 
problem still remaining, however, was how to correlate the 
measurement of the horizontal wind-speed at the top of the tower 
structure with its structural response, as measured along its two 
principal axes of stiffness. The observation stated above con-
cerning the uniformity of the wind direction with height suggested 
that measurement of the instantaneous wind direction at a single 
point (close to the point of wind speed measurement at the top of 
the tower) would adequately correspond to the angle of incidence 
of the wind, at the same instant, over the tower as a whole. 
VH(t).Sifl(t) 	
(t) 





Consider fig. 54 which shows the incidence at time, t, of a hori-
zontal wind component, vH(t), at an angle 10' to AXIS 2 (maximum 
stiffness) of the tower structure. 	VH(t) is the wind speed at 
the top of the tower as measured by the linearized anemometer. 
Assuming the aerodynamic drag coefficient of the tower to be in-
dependent of the angle 0 and taking into account all the other 
assumptions which have been made above, it is clear that the 
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response measured along AXIS-1 9 which, it was shown before, can 
only result from the application of a force on the tower in that 
direction, must be due entirely to the component of the effective 
wind pressure in that direction. Similarly, the response picked 
up by the transducer situated along AXIS-2 must result from the 
component of wind pressure acting along that axis.. Since wind 
pressure is a function of wind velocity, it follows that the res-
ponse along the principal axes is a function of the respective 
wind components, vH(t)l = VH(t)oSinø(t), and VH(t)2 = .VH(t)eCosø(t). 
(It will be noticed that the component velocities take into ac-
count the fluctuating angle of incidence, 0(t), which measurement 
of VH(t)  clearly does not.) 
Should the assumptions made above turn out to be true, it 
was estimated that simple visual comparison of simultaneously 
obtained side-by-side oscillographic records of both the response 
and wind speed components would show a definite and marked cor-
relation. As a brief summary of this section it might be said 
that the situation whereby three-dimensional turbulence acts to 
produce a two-dimensional response in the tower structure has 
been tentatively reduced into a much simpler situation composed 
of two mutually perpendicular single-degree-of-freedom systems 
with in-line wind loading. 
62,1 Instrumentation for Resolution of Wind Components 
In order to test the hypotheses made in the last section, it 
was considered necessary to obtain wind speed components, vH(t)o 
CosØ(t) and  VH(t).SinØ(t)  in the form of separate continuous 
signals. A means of obtaining the fluctuating horizontal wind 
speed, VH(t),  was described in section 6.1,1. 	A description of 
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the incorporation of this quantity with the measurement of 0(t) 
into the production of the appropriate signal outputs is under- 
taken in this section. 
The classical method of measuring 0(t) is to' use some form, 
of simple electro-mechanical transducer consisting of a wind vane 
coupled to the shaft of atoroidally wound line r-aw potentio-
meter. Rotation of the potentiometer shaft causes a moving con-
tact or wiper to move over the resistance element, across, which 
a constant voltage is applied, bringing more or less resistance 
into play and so delivering a, voltage output linearly proportional 
to the angle of rotation (see fig. 55). 
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It will be noticed that two output voltages may be simultaneously 
obtained, (v0t)1 and out 	Because of the discontinuity at 
A, C the potentiometer is sometimes manually orientated towards 
the wind such that fluctuations about the mean wind direction 
occur in the region of B. 
Although the sort of potentiometer described above was 
clearly inappropriate from the point of,, view , of obtaining the 
cosinusoidal components, sinØ(t) and cosØ(t), it was nevertheless 
considered that the principle involved might be adapted to this 
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end 0 A suitable system producing simultaneous sine and cosine 
outputs is shown in fig. 56. 
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FIG. 56 
Instead of an evenly spaced winding as before, the spacing bet-
ween the windings is varied sinusoidally, one cycle of the vari-
ation corresponding to the complete toroidal winding. By intro-
ducing a second wiper at right angles to the first a phase dif-
ference of ir/2 is produced between the two sinusoidal output 
voltages obtained, such that if one is designated to be the 
'sine' of the supply voltage, the other will be the 'cosine'. 
If desired, simulation of the trigonometrical sign of the cosinu-
soidal functions can be effected by biasing the supply voltage 
equally about zero voltage as shown 1 0 
Although generally designed for use in a different mariner to 
that intended here 2 , it was thought that commercially available precision 
wound potentiometers with sine/cosine laws as described above could be 
More generally, cosinusoidal outputs may be obtainedf or any 
voltage difference applied across AC, e.g., for voltage, +V, at 
C at C, the output will be cosinusoidal about +--V. 
In airborne navigational instruments, aiialogue computers, radar 
simulators, etc., where a constant rotation is applied to the 
shaft of the instrument, and the input and output voltages re-
present the two ends of the transducing operation. 




used for the purpose in hand. Fortunately so, as the construction of 
an ad hoc device would have been impracticable. The position at 
this point, then, was as follows: 	. 
By using the anemometer described earlier, the fluctuating 
wind speed, VH(t),  could be obtained in the form of a linearly 
proportional output voltage, v(t), say, ,and 	. 
By using a potentiomer of the,,type described above in con-
junction with a wind-vane (near the point of measurement of VH(t)) 
the directional components sinØ(t) an4 CosØ(t)  also in the form 
of output voltages, V.sinØ(t) and,,V.CosØ(t),, could be obtained. 
It will be seen that a neat way of obtaining the components, 
VH(t)oSin(t) and VH(t).CosØ(t), by substitution of v(t) for V. 
or, more specifically, by supplying the potentiometer with the 
voltage output of the anemometer, v(t), instead of the constant 
supply voltage, V, suggested itself. 	It was found, however, that 
this operation could not be put into direct effect 9 Since a 
potentiometer of the type described operates on the voltage 
difference which is supplied to it, producing a cosinusoidal out-
put about the mean of that difference, it is clear that any vari-
ation in that mean will be transferred to the output. Were the 
anemometer output, v(t), to be applied directly to such a potentio-
meter, as shown in fig. 57 2 the individual outputs, referred to 
FIG 57 
V0 + 1/2 v(t) 
nt) 
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a fixed (zero) voltage level, would be, *V(t).[l + CosØ(t)] and 
1v(t) 0 [i _Sin]. 	In order to compensate for this effect, it 
is necessary to convert the time-varying voltage, Y(t) 2 into an 
equivalent voltage difference, V(t) 2 which operates about a fixed 
voltage level - see fig. 58. 
anem. 0/p 	 pot. i/p 
VW 






FIG 58 v0 -i/2 v(t 
Fed to the potentiometer in this form the signal v(t) is readily 
converted into the required components, V(t).Sin(t) and 11(t). 
CosØ(t). Conversion -of the anemometer output voltage into the 
appropriate voltage difference acceptable to the potentiometer 
can be directly effected with an operational difference amplifier; 
although not normally available commercially as a separate unit, 
it was found that the element was used in certain instruments 
produced commercially* A suitable amplifier, with suitable 
gain' , input and output impedances, and an input voltage range 
matched to the output voltage range of the linearised anemometer 
was accordingly selected, 
'Strictly speaking amplification is not essential, though it 
does increase the sensitivity of the whole system and as such 
helps to increase the signal to noise ratio (noise from leads, 
etc.), 
6,2,2 Further Details of Circuitry, wind Vane, etc. 
As set up the instrumentation of the complete system (pro-
ducing the desired horizontal wind speed components) consisted of 
the following elements ((1), (ii) and (iii) having been described 
previously), 	- - 	 -. 
(i) Disa Type 55A25 hot-wire probe, 	- 
Disa Type 55D05 battery-operated Constant-Temperature 
Anemometer (fitted with compensating cable and resistance), 
(iii) Disa Type 55D15 battery-operated Linearizer, 
• (iv) Ferranti, Photo-cell Amplifier (0. 1809). 	The- .basic 
function of this all-transistorized printed-circuit element is to 
perform the operation shown in fig, 59. 
inputs (volts) 	 outputs 








The tdifference* between two independent signals is amplified by 
a factor 'K' and is symmetrically distributed about a nominal d,c, 
voltage, V0. For the amplifier specified, V 0 = -120 mV and 
K =5, The output voltage of the linearizer being always pos-
itive (working above zero voltage or ground), one of the amplifier 
inputs was accordingly earthed, 
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Power supply, consisting of Exide 'Drymax' 6V. batteries, 
but later replaced by more powerful 'Ecaram', 6LD5 Miniature 6v 0 
accumulators. Used to power the difference amplifier (iv) and 
the 'emitter follower' circuit (see(viii)) the supply consisted 
of the two units connected 'back-to-back' (as shown in fig. 59) 
producing a 12V d 0 c 0 supply equally biased about ground. In 
order to protect the difference amplifier from possible damage 
caused by an imbalanced supply (when switching on, for instance), 
a single throw, double pole switch controlled the supply (as 
shown),. 	 ................... ... .... - 
Ferranti, precision wire-wound sine/cosine, single-gang 
potentiometer (Type 11HL2SC) with a total winding resistance of 
40K ohm: (loKohrnfquadrant)and a nominal mechanical starting 
torque of 3 gm.cm. The physical operation of this element was 
described in 62.1.; for other details and specifications see 
the appropriate literature 1 0 	 . - 
Wind Vane: The cmaprehensive design of a wind vane from 
the point of view of estimating theoretically its response char-
acteristics, etc,, is somewhat complicated. As with cup-anemometers, 
inertia/damping effects will determine and, in fact, restrict res-
ponse to the more rapid wind fluctuations. For these reasons it 
was decided to build a prototype vane, .using the lightest materials 
possible, and then to test its suitability in the wind-tunnel. 
The basic dimensions, materials, etc,'of the prototype vane are 
shown in fig. 60. 
Once built the vane was fitted to the shaft of the sine/cos, 
potentiometer and then exposed to a steady wind-tunnel air flow. 
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By deflecting the vane slightly (through about 150 0 ) and then 
releasing it, the sort of decay shown in fig. 61 was obtained. 
I 
XO 
> 	 X 1 
steady air flow, u -. 
FIG 6I 	 / 
By varying the wind-tunnel velocity, U, it was found that the 
period, T, of the damped natural oscillation of the vane varied 
in accord, such that (as expected) if U was doubled, say, T was 
halved. 	The vane could therefore be characterized by its dam- 
ped natural wavelength, 4 1 = U.T. 
It can be shown (APPENDIX D(ii)) that the damped natural 
time 
frequency of a single-degree-of-freedom system is, in terms of 
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its undamped natural frequency, 
/1 	
2 
= V - ( c/C) 
(c/Cr%= % critical damping) 
whence, dividing by 21TU,  
= 1/if = 1/p' = /2ui - (c/cr)2 = Vpl - ( c/cr ) 2 
1 0 e 0 ,the undamped natural wavelength of the vane, assuming viscous 
damping is, 	 ,. 
-. 	 = 	 ( c/cr ) 
Consider the vane to be subjected .toi1s9i4al,Wifld,direct] 0n 
fluctuations of constant amplitude but varying frequency. It is 
clear that if the frequency,apprPache5 the undamped natural, fre-
quency of the vane, some resonant amplificationmay occur, the 
magnitude of which will be determined by, the amount of damping 
present, The verification of two criteria was therefore necessary: 
that the aerodynamic damping, of the prototype vane was suf-
ficient to prevent parasitic resonant vibrations,,a.nd 
that the undamped natural frequency-was effectively higher 
than the upper limit, of the required range (0.-approx.3-c/s. for 
the tower-structure system). 
The damping was found by noting the 'overshoot', x1 , of the 
vane in the wind tunnel (see fig. 61). For the vane described 
above, x19 was in the region of 15-20% of the initial deflection, 
Calculation of the logarithmic decrement shows that this x0 .  
corresponds to a clamping ratio, expressed as a percentage of 
critical damping, of 52-60%.. Study of dynamical admittance or 
amplification curves for various damping ratios will show that 
only a small amount of 'overshooting' of the vane will' occur for 
the damping ratios found (the response being practically flat and 
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then decreasing to zero, at resonance). 
From the decay of the vane motion in the wind tunnel was as-
certained the damped natural frequency, for a range of wind tunnel 
air speeds. From this it was estimated that the damped xatural 
wavelength of the vane was nthe region of 404  ft. (i.e., wind-
tunnel air speed x frequency of decay). The undamped wavelength 
wasthen cmputedfrori (1) as being in the region of 307 ft. for 
the damping ratios found. This mean,,that, tie wind vane is 100% 
responsive to (sinusoidal) fluctuations inthe direction of gusts 
having a wavelength of .4 ft 0 (say)' or greater.,. This in turn 
means that any (sinusoidal,) change indirection with a frequency 
of 3 c/s. or lower of gusts carried along in a mean wind of approx-
imately 8 mph. or higher will be t seenhby the vane. Since it 
was intended to use the wind measuring system at substantially 
higher wind speeds than this, the vane as constructed was con-
sidered to be suitable, 
(viii) 'Emitter-follower' circuit: The output impedance of the 
sine/cos. potentiometer will vary as a function of the vane pos-
ition (the resistance in each quadrant varying from 0-10K ohms). 
While high input impedance recorders such as oscilloscopes, etc., 
may be directly connected to the output of the potentiometer, it 
is clear that connection of a tjj order t galvanometer (requiring 
an input impedance of approximately 250 ohms for correct damping) 
via the appropriate resistive matching network, will, if the re-
sistances of the matching network be of the same order as or 
lower than the potentiometer output impedance, effectively draw 
'perfect sinusoidal variations in the natural wind will be rare; 






current away from the potentiOmetr]-c circuit and so falsify the 
measured voltage. 	For this reason the circuit shown in fig. 62. 
was devised, making use of the available ±6V 0 power supply; the 
input impedance of the circuit being approximately 170K ohms. 
FIG 62 
All the elements of the system were connected together with 
screened leads of the appropriate lengths; the circuit which gave 
the minimum earthing difficulties is shown in fig. 63 
(iv) difference (v) power 	supply 
I amplifier 
(n) anemometer —6V 
(iii) 	linearizer -ye 
(i) hot-wire 	probe 90 
1011 i/p o/p 
co-axial 	cable E 	1'i 
- ofp2 
(vii) 	vane  
I 	compensation cct. +6V  
150'O" visicorder 
150'O" ED I11G 
V ii 
(vi) 	sin/cos 	potentiometer I 	
- 
II I 	c.r.oscilloscope 




FIG 63 	Lay-out of wind transducing system (eliminating ground-loop interference, etc.) 
63 Calibration 
In order to avoid the possibility of calibration drift (dis-
cussed previously) it was necessary to calibrate the system im-
mediately prior to-itP use in the field., 	(quite apart from the 
fact •that each individual probe, possessing heat dissipation 
characteristics of its OWfl,:  requires individual calibration). 
The whole system was calibrated in the wind tunnel against the 
micrornanornetric dynamic head, as before, for a range of linear-
izer gains such that when in the field selection of a gain giving 
a legible and clear trace on the 'visicorder' oscilloscript paper 
was possible. When calibrating the system, theorientation of 
the vane was fixed such that one of the potentiometer outputs was 
always zero for any input wind speed as picked up by the hot-wires; 
under these conditions, 0(t) = 0, say, the component outputs• 
become, v(t).sinØ(t) =0, and V(t).CosØ(t) = V(t), the speed of 
the wind tunnel air flow. For a given range of input air-speeds, 
V(t) (calculated in mph.), the deflections of the UV trace on the 
photo-sensitive paper (in cm..) were noted. 	A typical calibration 
for various linearizer gains is shown in fig. 64, 
-o0o- 
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7, 	Damping Device 
7.1. Introduction 
It will be remembered (CHAPTER 5) that the rate of dissip-
ation of vibrational energy per cycle stored in the tower struc-
ture when vibrating at resonance in still air was very low, 
requiring a time interval of at least 30 sec. or 90 cycles of 
vibration before a 90% decay in the amplitude of 'free' vibration 
was observed. 	In order to give some idea of the susceptibility 
of the structure to vibration at its natural frequencies, it may 
be worth mentioning the fact that in both its aitings, even in 
still air, a condition of resonant motion was frequently obser-
ved; a condition due, it was noticed, to spurious vibrations 
transmitted via the base of the structure from movement of vehic-
lea, people, etc. in the immediate neighbourhood of the structure. 
It was thought that, though large resonant motion of such 
a structure in general might not necessarily become so large in 
conditions of high wind as to lead to actual structural failure 
(by buckling of uprights, etc.), this state of affairs might not 
be tolerable on certain other accounts. 	For instance, struc- 
tural failure could yet occur as a result of metal fatigue in 
structurally important members or weld joints. 	There may, 
equally, be other instances where excessive vibrations in lattice 
tower structures, such as those supporting antennae and other 
instrumentation, would not be permissible. 	Because of these and 
other factors it was decided to devise some form of 'damper' 
which when fitted to the tower structure under consideration 
would reduce its resonant motion by substantially increasing the 
rate of dissipation of energy accepted by the structure at that 
frequency. 
7.2,1. Physical Considerations 
• In its field siting the tower structure under consideration 
will be exposed to the random loading of the wind and as such 
will be subjected to a full range of excitation frequencies. 
An auxiliary device which would merely alter the natural freq-
uency of the tower system - such as the dynamic absorber dis-
cussed briefly in APPENDIX I (Case i) - while very useful in 
other applications where a discrete vibration of constant freq-
uency is to be eliminated, cannot be used here. 	That is in 
fact required is an auxiliary mass absorber which is tuned in 
such a way that it effectively minimizes any dynamic amplification 
of motion occurring in the primary system (ie.,, the system whose 
motion is to be damped: the tower structure) at its natural 
frequency without introducing its own extra degree-of-freedom 
into the primary system. 	An optimum system of this type, con- 
sisting of a simple auxiliary, spring-mass system with damping, 
was considered theoretically in APPENDIX I (Case 3) , 	In order 
to damp out the resonant motion of the primary system to a req-
uired extent, it is necessary from the design point of view to 
know only the mass distribution and natural frequency of the 
primary system. The optimum mass, natural frequency and damping 
parameters of the auxiliary system may then be determined. 
In order to test whether it was, in practical terms, pos-
sible to use this sort of auxiliary system in conjunction with 
the tower structure, it was decided to install, at least initially, 
a simpler system than. the one mentioned above, this simpler 
system consisting of an auxiliary mass absorber coupled to the 
primary system by damping only. 	(This particular case is dealt 
with in the latter part of Case 3 - APPENDIX I.) 	Although less 
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effective than the more sophisticated absorber which includes 
the tuned spring, this type of 'damping only' absorber is con-
siderably easier to tune and install. 
The basic details of the absorber as fitted to the tower 
structure are shown in fig. 65. 	From a rigid support (A), 
firmly clamped to the tower structure, is suspended (by means of 
a simple universal joint •(B)) a cylindrical perforated 'baffle' 
or damper 1 (C) mounted firmly on a supporting 'pendulum' rod (D). 
Weights (B) can be placed at will above the damper as shown. 
The damper is immersed in oil which is contained in a rigid-wall 
reservoir (F) which is firmly affixed to the tower structure. 
The system described was fitted as close as was feasible to the 
top-end of the tower structure - see fig. 66. 
L 
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The principle of operation of the, absorber is relatively 
straightforward, despite the fairly lengthy mathematical 
1Use was made of a length of thermo-setting plastic tubing. 
FIG 66 Auxiliary mass absorber fitted to the 
	




i.bli I. 	First of all use is made of the 
fact that a suspended mass remains stationary if the natural 
frequency of the 'pendulum' system which it forms is lower than 
the frequency of lateral vibrations applied to the point of 
uijension. 	Thus, in the device 8hOWfl in fig. 65, though the 
point of support (B) may vibrate with the same frequency as the 
resonant motion of the tower (3 c/s.), the mass (E) will remain 
iationary. 	In this way, a differential motion is set up bet- 
ween the damper (c) and the oil which (like B) is constrained to 
vibr.t iu. 	 th the motion of the structure. 	The oil 
o i:n 	ts motion to the damper which, because of 
its mass inertia, attempts to remain stationary. 	In this way, 
viscous shear stresses are set up in the oil with the ensuing 
dissipation of energy. 
A physical idea of the optimum system may be obtained from 
the following considerations. 	Assume, firstly, a given mass 
(E). 	It is clear that if a liquid of very low viscosity is 
used (instead of oil), the damper will have no difficulty in 
remaining stationary, and, , although because of the low viscosity 
of the liquid the relative motion between damper and liquid will 
tend towards a maximum, little energy dissipation will take 
place. 	At the other extreme, if the viscosity of the liquid 
surrounding the damper is disproportionately high, both damper 
and oil will ir.ove toether, and again, although as a result the 
natural frequenc.r of the priuiary system will be lowered slightly, 
little or no energy dissipation will take place. 	It follows 
that between these two extremes exists an optimum value for the 
viscosity of the liquid, where the relative motion of the damper 
and liquid is such that a maximum amount of energy is dissipated. 
From a tuning point of view, the corollary to this is more useful. 
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Assume the damping capacity of the auxiliary system to be constant 
(ie., a fixed oil viscosity, size of damper, etc.). 	If the mass 
(E) is very low, the damper will move with the oil and little 
damping will ensue. 	If the mass (E) is progressively increased 
the damper will tend more and more to remain stationary and the 
relative motion between the oil and damper will be increased, 
calling into play more-and more viscous dissipation of energy. 
A point will be reached, however, past which the addition of 
extra mass will produce very little extra damping. 	The auxiliary 
system is then tuned for optimum performance - obtaining the max-
imum damping capacity for the most economical use of mass (E). 
From the above it is seen that it is not necessary to es-
timate the damping capacity of the auxiliary system for optimum 
tuning purposes. 	In this way it is possible to install an 
auxiliary absorber whose damping properties are totally unknown. 
An optimum performance is achieved by increasing progressively 
the inertia of the damper (by adding weights (E)) and noting the 
increase in damping in the primary system (which may be measured 
from, for instance, records of free-vibrational decay). 
7.2,2. Performance of Absorber -, Tunig 
The auxiliary mass-absorber coupled by damping alone was 
first fitted to the top of the tower (underneath the top plate) 
with a small auxiliary mass (E) of 5 lb. A record of the decay 
of the motion of the tower-structure in free vibration was ob-
tained by submitting the structure to an initial impulse (as 
described in CHAPTER 5). 	The mass (E) was then increased in 
5 lb. increments to 40 lb., in each instance a record of the 
free-vibrational decay of the structure being obtained. With 
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each increase in mass up to 25 lb. a marked increase in damping 
in the tower structure was noted. 	Thereafter, the increases 
became smaller and were barely perceptible in the increases of 
mass between 30, 35 and 40 lb. 	It was concluded from this that 
the auxiliary mass absorber was correctly tuned (to the nearest 
± 5 lb.) when the auxiliary mass was of magnitude 25 lb. 
The trace shown in fig. 67 is a typical record of the decay 
in the tower structure in free vibration (for motion about the 
axis of lesser stiffness) with the auxiliary mass at 25 lb. 
From several such decay traces the mean logarithmic decrement 
was computed (assuming viscous damping and neglecting the small 
amount of frictional damping present in' the tower structure). 
Expressed as a percentage of critical damping, the values ob-
tained.were as follows: 	 - 
AXIS 1: 	 (c/c0 )% 	 1.93% 
AXIS 2: (c/0CR)% 	= 	1.90% 
7.3. Conclusions 
Comparison ofthe damping values given above and, more par-
ticularly, the decay trace shown in fig. 67 with the correspond-
ing values and traces presented in CHAPTER 5 will show that the 
installation of the auxiliary mass damper (coupled by damping 
only) described above has considerably increased the damping 
capacity of the tower structure. 	It will be noticed that the 
damping about the axis of maximum stiffness (AXIS-2) is slightly 
lower than that aboutAXIS-1; this probably reflects the dif-
ference in the relative amounts of 'natural' damping (ie., with-
out the absorber) about these axes in the tower structure. 
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Comparison of the performance of the damping device fitted 
to.the tower as measured experimentally with its theoretical 
behaviour as predicted in APPENDIX I is interesting. 	It was 
shown in APPENDIX I that the maximum response at any frequency 
of a primary system fitted with an auxiliary mass absorber 
connected by damping alone and tuned for optimum performance, 
was, theoretically, 
(x/x s t) max 	(2 + ma/mp)/(ma/mp) 
where ma = mass of auxiliary absorber, and Iflp = mass of primary 
system. 	'nip ' is the mass of the primary system as seen by the 
absorber; in other words, 'ni p ' is the effective mass of the 
tower structure considered as a single-degree-of-freedom system 
at its free end, whence, as before, 
(mp)g 	(M + 023ni)g 	146.5 + 0.23.836 € 340 lb.wt. 
As noted above, 
(ni)g = 25 lb.wt. 
and so 	 (xdxst)max = (2 + 25/340)/(25/34 0 ) 	28 
As seen in APPENDIX G(i) for viscous damping this corresponds 
to the quantity, W/2 . 	Assuming the same value of damping 
for both axes, the damping of the structure fitted with the 
absorber was found to be, (by experiment) 
(c/ccr)% = 1. 	= 	 (by definition) 
whence, 	(xo/x s t)max = w/2P = 100/2.1.9 @ 26 
In view of numerous secondary factors which have not been taken 
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into account in the above analysis, such as the damping present 
in the primary system before connection to the auxiliary system, 
rotation of the damper about a horizontal axis through the 
auxiliary mass, and so on, the agreement between the theoretical 
estimate of maximum response and that measured in the field is 
remarkably good, and certainly appears encouraging from 
a designer's point of view 1-. 
The total weight of the auxiliary system used in the ex-
periment above represented about 7.4% of the effective weight 
of the tower structure (referred to as a single-degree-of-
freedom system), or, what is more important, approximately 2c/0 
of the total weight of the structure. 	Clearly, if the damping 
capacity of the absorber was increased (by increasing the vis-
cosity of the oil, or using a larger damper, say), which would 
entail for optimum damping the use of a larger auxiliary mass, 
the maximum response of the tower structure at any given freq-
uency of excitation would be further reduced. 
Using an auxiliary mass absorber connected to the structure 
with a spring (as well as damping), however, would enable fur-
ther minimization of dynamic response of the structure at its 
natural frequency without any increase in the auxiliary mass. 
For instance, assume the auxiliary mass to be 25 lb. as before. 
From APPENDIX I, it follows that, for optimum performance, the 
natural frequency of the spring must be 
(a)opt 	/(l + ma/mp) = c./ (l + 25/340) 	0 .9 3 Op rad/s, 
(where 	- the natural frequency of the primary system - is in 
1The damper was tuned for a lower value of damping (with the oil 
container approximately half-full of oil). 	Again, good cor- 
relation between theory and experiment was obtained. 
Fig. 68 Effect of 'dampers' on mechanical admittance of tower. 
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the region of 3-3°3 --Is.). 	The optimum value for damping req- 
uired in the auxiliary system is, 
Popt 	(3ma/mp )/8(1 + m 8/mp )3 	11% (% critical damping) 
An auxiliary system with the above tuned parameters would result 
in a maximum response at any frequency in the primary system of, 
(xo/xst)opt = 	+ 2fllp/ma = 5.3 
This type of damper needs to be accurately tuned to the partic-
ular structure to which it is fitted, a factor which depends, as 
mentioned above, on being able to obtain an accurate estimate of 
the mass distribution and natural frequencies of the structure. 










tower 	 absorber 
mp 	 Ma 
absorber, suitable for tower structures whose dynamic charac-
teristics are known or can be easily measured, might take. 
Though robust and durable, such a system could incorporate cer-
tain simple fine adjustitient devices, enabling tuning of the 
controlling parameters (of mass, natural frequency and damping 
capacity).. 
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The maximum response in the tower structure for a full range 
of excitation frequencies has been plotted in fig. 6e for the 
following cases of damping: 
Natural damping inherent in structure (experimentally 
obtained values). 
Damping in structure arising from fitting of auxiliary 
(25 lb.) mass absorber coupled by damping only (experimental 
and theoretical values). 
Damping in structure resulting from fitting' of complete 
auxiliary (25 lb.) mass absorber (theoretical curve). 
From the curves in fig. 68 can be gauged the maximum res-
ponse (relative to the equivalent statical response) which would 
obtain in the tower structure at various discrete frequencies of 
excitation. 	The problem remains, however, of obtaining some 
idea of the response of such a structure to random excitation 
(such as, for instance, wind loading) - and, more particularly, 
how the various damping systems discussed affect this response. 
Consider the subjection of a one-degree-of-freedom system 
to a purely random, 'white noise' excitation. 	As shown in 
APPENDIX A, such a signal can be thought of as composed of in-
finitely closely spaced sinusoidal waves of infinite length and 
which are, in this particular case, all of the same amplitude. 
This can be represented in spectral (energy density) form by 
a straight line as shown in fig. 70(a). 	From the Principle of 
Superposition it follows that each constituent wave of the ran-
dom signal may be operated on individually, and that the res-
ponse resulting from each such wave may be summed to give the 
overall pattern of response. •Consider the effect of a typical 









energy contribution, - c 2 equals 'E' the spectral energy density 
ordinate at ca'.) 	Subjecting the one-degree-of-freedom system 
to this sinusoidally varying force will produce a sinusoidally 
varying response of the same frequency, W 1 9 but with an ampli-
tude dictated by the mechanical acceptance or admittance of the 













(ci) 	 (b) 	 (c) 
Fig.70 
1The mechanical admittance represents the maximum response 
reached by the system for a given frequency of excitation. 	In 
practice, none of the large resonant amplitudes indicated by 
the peak in the mechanical admittance curve will be reached by 
a system subjected to random loading. 	At first sight this 
seems to contradict the assumption made above in which each 
constituent wave of the random excitation produces an ampli-
tude of response in the system which is the maximum dictated by 
the mechanical admittance. 	It must be remembered, in explan- 
ation, that the phasing of the constituent waves is purely ran-
dom and that as such the chance of obtaining the maximum res-
ponse corresponding to the simple addition of all the constit-
uent amplitudes is, in any given period of time, virtually zero. 
It might be further argued that the transient response of a sys-
tem to a given loading is not accounted for by the above app- 
roach. 	In fact, the frequency component in (say) a 'sharp 
edge' excitation which causes a transient response is fully 
accounted for by the portion of the response spectrum at the 
natural frequency of the structure. 	(A simple physical ex- 
planation of the effect of the transient response is given in 
CHAPTER 3.) 	Because the constituent waves of the force spec- 
tra are (by definition, of a continuous spectrum) infinite in 
length/ 
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The amplitude of the response is (X.c) which corresponds toan 
energy contribution of ( X' .C) 2 , this is the ordinate of the 
of the response spectrum at the frequency, ca'. 	In this way, 
for the full range of excitation frequencies, the complete res- 
ponse spectrum may be built up - see fig. 70(c). 	It will be 
noticed that the response spectrum may be obtained directly from 
multiplication (ordinate by ordinate) of the force spectrum with 
the square of the mechanical admittance. 	It was shown in 
APPENDIX A that the mean square of a random signal was equal to 
the area under its energy density spectrum. The mean square of 
the response in the system under consideration is, therefore, 
equal to the total area, AT, under the response spectrum. 	In 
particular, the mean square of the response occuring at or near 
the natural frequency of the system will be the area, A2, con-
tained within the peak, at resonance, the width of which is 
defined by some pass-band ( COA < 	 B) centred on 63 0 0 
It is clear that if the ordinate E(00) of the force spectrum is 
constant within the limits of the pass-band then, 
A 2 = A 1 .E( (4) 
where A l 
 is the area beneath the square of the mechanical admit-
tance curve in the appropriate pass-band. The area Al was ob-
tained in APPENDIX F(ii) for viscous damping, 	, viz, 
Al = ( 1T. Wo  
length, it follows that the response of the system to each wave 
must be the maximum indicated by the mechanical admittance (ie., 
the amplitude of response reached after an infinite time). 
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Not unexpectedly, the RAS response 1 of the system to random load-
ing at its natural frequency is dependent on the amount of damp-
ing, 0, present in the system and the mean energy level of the 
excitation, E(() 0 ), causing the response. 	Assuming that the 
damping in the system is increased from 61  to  P2 the RMS res-
ponse will be decreased in the proportion, (assuming the same 
mean level of random excitation) 
Q 
Analogizing the response of the tower structure to that of a 
single-degree-of-freedom system and assuming that the effective 
loading of the natural wind on the structure is random in nature, 
the effect of the auxiliary mass 'dampers' may now be estimated. 
It is convenient to adopt as a reference point the RMS 
statical response, Y 0 , which would result from quasi-static 
application of the random loading at the natural frequency, 
such that, 
	
Yl = 	f 0/210Y 0 	........,........(i) 
where (c/2.1) is the ordinate of the peak in the mechanical 
admittance curve. 	From the various values indicated in fig. 68 
the following RMS responses of the:structure are anticipated: 
1The RMS is considered here since it gives a clear idea of the 
mean 'level' of the resonant random response. 
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Natural damping 1 : 	AXIS 1 
	
()1N 	 = 11.5Y0 
AXIS 2 
	
()2N '409 -Yo 12°8Y 0 
Auxiliary mass absorber 	Both 
coupled by damping only 2 : AXES 	()Dl 	%126.Y o 	53Y 0 
Both 
Auxiliary mass absorber 3 : 	AXES 	()D2 	 2°3Y0 
(25 lb.) 
Very simply, what these figures mean is as follows: 
Fitting of the (25 lb.) auxiliary mass absorber coupled by 
damping only to the tower structure should decrease the resonant 
motion of :the structure in the wind by 55% along AXIS 1 and 67% 
along AXIS 2. 
Fitting of the 25 lb. 'complete' auxiliary mass absorber 
should decrease the resonant motion by 80o along AXIS 1 and 82% 
along AXIS 2. 
It must be remembered that increasing the mass of the dampers 
would improve theoretical performance figures given above - 
nevertheless the figures quoted for the auxiliary mass absorbers 
representing, in terms of weight, only 2% of the structure are 
encouraging. 
As a final general conclusion it may be stated that the pos-
sibility seems to exist of using auxiliary mass absorbers in tower 
1The frictional damping inherent in the structure is not accounted 
for here, so that the figures quoted are probably higher than is 
in fact the case. 	The larger the vibrations of the structure, 
however, the less significant the frictional damping becomes. 
2The experimental value found for the damping is used. 
3 Strictly speaking, it is not possible to apply equation (i) to 
this case, since the shape of the mechanical admittance departs 
somewhat from that which is normal for a single-degree-of-
freedom system. 	The value indicated, however, serves as a rough 
estimate. 
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structures with low natural damping, with the intention, not so 
much of preventing a structure from ultimate collapse in a high 
wind where in any case aerodynamic damping may become so large as 
to effectively prevent this, but of reducing parasitic resonant 
vibrations at all levels of excitation. For such purposes the 
use of an auxiliary mass absorber coupled by damping only, need-
ing very little tuning, and of very simple, robust construction, 
appears to be the most promising from the practical and economic 
points of view. 
The whole concept of using dampers on tower structures has 
only been briefly considered in this chapter and it is felt that 
although first indications appear promising much more research is 
needed in this field before solid proposals are put forward. 
-oOo- 
CHAPTER 8. 
Response of Tower Structure to Wind. 
8. 	Response of Tower Structure to Wind. 
8.1. Choice of Field Siting 
It was noticed that the motion of the tower when subject to 
windy conditions in its initial siting (ie., situated in a narrow 
'air corridor' between two buildings and surrounded even more 
closely by a considerable amount of scaffolding, etc. - see 
fig. 14) was dominated by large amplitude (first mode) resonant 
vibrations. 	Study of simultaneous records of the horizontal 
wind speed near the top and at half the height of the tower 
structure (obtained from two non-linearized. Disa Type 55D50 Con-
stant Current anemometers - 6.1.1.) showed little or no correl-
ation, except, as might have been expected, in the coarser tur-
bulence (ie., in.the build up and subsequent decline of the lar- 
ger gusts, lasting ten seconds or more). 	It was also noted that 
the wind speed at the lower station (15 ft..) was very often lar- 
ger than at the top of the structure (30 ft.).. 	From these and 
similar observations it was reckoned that the wind conditions at 
the site in question were so influenced by the presence and 
orientation of neighbouring buildings that they would bear little 
resemblance to the free wind flow conditions to be found in more 
open locations. 	While it was, of course, intended to test the 
response of the structure under wind conditions more represen-
tative of those found in general, it was nevertheless realized 
that practical structures. might be positioned in restricted 
environments such as the above-mentioned. 	For this reason, 
several records of the tower response to the wind in its initial 
siting were obtained; it being considered that any general con-
clusions drawn from comparison of these records with those 
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obtained in the field might prove valuable. 
The field position for the tower structure which was even-
tually considered to be the most suitable was in the relatively 
large expanse of flat open grassy terrain (250 x 100 yds.) sit-
uated centrally in The King's Buildings of Edinburgh University 
on the outskirts of Edinburgh. 	(A map of the area is given in 
fig. 71). - In order to determine the best exact siting for the 
tower within this enclosure, rough notes of the wind direction 
were made for several months prior to its transfer. 	These 
showed the wind direction to be almost invariably in the region 
of WSW - SW 1 . 	It was considered that the positioning of the 
tower fifty yards from the nearest NE building bordering the area 
concerned in which the instrumentation could conveniently be 
sheltered would allow for the most adequate exposure to the free 
wind - ie., the turbulent wind characteristic of the general 
roughnes-s of the terrain in the windward direction - without 
overwhelming influence from any nearby building. 	In fact, since 
the nearest buildings were relatively low ( this being accen-
tuated by the VI-E slope of the land) it was thought that in its 
proposed site the tower would be reasonably well exposed to the 
'free wind' from all directions. 
The immediate lie of the land, relative size and position of 
surrounding buildings, etc. at the proposed site can be gauged 
from the photograph given in fig. 72, 	To the N and E the out- 
lying terrain (up to one mile radius) may be described briefly 
as consisting of residential suburbs of a dense and even character, 
i-The predominant direction, however, during the six subsequent 
months during which tests were made turned out to be almost 
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FIG 72 	Field siting of tower structure 
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built on slightly undulating land,.but generally sloping away 
from The King's Buildings. 	To the south the land is hillier 
with only patches of built-up area while to the west the land, 
also hilly, gradually slopes upwards into the foothills of the 
Pentlands with, beyond the immediate precincts of The King's 
Buildings, relatively few buildings or other small scale 
obstructions. 
8,2. Setting up of the Structure and Associated Instrumentation 
As indicated in 2.1.4. matching of the support conditions 
at the base of the tower in its two sitings was effected by using 
the same steel base in both cases. 	(The square base was, in 
both cases, supported at its extremities on brick piers built up 
on concrete foundations.) 	It is not proposed to give a detailed 
account of the removal operation here: transfer and eventual 
reinstallation in its new position of the tower structure, toget-
her with its base and response transducers; it is sufficient to 
state that all possible precautions were taken to ensure contin-
uity of the basic physical characteristics, calibrations, etc., 
of the structure as detailed in previous chapters. 	In fact, 
a brief check on the natural frequencies of the structure in its 
field siting showed them to be the same as before. 	From the 
photographs given in the frontispiece and figs. 73 and 741  can be 
gauged the openness of the field siting as well as some idea of 
the disposition in the field of the tower structure. 
Certain of the more important aspects of the latter are 
given below. 	For instance, sufficient head clearance for traffic 
1These photographs show the immediate lie of the terrain in the 
direction of the prevailing wind. 
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Fig. 74 NW view of field set-up 
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in the intervening roadway (running between the field position 
of the tower and the building accommodating most of the instrumen-
tation - the Cruden Laboratory) was ensured by suspending all the 
interconnecting cables from a 20 ft. raised platform (situated at 
about 30 yd. from the tower) - see fig. 75. 	A means of easy ac- 
cess to this raised platform was provided i ri order to facilitate 
the frequent removal and reinstallation of the anemometer-resolver-
system cables; an operation necessary each time calibration of 
a hot wire probe was required. 	The structural response trans- 
ducers being relatively robust and insensitive to adverse weather 
conditions were permanently installed at the base of the tower 
structure. 	In this way it was possible at any time (simply by 
energizing the transducer bridge) to record and observe visually 
the response of the structure without leaving the sheltered environ-
ment of the Cruden Laboratory. 	The wind transducers, however, 
being of a more fragile nature (quite apart from their requiring 
calibration in the wind tunnel prior to use) could not be left 
outside for any prolonged length of time. 	The field installation 
of the wind .transducers had by necessity to be effected immediately 
prior to use; an operation which proved to be exceedingly trying 
under conditions of high wind. 	Apart from the running out of the 
cables from the laboratory to the tower, this operation involved 
the installation of the vane (fitted to the sin/cos potentiometer) 
and the hot wire probe to the top of a guyed mast 1 situated close 
11n order to avoid any undesirable effects resulting from trans-
fer of the tower motion to the anemoxnetric instrumentation, an 
independent support for the anemometric instrumentation was used. 
The guyed aluminium mast used, while deflecting visibly in the 
wind, was characterized by a very low frequency of vibration, 
a factor which, it was felt, would have a negligible influence 
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FIG 75 Easterly view showing laboratory from which measurements were taken 
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to the tower. 	This was facilitated to a certain extent by fixing 
both the sin/cos potentiometer and the hot wire probe holder to 
the same support which could itself be fairly simply fixed to the 
top of the guyed mast - see figs. 76 and 77. 	Once this was done, 
however, it was necessary to align the principal axes of the 
potentiometer with the principal axes of the tower structure. 
This was performed by eye, aligning marks on the potentiometer 
with marks on the base of the tower. 
Because of the limitation on the cable length to the hot 
wire probe, the anemometer and linearizer units were positioned 
in the raised platform 30 yd. from the tower, whence they could 
be put into operation. 	Once the anemometric instrumentation was 
set up as described above it was possible to obtain simultaneous 
records of wind and tower response from inside the shelter of the 
laboratory building - see fig. 78. 	More details of the pro- 
cedure involved are given in the next section. 
8.3. Simultaneous Response and Wind Measurments 
In a period of six months (May-October 1969) only four oc-
casions of high wind conditions-.(with an hourly mean speed of 
20 m.p.h. or higher) in which both wind and structural response 
could be successfully obtained, presented themselves. 	Although 
there were more occasions of high winds than this, they were 
either accompanied by wet or rainy , conditions or, if this was not 
the case, occurred during hours of darkness. 	(As it was, out of 
the instances in which successful observations, were made, three 
occurred in the evening and one in the early morning - and all 
during weekends.) 	Although the local Meteorological Offtce did 




FIG 76 	Anemometer- resolver set-Up 	 FIG 77 	
Field installation 
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FIG 78 	Control of experiment from within laboratory 
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rare that an accurate prediction of the strena th of the wind was 
made; for this reason, during the six month period mentioned 
above, the instrumentation was kept in such a state that its use 
could be called upon at a moment's notice. 	At the first sign of 
increasing-to-strong wind conditions, the following procedure was 
embarked upon: 
Calibration of hot-wire probes (normally two, in case of 
damage to one of them) at several linearizer gains 1 . 	(This 
procedure involved the transportation of the wind-measuring ins-
trumentation, including visicorder, etc. to the wind tunnel; the 
duration of this operation being about 2-3 hours.) 
Installation of anemometric instrumentation in the field; 
-1 hour. 
Establishment of no-flow or wind zero position: this was 
performed by keeping the probe wire covered while the anemometric 
bridge was balanced and a suitable position for the galvanometer 
ultra-violet traces on the oscilloscript paper obtained (bearing 
in mind the prevailing direction and strength of the wind to be 
recorded; * hour.) 
Exposure of hot wire to the free wind by removal of the 
probe cover; 5 miii. 
Repetition of (iii) and (iv) if necessary. 	For instance, 
if it was found that the UV trace was operating off the oscil-
loscript paper either a different zero or lunearizer gain would 
have to be selected. 
lAfter some experience had been acquired, it was possible to 
judge the strength of the wind such that calibration at only 
one linearizer gain was necessary. 
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(vi) Putting the structural response instrumentation into oper-
ation. 	This was normally carried out some considerable time 
before actual recording began (-i—i hour) in order to allow stabil-
ization of the carrier amplifiers, etc. 
Once the various steps in the above schedule were completed, 
it was possible to begin obtaining, in the form of side-by-side, 
continuous traces, both wind speed and structural response 
components 1 . 	Because it was intended to obtain permanent visual 
records of the response, it was necessary to take certain pre-
cautions against exposure of the oscilloscript paper to light. 
As a result of this restriction, it was not possible to inspect 
the records obtained until some considerable time later (after 
látensification of the oscilloscript paper). 	Partly because of 
this and partly because a direct visual impression of the struc-
tural response and wind velocity was thought instructive, both 
signals were monitored on oscilloscopes. 	In the same way that 
the two-dimensional character of the tower response could be re-
constituted (by connection of one component signal to the horizon-
tal axis of the oscilloscope and connection of the other to its 
vertical axis) so was it possible to represent the wind components 
in single vectorial form, consisting of a 'radius' vector con-





	 v(t) cos (t) 
10n several occasions when this stage was reached it began to 
rain and the experiment had to be abandoned; a frustrating, 
if unavoidable, experience. 
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The time during which simultaneous recording of the wind 
velocity and structural response traces was possible was split 
into two parts. 
In the first period the structural response measured was 
that of the tower in its natural state (ie., without any auxiliary 
damping), while in the second period was measured the structural 
response of the tower fitted with the auxiliary mass absorber 
coupled by damping alone, which was described in CHAPTER 7. 
As may be imagined, the setting up at the top of the tower of the 
damping device was, in high winds, a difficult procedure. 
In figs 80 and 81 are given typical portions of the oscil-
lographic paper on which are recorded traces of the structural 
response about the two mutually perpendicular principal axes 
(AXES 1 and 2) of the tower structure (traces A1 and A2 respec-
tively), as measured by the transducers situated at the base of 
the structure, together with the traces of the components of the 
horizontal wind speed (traces B1 and B2) resolved about axes 1 and 
2, as measured by the anemometer-resolver near the top of the 
structure. 
Fig. 80 shows the structural response obtained with the 
auxiliary mass absorber, while fig. .8]. shows.the structural res-
ponse without the external damper. 
8.4. Discussion of Field Measurements 
It must be stated at the outset that the conclusions arrived 
at in this.section concerning the measured and predicted response 
of the tower structure under consideration are the result of a 
straightforward preliminary quantitative and qualitative study of 




















Fig. BDa 	Typical record of structural response (A 1 ,A2 ) and wind speed (Bl' 132)  —auxiliary damper fitted 
Fig. 80b : As for Fig. 80a 




















































Fig. 81b 	As for Fig. 81a 
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in 8.3. 	The possibility of recording the signals obtained on, 
say, magnetic tape, enabling a more thorough and mathematically 
complete investigation to be made through the use of frequency 
analysers, analogue- computers, etc., and so verifying incontrover-
tibly some of the ideas put forward, was, at the time of the ex-
periment,no't feasible. 	Nevertheless, it was felt that straight- 
forward visual records of. simultaneous wind speed and structural 
response on a continuous time base such as those obtained would, 
within the context of the present preliminary study, be extremely 
useful in helping to promote further insight into the fundamental 
nature of the problems involved, as well as enabling certain pre-
liminary conclusions to be drawn. 
Study of the records in 8,3. will reveal that the structural 
response along the two mutually perpendicular principal axes of. 
the tower structure is characterized by a constant frequency 
'ripple', of randomly varying amplitude. 	This ripple corres- 
ponds to the vibration of the structure about its resonant, first 
mode or fundamental,;frequency. 	Since no fluctuations of a higher 
frequency than this were obtained it follows that, as was antici-
pated, no excitation of the structure occurred in the second or 
higher modes of vibration. 
For the purposes of the present discussion it is found con-
venient to treat as separate quantities the resonant and quasi-
steady (or quasi-static components of the structural response. 
By 'quasi-steady' here is meant that part of the structural res- 
ponse which equals, the total response minus the resonant 'ripple' 
- see fig, 82. 	The quasi-steady structural response may be reason- 
ably accurately determined from the traces in 8.3. by sketching in 
the line which divides equally the area enclosed by, the envelope 


















FIG 8282 Typical examples of records through which the 
quasi-steady' mean has been drawn 
8,4,1. The 'Quasi-steady' Component of Response 
The equivalent 'quasi-steady' wind is defined as that part 
of the wind turbulence from which results only a quasi-steady or 
flat-frequency structural response, which in the case of the 
tower structure would mean all components in the wind with frequ-
encies of up to approximately 3-c/s. for AXIS 1 and 3.3 -c/s. for 
AXIS 2 1 . 	Study of the traces obtained shows that the size of 
the turbulent wind fluctuations above 3-0/s. are relatively small 
and become increasingly so with increased frequency. 	In fact, 
though there is clearly 'fine' turbulence 2 present at frequencies 
well above 3 or 3.3-0/s., this, for the most part, forms, on the 
time scale of the traces obtained, a rather indistinct and blurry 
line. 	Quite apart from the evident fact that resonant excitation 
does take place in the tower structure, a brief glance at the 
wind, traces will suffice to show that there are numerous random 
fluctuations which clearly include components having frequencies 
at or near the resonant frequency of the structure (ie., 3 or 
3.3-c/s.). 	To plot the 'quasi-steady'wind from the wind traces 
in 8,3., however, by avoiding all components of frequency equal 
to or higher than 3 or 3.3-c/s., is extremely difficult especially 
when such components are part of a larger 'sharp-edged.' gust 
fluctuation. 	As an approximation to the quasi-steady wind it 
was decided to draw in by eye a mean line through the higher 
frequency 'blur' and other well-defined fluctuations whose sharp-
ness clearly identifies them as having componental frequencies 
1The cut-off point would be immediately prior to those frequen-
cies at which resonance would occur, allowing for the width of 
the resonance peak. 
2This 'fine' turbulence will be very poorly correlated over the 
height of the tower structure, 
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much higher than 3 or 3.3-c/s., but following faithfully all 
other fluctuations. 
Inspection of the traces in 8.3. on the basis of the quasi-
steady wind and the quasi-steady structural response as defined 
above for each of the two mutually perpendicular axes of resol-
ution in turn reveals a striking correspondence' between the res-
ponse of the structure and the causal wind with the structure ap-
parently s.ensitive to all gust fluctuations having a mean dur-
ation of at least as small as i-sec. 	It is worth mentioning 
here that a: preliminary experiment in which a comparison was made 
between the horiz9ntal wind speed, v(t), (measured directly, as 
a single fluctuation, using the anemonietric system described 
earlier but without resolution through the sin/cos-potentiometer) 
and the response of the tower structure along its two principal 
axes proved very unsatisfactory, with only a very coarse and, 
indeed, barely perceptible correspondence being noted. 	In view 
of the good correspondence achieved, as noted above, when using 
the resolving system, this, it would appear, was due to the fact 
that the fluctuating direction of the wind speed, OW, was not 
being taken into account. 	Random fluctuations in the direction 
of the wind (about the mean hourly direction) observed visually 
as the oscilloscope's vectorial reconstruction, for the site in 
question, were surprisingly large and appeared to be composed 
from a wide range of componental frequencies, with rapid changes 
(. 1 sec.) of up to ± 450 being frequently noted. 	Clearly, in 
the case of the tower structure such changes in wind direction 
1When comparing the traces, it must be remembered that the res-
ponse will tend to vary with the square of the wind speed. 
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play a significant part in 'modulating' the wind speed seen by 
the structure; the wind speed components V(t),Cos(t) and 
V(t).Sin4(t) to which the tower responds along its principal 
axes showing little resemblance to the horizontal wind speed, 
V(t). 	Comparison between ener,y spectra drawn up for the com- 
ponents V(t)..Sir(t) and V(t).Cos4(t) and for v(t) alone would, 
at least for the site in question, no doubt reveal considerable 
shape differences, with the former possessing relatively more 
energy at the higher frequency end of the spectrum than the 
latter. 	What this means in practical terms, as far as the quasi- 
steady response of the tower structure in its field siting is 
concerned, is that there will be more fluctuations in deflection 
along the principal axes in a given time than if the direction 
of the wind were relatively invariant. 
Adopting a more quantitative approach in comparing the res-
ponee of the tower structure to the causative wind, it was 
decided to plot the ordinates of the quasi-steady response ob-
tained along the two principal axes of the structure against the 
corresponding ordinates of quasi-steady wind speed. 	A typical 
plot drawn from several 40 sec. lengths of records such as those 
given in 8.3., plotting all consecutive ordinates at one second 
intervals, is given in fig. 83. 	The response is given in terms 
of the calibration load 'P a ' (ie., the load which, if applied 
horizontally to the top of the structure, would result in the 
same deflection at the point of response measurement (52" above 
the base plate) as tkt due to the. overall force of the wind). 
The components of wind speed along the.two principal axes (ie., 
= V(t),Cos(t) and v(t).si4(t)) are given in units of mph. 
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hip between steady air flow and steady response; indeed, the 
: .J ~ . ; ence between the mean curve drawn through the distrib-
;he square power law, P 	l/45 .V0 2 , fitted to it 
	
.'here 1/45 is an empirical constant) is excellent. 	The scatter 
of the distribution, in view of factors to be enumerated below, 
is eurpri8inly small, and appears to decrease slightly with 
:icrcac in velocity such that although the slope of the mean 
curvl increases with velocity, the larbest likely error in the 
;fi1VO fcre exerLud on tnE whole structure for a given quasi- 
windeLi a 	oi.d a U Le top of the structure, ex- 
pressed as a percentage variation about the-mean of the scatter, 
also decreases with increase in velocity. 	At a wind speed of 
30 mph (this being the component of the horizontal wind speed 
resolved about one of the principal axes) the maximum range of 
the scatter is of the order of ± 2 lb. or ± 10% of the mean 
'cantilever-equivalent' force, P, of 20 lb.wt. 	Some of the fac- 
tors contributing to a greater or lesser degree to the scatter of 
fig. 83 may be enumerated briefly as follows: 
Directional variations in the drag coefficient of the 
lattice network: the likelihood of such variations in the tower 
structure under consideration was discussed in 2.1.2. 	Since the 
symmetry of the structure repeats itself with every rotation of 
30 0 , it is clear that if there are any intermediate variations in 
the drag coefficient, these will be reflected in the general res-
ponse pattern resulting from a turbulent wind showing directional 
fluctuations of up to ± 450 . 
Variations in wind velocity distribution with height: 
while the long term (hourly mean, say) velocity profile will be 
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reasonably invariant and characteristic of the terrain roughness, 
the instantaneous wind, profile as 'seen' by the structure, even 
in fairly slow gust fluctuations, lasting several seconds, will 
show departures from this mean. 
Loss in spatial correlation: there may be, in the more 
rapid 'quasi-steady' turbulence with componental frequencies 
approaching 3 or 3.3-c/8.-, some reduction in spatial compass 
over the height of the structure, resulting in, .say, the possib-
ility of a gust of limited compass affecting only the lower reg-
ions.of the tower structure, its presence being undetected by 
the anemometer at the top of the structure. 
Variations in terrain roughness with direction: in this 
case the 'longterm' wind velocity profile as seen by the struc-
ture will vary with direction, a factor which will be reflected 
in the instantaneous profile shape of the incident turbulence 
with, as a result, variations in the response for a given wind 
velocity measured near the top of the structure. 
Differential rotation of gusts with height: the instan-
taneous pressure on the tower may not always act in the same 
direction over the whole height of the structure. 	The cal- 
culations made above are based on the assumption that the instan-
taneous wind direction is invariant and is that which is measured 
by the vane system situated near the top of the tower structure. 
Frictional effects within the tower: the structure will 
never return to precisely its original position after deflection 
because of the residual amount of friction present within the 
system. 
Transducing errors, such as calibration changes in the 
hot wire,,overshoot of the wind vane at its natural frequency, etc. 
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Other experimental errors, such as misalignment of sine/ 
cosine potentiometer with principal axes of the tower structure 
(an operation which, it will be recalled,' is performed by eye), 
zero drift in carrier amplifiers, etc. 
Errors involved in determining the 'quasi-steady' res-
ponse and, more particularly, the quasi-steady wind by eye from 
traces such as those given in 83 
While a process of deduction may make it possible, after 
prolonged study of the various aspects presented by the traces 
(such as those to be found in 8.3.) to estimate how much of the 
scatter of the distribution in fig. 83 Is due to each source of 
'error' given above, this will not be attempted here'. 	Such an 
investigation would best be effected by an extension to the 
experiment described in this thesis which, set up, as it might 
be, to include two or more fast response anemometer-resolvers 
positioned at several heights in the immediate neighbourhood of 
the structure, to allow for the possibility of using auxiliary 
correlation instrumentation and to enable the isolation and 
independent measurement of the error inducing factors described 
above, would, apart from greatly facilitating the analysis, prove 
far more reliable and scientifically acceptable. 
From the engineer's point of view, however, the sort of dis-
tribution given in fig. 83, with the incorporation of a suitable 
factor of safety, is acceptable as a basis for design. 	For 
practical purposes, the scatter ofthe distribution is such that 
factors (i) to (vi) above may. be thought of as playing a secondary 
11t is, in any case, doubtful whether a sufficient quantity of 
'records to permit this was obtained. 
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role in the quasi-steady response of the structure. 	As a res-. 
ult the quasi-steady force per unit area
l  exerted on the struc-
ture at a height Z may be assumed to follow the simple law: 
( F) 	= 	 000000•00000000*00S0 0 (i) 
where V is the quasi-steady wind velocity at height Z and varies 
with Z according to the long term (hourly mean) vertical profile 
law characterized by the power index, n. 	The maximum bending 
moment (say) experienced by the structure due to the quasi-steady 
wind can then be easily calculated, viz. (from equations (i) and 
(ii), Case 2, APPENDIX F), 
pV 2 Z i CAZ1[1/2(n+l)] 
More generally, if the quasi-steady wind speed V3 is measured at 
a reference height Z, 
pvz32(zl/z)2ncAzl[1/2(n+l)] ......... (ii) 
If (V3)max is the highest quasi-steady wind,speed likelyin 
fifty years, say, the highest quasi-steady maximum moment likely 
in the structure (in fifty years) is, 
(Mz o)max = 	
2 p(V3)max (z1/z)2ncAz1[l/2(n+l)] 
	
... (iii) 
Faced with this expression 2 the designer is put into the position 
of having to estimate ,the following parameters: (V)max, at 
1 the projectea area of •the structure in the plane vertical to 
the direction of the wind 
2 The question: To what types of structures in general can this 
simplified approach be applied? 	will be discussed later. 	At 
the moment the analysis is based on the results of the tower 
structure experimented upon. 
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a reference height Z3 1  the power index, n, and the aerodynamic 
drag coefficient of the structure, C. 	For a given structure 
the other quantities, A, the plane area of the structure in 
projection and, Z1, the height of the structure, will be known 
constants. 	Each will be considered in turn. 
(i) Estimation of (V z )max 
The quantity (Vz 3 ) represents the 'quasi-steady' horizontal 
wind speed at height Z3 , 	It will be remembered that by 'quasi- 
steady wind' was meant that part of turbulence leading to a quasi 
steady or flat frequency response in the given structure, in 
other words, the combination of all componental frequencies In 
the wind, up to a frequency just below the resonant frequency of 
the structure. 
The validity of assuming that a structure similar in size to 
the tower structure described in this thesis will respond quasi-
statically (according to the formula given above) to a gust with 
a duration just slightly larger than the natural period of vib- 
ration of the structure (in its fundamental mode) may be question-
ed on the grounds that when this period is very small the spatial 
compass of a gust of corresponding period will also be small in 
relation to the size of the structure. 	The point to remember here 
is that although this may in fact be true the velocity fluctuation 
which a short duration, poorly correlated gust represents (at 
least on the spatial scale of the thirty foot tower structure) 
will, as a proportion of the velocity fluctuation of lower frequ-
ency gusts to which the structure is fully sensitive, also be 
small. 	The error invoked in assuming that the structure responds 
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to these 'high frequency' gust fluctuations is therefore second-
ary in magnitude. 	Further, it must be remembered that in con- 
ditions of extremely high wind (a condition for which, after 
all, the structure is being designed) the spatial correlation of 
the higher frequency gusts will increase (ie., spatially well 
correlated, slower turbulent fluctuations to which the structure 
responds quasi-statically, under conditions of moderate wind, will, 
in a stronger wind, be 'carried along' at a higher mean wind 
speed and, as such, will be 'seen' by the structure at a higher 
range of frequencies). 	This last point may explain the dec- 
rease in percentage 'error' with increase in wind speed noted in 
the distribution in fig. 83. 
On the basis of the experimental results obtained for the 
tower structure and in the context of what was said in the last 
paragraph it would appear reasonable to suggest that the largest 
quasi-steady response of any tower-like lattice structure with 
a height of up to 50-60 ft) and with a fundamental natural 
frequency greater than 3 c/s. may very roughly be calàulated from 
equation (iii) on the basis that the structure will respond fully 
to the highest absolute wind speed likely to be obtained in any 
given period of time. 	Be this as it may, it is felt that 
a generally more valid and accurate estimate of the maximum 
quasi-steady response in any lattice tower structure with a height 
of up to 50-60 ft. would necessitate obtaining the highest likely 
quasi-steady wind speed as previously defined; this would, of 
course, require some estimate of the fundamental resonant 
'This is a conjectural extrapolation made from the results of 
the experiment actually performed. 	Clearly, the higher the 
structure, the more the need for taking into account the effect 
of loss in spatial correlation of gusts. 
frequency of the structure to be made. 
No meteorological or other wind records enabling the direct 
determination of the highest likely quasi-steady wind speed as 
required above, however, appear to be available. 	Indeed, it 
would seem that because of frequency limitations imposed by 
present anemometric instrumentation the shortest discriminatory 
period of wind speed either recorded or likely to be recorded in 
the immediate future on a widespread scale is of the order of as 
long as three seconds. 	Design of a tower structure such as the 
one experimented upon, say, on the assumption that the highest 
likely quasi-steady response would be that resulting from the 
highest likely wind speed averaged over three seconds might lead 
to serious error. 	In order to emphasise this point it is worth- 
while describing one instance out of several whenthe tower 
structure situated in its field siting was subjected to what may 
be called 'freak' gusts of exceptionally large magnitude and 
short duration. 	A record of such a gust is shown in fig. 84 
(marked 'A'). 	The peak of the gust shown corresponds to a hori- 
zontal wind speed (computed from the two components given in the 
record) in the region of 70 mph., and what is perhaps more sig-
nificant, is that the duration of the gust (ie, the time during 
which the same significant departure from the mean wind speed is 
observed) is of the order of one second. 	Though the response 
of the tower structure to this gust was not obtained on the 
oscillographic paper recor&, it was possible to make an estimate 
'In view of the mean wind speed at the time (about 30 mph. over 
the five minute period including the gust under discussion) 
















Fig. 84 	Record of response and wind speed with exceptionally large gust (auxiliary 'camper' l'tted) 
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of the maximum quasi-steady response from the two-dimensional 
travel of the cathode-ray 'spot' which was seen to move ( a some-
what startling distance!) to the edge of the screen of the moni-
toring oscilloscope. 	From this it was possible to sketch in 
roughly the quasi-steady response of the structure to the gust - 
see fig. 84. 	A simple calculation shows that the structure res- 
ponded to a good degree of approximation to the gust according 
to the quasi-steady power law defined empirically from fig. 83 
(ie., Pc = 1/45.Vc 2 ): for the axis along which the direction of 
the gust is most closely aligned the maximum response obtained 
by direct measurement corresponds to the application of a free-
end lateral load along that axis of 	90 lb. wt; calculated 
by substituting the measured maximum quasi-steady wind speed 
along that axis into the empirical formula, P, = l/45.(67) 2 = lOOlb.wt. 
Were the highest wind speed seen quasi-statically by the struc- 
ture to be taken as the highest average over three seconds, the 
response of the structure to the 'freak' one second gust as des-
cribed above would not be accounted for. 	Indeed, the average wind 
speed over the three second interval which includes the freak gust 
(along the more exposed principal axis of the 'structure) being 
approximately 45 mph, would result in a computed response equi-
valent to that caused by a lateral end load, 
l/45.(45)2 = 45' lb.wt.; the discrepancy between this value 
and the true maximum response need hardly be emphasised! 
The following method is suggested as a means of obtaining the 
highest likely quasi-steady wind speed (V 3 ) max (at a reference 
height z 3 ) in a given period of time. 	The method is based first 
of all on being able to predict, for the site in question, the 
highest mean hourly wind speed ((V 3)max, say) which is likely to be 
lIt may be worth noting that this corresponds to a lateral def-
lection of 0•24" at the top of the tower structure. 
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obtained during the proposed life of the structure (which may be 
of the order of fifty years). 	Without going into detail, it 
would appear that a reasonably good estimate of (V 3 ) max can at 
present be made for most localities on a straightforward inter-
polative and statistical basis from the extensive meteorological 
records of mean hourly wind speeds which have been accumulated 
over the years on a countrywide basis. 	(Alternatively, the 
'gradient wind' approach may be used to estimate (3) max; this 
necessitates the estimation of the extreme mean hourly gradient 
wind speed in the locality of the proposed site, the gradient 
height and the surface roughness of the terrain - see APPENDIX A.) 
Consider the turbulent fluctuations which will be associated with 
the extreme hourly mean wind speed, excluding all fluctuations 
corresponding to frequencies higher than or equal to the funda-
mental frequency of resonance of the structure - see fig, 85. 
'quasi steady' wind speed 
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If the maximum deviation from the mean is(u3)max then it fol-
lows that the maximum quasi-steady wind speed (at height z 3 ) to 
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which the structure is subjected (in fifty years, say) is, 
	
(V)max 	()max + (u)max 
From purely physical considerations it can be argued that the 
quantity, (uZ3)maxl must, in a given time interval, ultimately 
depend on the energy level or 'amount' of turbulence present and 
on the frequency distribution of this turbulence - factors which 
will in turn be dependent on the mean hourly wind speed at 
a given height and the roughness of the terrain. 	The exact 
nature of the dependence of (u)max on these factors is derived 
in APPENDIX H on a statistical basis assuming that the variation 
of the quasi-steady wind speed about the mean hourly wind speed 
is random and varies according to a Gaussian probability dist- 
ribution. 	It is shown 	in APPENDIX H that the highest likely 
quasi-steady peak in the turbulent wind (expressed as a departure 
from the mean wind speed) in a period of duration T, is given by, 
(UZ)max 	,.[loge(N/\Ii)] 	(N 	1000) 1 
where N is the number of maxima in the tirne.interval T, and may 
be calculated from, 
N 	1/41T2 .m4/m2 0T 
where m0 is the area of the 'cut-off' energy spectrum charac-
terizing the quasi-steady turbulent fluctuation and m 2 , m4 are 
its second and fourth moments respectively, viz, 
11f N 	1000, the quantity (u3)max/V_ can be read off directly 
from the graph in fig. H9. 
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By the 'cut-off' spectrum is meant the customary energy spectrum 
drawn up for the turbulent wind speed but with the exception 
that all energy contributions corresponding to the frequency 
range above the fundamental natural frequency of the structure, 
no , are excluded. 
As it will be realized the above determination of (u 3 ) max 
depends essentially on being able to obtain the energy spectrum 
pertaining to the turbulent wind as governed by the surface 
roughness and the extreme mean hourly wind speed ()j1ax at the 
site in question. 	The only present means of estimating the wind 
spectrum relevant to a particular location (apart from the direct 
field determination of wind spectra at the location itself for 
a range of mean hourly wind speeds and subsequent extrapolation 
to find the spectrum apposite to the highest likely mean hourly 
wind speed) is to operate on Davenport's reduced or universal 
wind spectrum by means of the parameters controlling the tur-
bulence at the site during the period of highest (likely) wind 
(je., the roughness of the terrain and (V 3 )max at the reference 
height z 3 ). 	The possibility of error incurred in using the 
reduced wind spectrum - especially in the higher frequency ranges - 
was discussed briefly in APPENDIX A. 	It is to be hoped that as 
more and more general information concerning wind spectra becomes 
available so it will become increasingly possible to make more 
accurate estimates of the influence of the nature of the terrain 
on the turbulent wind so enabling greater and more accurate use 
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of the reduced spectrum, the idea of which appears in theory to 
be basically sound. 
(ii) Estimation of the Power Law Exponent, n 
A rough estimate of the power index, n, at the site of the 
tower structure, for the prevailing westerly windward direction 
was obtained using two DISA TYPE 55D50 non-linearized hot wire 
anemometers positiOned at 15 ft. and 30 ft. above ground level. 
The average value so obtained 1 was in the region of n = 1/3. 
In view of the open charadter of the immediate foreground of the 
tower structure (in the direction of the prevailing wind) this 
value may, at first sight, appear somewhat high. 	In fact this 
exponent probably reflects the relatively high level of tur-
bulence at the site, turbulence which, it is felt, is generated 
by the fairly rugged topography characterizing the lower slopes 
of the Pentland. Hills and, on a smaller scale, the large build-
ings situated at a distance of 200-400 yds. from the tower struc-
ture - the advective influence of the flat foreground is prob- 
ably quite small. 	In view of the nature of the general topo- 
graphy of the terrain and its disposition in relation to the 
direction of the prevailing wind, it would prove interesting to 
study the possiblity of the occurence of 'lee-wave' storms at 
the site in question and the connection, if any, with the 'freak' 
gusts of extremely short duration noted by the author. 	Such 
1Because of the rapid loss in sensitivity with rise in wind speed 
in the anemometers used (see 6.1.1. for a typical calibration 
curve), it was difficult to assess accurately the mean wind speed 
over a long period of time; for this reason the power index 'n' 
was estimated from fairly short period means (2-5 seconds). 
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a study would also involve determining the extent to which the 
'freak' gusts measured are covered by the 'once-in-fifty-years' 
approach described above. (It might be found to be the case 
that the freak gusts observed are not 'freak' gusts at all and 
are, quite simply, the extremes expected from time to time in 
a random fluctuation.) 
(iii) Estimation of the Drag Coefficient, C 
It can be shown for the tower structure under consider-
ation (see APPENDIX F, Case 2) that the quasi-steady equivalent 
(or calibration) free-end lateral load P 0 which results in the 
same response from.the displacement transducers situated near 
the base of the tower as that resulting from the quasi-steady 
wind load distributed vertically according to a wind speed pro-
file of exponent 'n' and defined by a quasi-steady velocity V 
at a height Z, is, 
=VZ32(Zl/3)2n1.CA.1/X(2n+1) 1 
where Z 1 is the total height of the structure, C is the drag 
coefficient assumed constant with height, A is the projected 
plane area enclosed by the frame of the structure, and X is 
a coefficient which relates the total wind load to the equivalent 
free-end load P 0 and is given for a range of power indices, n, 
The reason for using this 
lies in the fact that the 
ured as a deflection at a 
requiring an allowance to 
etc.) and not in terms of 
criterion of response) th 
expression for the tower experiment 
response of the structure was meas-
given height above the base (thereby 
be made for flexure of the base plate, 
(what might constitute a more usual 
bending moment at the base, M.0, 
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in fig. 34. 	The above expression enables the mean drag coef- 
ficient, C, 1 of the tower structure to be determined. 	Using 
the proportionality constant of the empirical 'mean' curve 
indicated in fig. 83 together with the known constants of the 
tower experiment (z 1 = 368 in., Z3 = 342 in., I =DZ1 o 68 eq.ft.) 
the relationship between C and n is that shown in fig. 86. 	It 
can be seen from fig. 86 that the magnitude of C is not par- 
ticularly - sensitive to variation in the exponent, n. 	This 
means that although only a rough estimate of the exponent was 
obtained (n 	1/3) at the site in question, the mean drag coef- 
ficient of the tower structure can be estimated with some accur- 
acy, viz, from fig. 86, C 	0.32. 
This is an interesting result since numerically it corres-
ponds closely to the mean solidity ratio of the structure - ie., 
the ratio of the mean projected area of all individual members 
of the structure (inclusive of the projected area of the leeward 
members seen from the windward side) to the total mean area en-
closed by the frame 	i/s 1/3. 	This means that the average 
drag coefficient of the individual members is approximately 
unity. 	The usual coefficient used for members of circular eec- 
2 
tion is 1.2;: the straightforward summation of the forces on 
the individual members of the plane projection of the structure 
(which automatically precludes any contribution from the hidden 
leeward members) calculated on this basis is tantamount to using 
'The mean drag coefficient, C, is the mean of the variation in 
C with rotation about the vertical axis of the structure. 
2See REF: 10. 	(The value given is for DU 	50, where D is 
the transverse dimension of the structure normal to the flow 














an overall drag coefficient of 12 x 1/3 	0°4. 	
While this is 
not too large an overestimation, it must be emphasised that the 
basis on which the value is obtained is an oversimplification of 
what actually Occurs. 	
It must be. remembered that a large pro- 
portion of the members constituting the bracing does not present 
itself normally to the wind and that, as such, the forces on 
these members will be substantially smaller than allowed for by 
the drag coefficient of 12 as applied to the projection of the 
members in the plane normal. to the wind, direction. 	
The force 
exerted on the leeward members in the wake of the windward mem- 
bers will compensate somewhat for this loss. 	
An overall value 
of 0.3 2 
 for the mean drag coefficient of the structure does not 
appear unreasonable in view of the above factors. 
While for the tower structure in question the mean drag 
coefficient, C, could probably have been estimated fairly ac- 
curatelY on a semi-intuitive basis, this is not very satisfactory 
from a designer's point of view. 	
In fact, it has been attempted 
(Flachsbart) to formulate the problem in terms of the spacing 
ratio between frames, solidity ratio, etc. on a semieu1PiriCa-
basis (using wind tunnel measurements), this approach, however, 
appears to be restricted to multiple plane-frame structures and 
certainly could not be applied to the tower structure in question. 
Rather more simple empirical formulae involving only the total 
'see-through' solidity ratio would perhaps be of greater use in 
the case of slender lattice-type tower structures. 	
Alternat- 
ively, it may be that a direct estimation of the drag coefficient 
by measurement of the drag force exerted on a model of the pro-
posed structure in the steady flow of a wind tunnel could be ef- 
fected. 	
In this context it would prove interesting to compare 
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the drag coefficient obtained in the field for the tower struc-
ture with that of a scaled-down model obtained in the wind 
tunnel. 	It can safely be concluded that considerable research 
is still needed in this domain. 
8.4 , 2. The Resonant Component of Structural Response 
This section deals with the vibration observed in the tower 
structure at its fundamental frequency when subjected to the 
buffeting of the wind in its field siting. 	It will be seen 
from the response records in 8.3. that this vibration takes the 
form of a 'ripple' of constant frequency but of randomly varying 
amplitude, superposed on the 'quasi-steady' response defined in 
the preceding section. 	Before. attempting to discuss the mag - 
nitude of. this ripple it is important to discuss certain aspects 
of the two-dimensional behaviour of the system involved. 	This 
can perhaps best be effected through consideration of certain 
hypothetical instances of external structural excitation. 
Consider subjection of the tower in question, or, for that matter, 
any other fixed-free cantilever structure showing a polar vari-
ation in stiffness, to the following cases of loading: 
CASE 1 A time-varyingj.oad, p(t), applied in a fixed direction 
coincident with an axis of principal moment of inertia 
For the sake of the present arguement it is assumed that 
p(t) consists of a randomly varying concentrated load applied 
laterally to the free-end of the structure. 	It is further 
assumed that p(t) is formed from a wide range of constituent 
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Since a condition of symmetrical bending exists about an axis of 
principal moment of inertia (the product of inertia being zero - 
see Appendix D(i)) it follows that any structural motion which 
takes place is constrained in direction to that of the applied 
loading.(along XX in fig. 87). 	Displacement transducers co- 
incident with the principal axes of the structure would be ex-
pected to pick up the sort of signal outputs shown; viz, zero 
response or displacement along YY and, assuming here that second 
and higher modes are not excited, .a quasi-steady response with 
a superposed constant 1 frequency resonant ripple along XX. 	If 
the long-term mean of the excitation p(t) is () then the mean 
of the structural response along XX expressed as a displacement 
will be equal to (T)/K where K is the stiffness of the structure 
with respect to its free end. 
11t is assumed that since all motion is well within the elastic 
range of the structure variations in the resonant frequency 
will be insignificant. 
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CASE 2 A constant load, P, fluctuating randomly in direction 
about a mean coincident with an axis of princip al  
moment of inertia 
Assume that (at time t) the direction in which P is applied 
is a,t an angle 4t) with the given axis of principal moment of 
inertia, such that the long-term mean of the fluctuation is 
(t) = 0. 
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As for the fluctuation p(t) in CASE. 1 it is assumed that the 
fluctuation 4(t) is composed from a wide range of constituent 
frequenôies which includes the fundamental frequency of the 
structure about the relevant axis of principal moment of inertia. 
At time t the loading applied, to the free end of the structure, 
P, may be resolved as follows:- 
P.Cos4(t), in line with the long-term mean direction, () 	 0 
and P.Sin4(t), transverse to the above direction. 
If the directional fluctuation is assumed to be small, Cos(t)->l 
and Sin 4(t)-3'4(t) and the load components become: 
P, along XX. 
P4(t), along YY. 
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In other words the sideways excitation (along YY) to which the 
structure is subjected approximates to a linear function of 
4(t) and as such will display the same frequency characteris-
tics. 	It follows that, although the amplitude of-the direc- 
tional'fluctuation8 as expressed by 4(t) may be small, the 
product, p.(t) resulting from a large value of P may be suffic-
ient to induce substantial resonant vibrations along the trans-
verse axis of the structure; the exact amplitude of this side-
ways vibration will, of course, be dependent (for a given load p) 
on the energy content of the fluctuation 4(t) at the appropriate 
frequency and on the structural side, the amount of damping 
present. 	In line with the long-term mean direction of the 
applied loading, P, (along xx) it can be seen that for small 
fluctuations in çb(t) the structure is, to a first order of ap-
proximation, subjected to the steady load P and will deflect 
accordingly. 	Displacement transducers picking up the motion 
along the two principal axes would be expected to produce an 
output sImilar in nature tothat sketched in fig. 88 - that is, 
a relatively large resonant ripple superposed on a quasi-steady 
fluctuation possessing a mean zero response along YY and a large 
steady response showing small resonant and quasi-steady depar-
tures along XX. 
It can be concluded from the two cases of applied loading 
considered so far that, in general, as far as the resonant part 
of the structural response is concerned, a random fluctuation 
in the magnitude of the applied load, p(t), will tend to induce 
motion in line with the load while a directional fluctuation, 
in the load will tend to promote a predominantly sideways 
vibration. 




CASE 3 A time-varying load, p(t), fluctuating randomly in 
direction, 0(t), such that the mean direction is co-
incident with an axis of principal moment of inertia. 
Response along YY 
Let the long-term mean of the loading, P(t), be p(t) such that, 
P(t) 	(t) + p(t) 
where p(t) represents the variation about the mean. 	The 
instantaneous force on the system may be resolved along the axes 
of principal moment of inertia, assuming 4(t) to be small, as 
follows 
along XX: p(t) = p(t) + p(t) 
along YY: P(t).(t) = P(t).4(t) + p(t).4(t) 
• It is seen that the nature of the excitation is a combination of 
CASES 1 and 2 considered above with the addition of the com-
ponent p(t).0(t). 	As far as the'resonant response is concerned 
this latter component is interesting in so far as it brings into 
play frequency components of both the load and directional fluc-
tuations which are not necessarily coincident with the (trans- 
verse) resonant frequency. 	It will be assumed here, however, 
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that both p(t) and 4(t) represent small fluctuations in com-
parison with the magnitude of p(t) and that as such the product 
p(t). 4(t), while contributing to the transverse resonant vib-
ration, will only do so to a secondary degree. 	The sort. of 
transducer response anticipated is that which is sketched in 
fig. 89. 	Quite apart from damping and other structural con- 
siderations, it is important to realize that the extent to which 
resonant motion develops, either in line or transverse to the 
mean wind direction, is dependent on the relative amounts of 
energy in the fluctuations p(t) and 4(t) (and on the amplific-
ation of 4(t) by the steady component P(t)); it is, for ins-
tance, quite possible for the transverse resonant vibration to 
be larger than the in line vibration. 	It must be remembered 
that, since both vibrations must occur simultaneously, the system 
will perform a Lissajous-type gyration. 
CASE 4 The same as for CASE 3 except that the mean of the direc-
tional fluctuation is not coincident with an axis of principal 
moment of inertia. 
Apart from unsymmetrical bending action, resulting from the 
steady component p(t), the same sort of response as in CASE 
would be anticipated at resonance, that is, with the directional 
fluctuation favouring sideways motion and the load fluctuation 
promoting in line vibration. 	The difference in this case lies 
in the fact that, since the transducers picking up the motion 
are aligned with the principal axis of the system, they will 
pick up components of vibration which arise from both the direc- 
tional and load fluctuations. 	This makes it virtually impos- 
sible, at least from mere inspection of the transducer records, 
G. 
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to determine which vibration arises from which source. 
Reverting to the discussion of the resonant motion of the 
lattice-tower structure, the question immediately arises: how 
much of the resonant vibration observed originates from trans-
verse excitation (due to fluctuation in wind direction) and how 
much originates from in-line excitation (due to straightforward 
fluctuations in wind speed). 	As noted above (Case 4) it is 
not feasible to attempt an answer to this question for a wind 
fluctuation whose mean direction is not coincident with an axis 
of principal moment of inertia, which eliminates the use of such 
wind-response records as are presented in 8.3. 	In fact, during 
the period of experimentation it was .possible to obtain only 
one brief record in which the mean wind direction was roughly 
in line with a principal axis of the tower - part of this record 
is shown in fig. 90. 	It will be noted that as in the previous 
records discussed the quasi-steady deflection of the structure, 
occurring predominantly about the stiffer axis (see trace A2), 
faithfully follows the quasi-steady wind resolved in the same 
direction (trace B2). 
The wind speed recorded in the direction of the other 
principal axis (ie. trace Bl) may be considered as fluctuating 
randomly about the wind speed zero and as such can be thought 
of as analogous to the quantity p(t)t(t) defined above. 	While 
a certain proportion of the quasi-steady variations in the wind 
speed (BI) are, in magnitude, almost of the same order as the 
fairly low long-term mean wind-speed of the record (which is in 
the region of 20 mph.) the larger variations are slow in com- 
parison with the natural frequencies of the structure. 	It 
follows, therefore, that a larçe proportion of the fluctuation 








HG 90 Record of response and wind speed with mean wind direction coincident with axis of principal moment of inertia 
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results purely from fluctuations in wind direction. 	That 
a large proportion of these fluctuations are rapid and occur 
within a frequency range which includes the transverse fundamen-
tal frequency is clear from inspection of the record presented. 
In fact, since the frequency response of the vane measuring the 
wind, direction is dependent onae wind speed it is considered 
quite probable that under the low wind speed conditions of the 
test a proportion of higher frequency directional fluctuations 
would not be recorded. 	Inspection of the structural response 
in the transverse direction indicates considerable vibration at 
the resonant frequency. 	In fact, by measuring the amplitude 
of successive peaks and allowing forthe difference in scale of 
the two structural response traces (Scale Al 	1.7 Scale A2) 
the transverse vibration measured over a limited period of two 
minutes is found to be approximately 40% larger than the in line 
vibration. 	This is a very interesting result and suggests, if 
the above analysis is correct, that, large side-ways vibrations 
in a structure may not necessarily be the result of vortex shed-
ding but simply due to rapid directional fluctuations in the 
wind. 	Of course other factors may be involved, for instance, 
the aerodynamic damping of the structure may be less in the trans-
verse direction than in line with the. mean wind. 	(It must be 
remembered that the transverse excitation is operating about 
zero while the in line excitation at resonance is superimposed 
on the quasi-steady wind speed). 
The above conclusion is drawn from a somewhat limited amount 
of information and must, therefore, be treated as tentative. 
It is nevertheless felt that the particular aspect of sideways 







worthy of further investigation. 	An interesting series of ex- 
perimeflt8 would be to repeat the above experiment with a smaller 
structure (ensuring full spatial correlation of directional 
changes) first of all comparing the spectral energy content of 
the directional and wind speed fluctuations over a wide range 
of frequencies and then relating this to the structural response 
(in spectral form) in both the in-line and transverse directions. 
Measurement of the total motion of the structure and the total 
(natural) wind in this way would enable a meaningful quantitative 
and qualitative study of the effect of aerodynamic damping, say, 
to be made. 	An extension of the experiment would be to prog- 
ressively increase the size of the structure with the aim of 
determining the effect of loss of spatial correlation in both 
directional and wind speed fluctuations - this would not be the 
easiest of tasks! 
As far as the overall largest response of a structure is 
concerned., vibrations occurring transversely to the mean wind 
flow must be considered in true perspective. 	For instance, 
assuming, for the sake of argument, that the largest likely 
simultaneous resonant displacements in the transverse and in 
line directions are of the same order of magnitude and that the 
largest likely quasi-steady response is at least as large aè, if 
not larger than, the maximum resonant displacement; it wilibe 
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seen from fig. 91 that the extra contribution (a, say) 18 small 
in relation to the magnitude of the in—line displacement, A. 
So far this section has been devoted to a discussion of the 
two-dimensional behaviour of the tower structure at resonance 
as developped by the natural wind. 	Attention is now turned on 
the problem of estimating the magnitude of the resonant vibration 
about any given axis of principal moment of inertia. 	To under- 
stand on a qualitative or physical basis how the sort of reson-
ant ripple shown in the given records of structural response is 
produced as a result of buffeting from.a turbulent wind, whose 
wind speed variation shows no immediately apparent agreement with 
the structural resonant ripple is of .gret importance. 
Consider the subjection of the tower structure to a sinus-
oidally varying lateral load (at its free end and along a prin-
cipal axis) of the same frequency as the resonant frequency. 
The resonant motion of the structure will gradually build up 
from rest and continue increasing till such time as the damping 
losses (which usually increase with amplitude) become so large 
as to dissipate all extra energy supplied to the system, whence 
a maximum amplitude 18 reached; the rate at which the damping 
losses increase with amplitude controls the size of the maximum 
amplitude reached as well as the time interval before this state 
of dynamic equilibrium is approached. 	The first few vibrations 
of resonant build-up are shown in fig. 92 for a system with a 
natural frequency of 3.3 c/s. and a viscous damping ratio, 
= 0.3 (corresponding to approximately 1.5% critical damping) 1 , 
1Note that the response lags the exciting force by a quarter cycle 
and that in the given case the maximum response is about 35 times 
greater than the equivalent static response. 
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FIG 92 	Effect of phase change at resonance 
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Assume now that after a time interval during which the motion has 
built up over 5 cycles, say, the phase of the exciting force is 
suddenly changed (byir, say). 	It can be shown 1 that the resonant 
motion immediately embarks on a relatively rapid attenuation the 
envelope of which is marked 'H''. (It is worth noting that if the 
exciting force were suppressed altogether the subsequent motion 
would decay freely as indicated by the envelope marked 'F'). 
The phase change in the exciting force need not, of course, occur 
instantaneously; it may take place over several cycles resulting 
in a smooth transition from amplification to attenuation in the 
structural response. 
While the response of a single-degree-of-freedom system to 
a phase change in an applied sinusoidal excitation represents 
only a simple model, the principle involved does nevertheless 
lead to an understanding of the response resulting from more 
complicated loading. 	Consider successive gusts impinging on 
a structure. 	These gusts may have constituent components with 
frequencies at or near the fundamental frequency of the structure. 
These components can be thought of as arriving as a succession of 
sinusoidal impulses (each discrete impulse probably being rarely 
greater than a single cycle in duration) all with randomly dif- 
ferent duration., amplitude and phase. 	The structure will res- 
pond to each discrete impulse in turn in such a way that the 
1The response in fig. 92 has been plotted from the expression, 
(x) = xST[e_Pt(Coact - /cSinc,3t) - Cost]/2 
+ 2xsT [e (t+T)tCos(t+T) - /cSin4t+T)) - Cost+T)](/2p 
with the phase change of iT occuring at T = 
LI 
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previously built up resonant motion is either reinforced or at-
tenuated. 	In fact the sort of traces of structural response 
obtained represent, as far as the resonant 'ripple' is concerned, 
what may be called a continuous process of successive random 
amplification and attenuation. 	Because the structure only 
absorbs or loses 'resonant energy' at a fixed rate there will 
rarely be any immediately obvious correspondence between simul- 
taneous records of resonant response and. wind. speed. 	Equally, 
it does not necessarily follow that during a period in which the 
wind turbulence reaches a peak energy level (as far as the 
frequency component at structural resonance is concerned) a peak 
amplitude in the resonant response will result. 	In fact it can 
be argued that whether a maximum response amplitude is obtained 
or not is a matter of chance. 
Although the above offers a simple physical explanation 
of what happens at resonance it is clear that the quantitative 
problem of estimating the highest likely amplitude will be based 
first of all on a statistical knowledge over a fairly lengthy 
period of time of the fluctuation in wind speed at the approp-
riate frequency. 	It is then possible by using the parameters 
characterising the statistical record of the wind to operate 
(by the drawing up of spectra (as indicated in fig. O) for 
instance) on the structural and aerodynamic parameters of the 
structure to obtain similar statistical parameters characterising 
the wind-induced resonant response over the same period of time. 
'then, once obtained, these parameters can in turn be operated 
upon according to the probability theory described in APPENDIX H - 
that is, knowing that the response is in the form of a random 
fluctuation following a recognised distribution and having 
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quantified this distribution a prediction as to the highest re-
sonant peak or maximum likely to be obtained in a given period 
of time is made. 
It is tempting at this stage to suggest that the highest 
likely total structural response will be the straightforward 
summation of the highest likely quasi-steady response as obtained 
in the preceding section and the highest likely maximum dynamic 
response, that is, the amplitude of the largest likely ripple 
obtained in the same interval of time. 	This, however, would be 
incorrect as the probability of both occurring simultaneously 
would in the sort of case being dealt with (and on the necessarily 
limited time scale involved') be very small indeed. 	At all 
events, it may be the case that a particular quasi-steady dis-
placement occurring simultaneously with a particular dynamic 
oscillation, neither of which is, according to its respective 
kind, a maximum departure, combine to provide the maximum total 
displacement in the given period of time. 	It follows from the 
above argument that, as far as the determination of the highest 
likely response in a structure which simultaneously undergoes 
both quasi-steady displacement and resonant vibration is con-
cerned, neither quasi-steady nor resonant components can be 
considered in isolation. 
A rough check. carried out on a number of records obtained 
from the lattice-tower experiment showed that while the quasi- 
1The highest likely mean wind speed in a time interval of 
one hour in a given number of years is usually considered. 
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steady response fluctuation. tended 1 toward a normal distribution 
about the mean of the record concerned the randomness of the 
peaks of the resonant ripple (relative to the quasi-steady fluc-
tuation) tended toward a Rayleigh distribution. 	(Although this 
was not checked, it was estimated that were discrete values of 
the whole ripple taken this would form a normal distribution.) 
The particular case of a fluctuation whose peaks obey a Rayleigh 
distribution superimposed on another fluctuation obeying a nor-
mal or Gaussion-type distribution is discussed in some detail in 
APPENDIX H. 	Particular reference is made to fig. H5 which shows 
how this type of fluctuation can be considered as transitional 
between a random fluctuation obeying a pure Rayleigh distribution 
and one obeying a pure Gaussion law. 
Assuming that the type of fluctuation obtained experimentally 
from the lattice-tower structure Ia of the type given theoretical 
consideration in APPENDIX H - and though this needs further 
verification there appears to be no fundamental reason from the 
results actually obtained why this should not be the case.- it 
un the case of the quasi-steady response a histogram was built 
up from counting the number of occasions on which the trace 
fell between two adjacent oscilloecript scale lines at regular 
intervals of 1-sec. 	Because of the very low frequencies in- 
volved (gusts building up over 30-secs. or more) it was con-
sidered that the number and duration of the records obtained 
was insufficient to obtain the full development of the dis-
tribution; however, on the basisof the histograms drawn it 
was felt that a normal distribution would eventually emerge. 
The drawing up of similar histograms for the peaks of the re-
sonant ripple was rather more tedious as it involved the actual 
measuring of the amplitude of each peak. 	Again, it was felt 
thatthe records were not of sufficient duration to establish 
incontrovertibly a Rayleigh-type distribution, although the trend 
appeared to be in that direction; because of the low damping 
of the structure the decay and build-up of the resonant motion 
would have underlying trends lasting up to several minutes. 
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follows that the highest likely maximum in the response of such 
a structure in a period of time, T, is given by the expression, 
'max 	maxf 	[i• .; [[lo e [
gl/4 2 .Jm2/mo.T]] 
+ *y [10 [h/4 2 Jm .T]] ] 






E(f).f 2 .df 
Jo 
and y= Euler's constant= 0.772. 
The problem remains, of course, of obtaining the response 
spectrum. E(f). 	This ultimately depends on the establishment of 
the wind speed spectrum - this is discussed in APPENDIX A and 
in Chapter 8, page 184. 	In estimating the combined effect of 
quasi-steady and resonant response it is clear that the frequency 
base of the wind spectrum would have to extend at least as far 
as the highest natural frequency of the structural system at 
which any substantial resonant amplification is liable to occur. 
The response spectrum would then be built up, frequency by freq.-  
uency,through successive multiplication of the mechanical ad-
mittance and the aerodynamic admittance - the latter taking into 
account any loss in spatial correlation of gusts with increase 
in frequency. 
The above process would have to be carried out for both the 
in-line and transverse axes, so that the problem of estimating 
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the highest likely total displacement 1 of the structure would 
have to be carried out on a two dimensional basis; ending with 
a two dimensional probability distribution such as that 
indicated in fig. H4 (u)0 
0 
11t may be of interest to determine what the largest likely 
resonant vibration about either axis of the structure will be 
in a given time interval, T. 	This may be obtained from the 
expression, 
Dax 	[[lose (n 0T) 	+ y[log5 (0T)] 1 
where rn 1 0 is the area of the resonant part of the response 
spectrum, no is the natural frequency involved and y is 
Euler's constant. 
CONCLUSION 
It 18 considered that the maizi contribution of this thesis 
toward the understanding of the interaction of wind and struc-
tures is the establishment of a relatively straightforward ex-
perimental approach which, when refined, will not only facilitate 
the verification of current theories, but because of the extra 
possibility offered of presenting data in an Immediately recog-
nizable form, will also help to promote wider understanding of 
the various physical phenomena involved. 
The tower structure experimented upon in the course of this 
thesis is not, it must be understood, typical of the large major-
ity of tower structures - it will be recalled that the structure 
in question was designed to eliminate certain wind effects with 
the intention of isolating others; this approach would not, of 
course,;normally be used as a criterion for design. 	(It is 
worth recalling briefly that the size, shape and type of con.-
struction of the structure was chosen in order to eliminate the 
respective effects of loss, of spatial compass of gusts with 
Increased frequency, variation in aerodynamic drag in the hori-
zontal plane and the generation of large vortices affecting the 
structure as a whole.) 
It is felt that the popular notion held in some quarters of 
obtaining a;. large accuinmulatiofl of experimental data from the 
extensive fitting of transducers on large,Lbluff and structurally 
complicated buildings, with the intention or hope that extensive 
sifting by computer will reveal some hitherto unknown relation-
ship or favour a particular 'hunch' is basically illogical. 
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By attacking the problem from the wrong end this approach becomes 
self defeating, with the sheer weight of information gathered 
getting out of hand and at best resulting in rather vague, but 
plentiful, qualitative generalizations. 	If an analytical ap- 
proach is to be used at all in experimentation, it would seem 
sensible to begin with the study of the simplest (or even ideal-
ized) structures and then to go on to structures of increasing 
structural and aerodynamic complexity, building up .knowledge on 
the basis of that previously acquired. 	Very roughly, the 
following programme is the one which might be envisaged. 
Firstly, the repetition of the experiment described in this 
thesis with a smaller lattice tower would be undertaken. 	In 
fact by manipulation of the parameters of size and natural fre-
quency full spatial correlation of the response inducing gusts 
(up to and including the relevant resonant frequencies) could be 
achieved. 	By simultaneous recording of both wind speed and 
structural response (resolved in both cases along the principal 
axes of moment of inertia - or any two mutually perpendicular 
axes in the horizontal plane, if the latter happen to be the 
same) the wind 'input' and structural response 'output' may be 
obtained on a frequency basis in spectral form (for instance by 
recording the sort of traces obtained in fig. 60 on magnetic 
tape loops and running these through . a. frequency analyzer). 
Having, a priori, obtained the mechanical admittance of the 
structure, it is then possible to calculate the aerodynamic 
admittance, so obtaining, on a frequency basis, a definite 
measure of the aerodynamic damping present, if any. 	The ex- 
periment would follow the normal course of determining which 
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variables affect the result obtained and, if so, according to 
which law. 	It must be appreciated that, because of the nature 
of the exciting force (the natural wind) 1 , this would not be the 
easiest of tasks and might involve the transportation of the 
structure or series of structures and associated instrumentation 
from site to site. 
The next major step would be to determine 	the effect of 
the loss of spatial correlation of gusts with increased struc-
tural size. 	This would be constrained, initially, to the testing 
of a series of differently sized lattice.struCtureB of the type 
considered in this thesis. 	While the structural response could 
be obtained as before the measurement of the actual spatial 
compass of gusts would necessitate the use of several anemometer- 
resolvers with the associated analyzers. 	In fact, the experi- 
mental study of vertical and horizontal spatial correlation of 
turbulence would constitute a major programme in itself. 
Thirdly, bluff structures would be considered. 	The problem 
could be tackled in the light of a natural progression of struc-
tural 'solidity' - beginning with a cylindrical lattice or open 
type of structure (as considered above) and then gradually 
building up the solidity of the structure till a stage was 
reached when the aspect presented to the wind was that of a bluff 
body with high surface roughness; a further sequence would be 
the reduction of the surface roughness until.1 a given degree of 
• smoothness was reached. 	From this study a meaningfull under- 
standing of the various stages at which vortex shedding becomes 
'in many ways unpredictable (e.g. when will the wind blow?) and 
in other ways tied implicitly to the particular nature of th - e 
surrounding terrain, etc.  
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significant in relation to the response of the structure would 
be obtained. 
The last step would involve the generalization of the con-
clusions reached above to cover all shapes, sizes, and types of 
structure in all wind conditions. 
While not wishing to appear pessimistic it is felt that the 
'total' approach as described above is, at the present time, 
probably outside the bounds of feasibility. 	Until a major 
wind-induced disaster occurs it is doubtful whether the enormous 
cost of such an extensive programme would be acceptable. 
Further, some great improvement would be necessary in. the equip-
ment presently available for the type of field experimentation 
required - particularly as far as wind measuring transducers are 
concerned, 
More optimistically, it may turn out to be the case that the 
above comprehensive programme is not entirely necessary. 	From 
tests such as those concerning auxiliary damping carried out on 
the tower structure dealt with in this thesis it may prove to 
be the case that lowly-damped structures may, by being fitted with 
auxiliary dampers, be effectively prevented from undergoing 
undue resonant vibration. 	By controlling the dynamic response 
of such structures in this way, it may even be possibleto 
ignore the effect of resonant excitation altogether, it being 
small in comparison to the quasi-steady component. 	Quite apart 
from making the structure safer, this would considerably simplify 
the whole problem of estimating the highest likely response. 
As a further point it may be mentioned that in view of the 
more conjectural factors involved in the buffering by the wind 
of a particular structure in a particular location - such as the 
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possible increase in turbulence generated by surrounding 
buildings which are not yet built (and which may or may not be 
built!) - it is doubtful whether an exact design procedure ap-
plicable to a particular case could ever be evolved. 	What is 
more likely is the establishment of a generally applicable set 
of rules incorporating certain factors of safety based on an 
exact knowledge of what actually happens in a given number of 
cases - cases which have been comprehensively tested in the 
natural wind. 
It is considered that the measurements of simultaneous 
structural response and wind obtained in this thesis are among 
the most accurate obtained so far 1 . 	The results actually 
obtained are, in maiy ways, entirely what one would expect, with 
the lower frequency wind fluctuations evoking a corresponding 
quasi-steady response in the structure and higher frequency 
gusts exciting vibration in the first mode natural frequencies 
of the structure. 	What becomes slightly more difficult is 
quantifying the response obtained. 	It is considered that the 
use of certain more abstract concepts (such as spectra, etc.) in 
the solution of estimating the largest combined quasi-steady and 
resonant response likely to be obtained (if not damped by the 
use of an auxiliary damper) offers the only means of solving the 
problem posed. 
lit is worth emphasizing again that the use of the anemometer-
resolver devised not only enabled fairly high frequency direc-
tional fluctuations of the wind to be taken into account but 
effectively constrained the measurement of this fluctuation to 
the horizontal plane; it is doubtful whether this is the case 
with the only commercially available equipment presently in use 
which employs hot-wire X-probes. 	This last point is the result 
of a conversation with Dr. J. Morgan of the Department of Civil 
Engineering and Building Science at Edinburgh University. 
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This thesis has aimed, in its presentation, at providing 
a reasonably straightforward and readable introduction to any- 
one fresh to the subject and it 18 hoped that it will be a help-
ful contribution to the present state of knowledge in the field. 
APPENDIX A 
An Explanation of the Use and Significance of Wind Energy Spectra 
PPEI'DIX A. 
An explanation of the use and significance of wind energy spectra 
A brief study of . a typical wind-speed record (taken at a stan-
dard height of lOin., say, in the free .windfl.pW)Will indicate that 
the higher frequency fluctuation in wind-speed, have a definite statis-
tical tendency to vary about a mean value this value being part of 
a much slower fluctuation. It can be reasoned that thee fluctuations 
belong to two quite separate types and scales, of behaviour -.one being 
termed Imicrometeorolocyical, t  originating from the mechanical gene-
ration of turbulence from suxface obstructions and other small scale 
topographical irregularities.,o.f the terrain and the other, 'macro-
meteorological,'deriViflg itsef from large scale climatic 'weather-
map' fluctuations0 The mean variation referred to above (at 10m0) 
is, in fact, a moderated macrometeorolog.cal wind variation; the 
macrorneteorological (or 'gradient') wind, considered as the movement 
of air resulting from the pressure imbalance between neighbouring 
iso-bars on a large scale weather-map, is, strictly speaking, only 
operative at great heights (lOOOft,) away from the retarding inf- 
luence of the frictional drag near the ground level. For a particular 
location the 'mean wind' near the ground level will be proportional 
to the gradient wind, and will, evidently, follow the same frequency 
fluctuation. 
Both scales of turbulence contribute to the loading of a struc-
ture, though this appendix will deal principally with the represen-
tation of the small-scale micrometeorological wind. 
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It has been found from experimental observation that or a subs-
tantial range in periods, T = 5 min-1 hour, say, the mean, E, is part 
of the macrometeorological variation mentioned above - i.e. will 
vary slowly over periods ranging from several hours to several days 0 
Consider a typical portion, T, of such a record - see fig. Al:- 
T(5 min -Ihr) 
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The mean is easily found by drawing N sufficiently closely (equally) 
spaced ordinates (an) on some common base-line. Whence:- 
I/N.Ec 
If the mean, F , is taken as the zero of the interval, T, it is pos-
sible to represent the signal, f(t), as the, sum of a trigonometrical 
series: the real part of the Fourier series, viz, 
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f(t) = E ICnI •Cos(2nt/T - c) O.O....,O ,,. la "2 
n=l,2...  
where 	en 	1/TJ f(t).exp(-i.2iTnt/T).dt 
0 
In other words, it is possible to reconstitut a finite portion, T. 
of a random  signalf(t), by the simple addition of an infinite 
number of discrete sine waves whose frequencies are successive integ-
ral multiples of the frequency defined by the length, T. of the 
portion taken; this (lowest) frequency being l/Tcps. Because of 
the periodic nature of each sine wave and the fact that in each case 
a whole number of cycles fits.exactly into the period, T. the whole 
signal, f(t), (OctcT) will be reproduced in each subsequent period 
of duration, T. All of these features are shown in fig. A2. where 
the first few terms of the Fourier series are shown. 
= 	IcnIcos(2nt/T_En) _Jr n=1 
.1 	= [c 1 cos (2ir/T+€ 1 ) 
+C2 Cos  (4i1/T+E:2) 
+ c3 cos(61r/T+€3 ) 
E3 
FIG A2 
more usual form is f(t) = --a 0 + 	( a 	jfl211flt/T+bnCOS211nt/T).Thjs is 
the same as (la) with C 	= (a+ . c-1 = ta 1 (bn/a n). Because t 
2-
mean of the random signal has been. taken as zero, a 0 = 0. 
Only a finite number of max, and mm, are permitted --see REF 
Fourier Series by I, N. Sneddon. In practice the finite number of 
max, or mm, obtained in any actual record obtained is . a function of 
3the high frequency cut-off of the anemometric instrumentation used. 
The randomness of the signal may be verified by plotting the frequency 
of occurence of a particular velocity about the mean value; a normal 
or Gaussion distribution would be found. See fig. Al, 
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Having broken down the finite portion, T, of the random signal, 
r(t), into an equivalent series of simple sine waves, it is worth-
while to consider the properties of one such wave. By the Principle 
ofSuperposition, it is then possib)e,by simple summation of the 
effect of each wave, to deduce certain properties of the parent 
signal, f(t)0 	........................- 
Let a typical wave be represented as 
Sn 	c.Cos(21int/T - 
which, with its square, is represented graphically in fig, A30 
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FIG A3 
It is clear from inspection, that the mean of thefunction is zero 
and that the mean of Its square 1 is 	(BNS = 
More rigorously for a typical cycle. 
ttp+ 1 
Sn  = n/TJ 	c.Cos(2irnt/T - 	).dt 	0 
t  
and, 
- 	tp+1 	 p+l 
[2] = n/TJ 	c 2.dt + n/Tf 	c 2 .Cos.2(2nt/T - 
= fl2 




[(p - )ir/2 + €]oT/2i1n 
[(p + 1)r12 +].T/21rn p = 1,2,3...... 
It is useful  here, to introduce . the general coflcept of the power 
or energy associated, with any sinusoidal time-varyiig motion. --  This 
is best done, form . a .  physical point of,,view, by drawing an analogy 
with a simple mechanical system. It, was remarked earlier (page 21) 
that the total energy within an undamped spring system subject to free 
oscillation remains constant, with time, though fluctuating,,in its 
nature from elastic potential to kinetic energyD It follows that, 
at certain instances in time, when the system is not subject to any 
strain, all the energy within the system is kinetic, being contained 
in the velocity of the mass., In fact, it is easily shown that the 
mass performs a simple harmonic motion, the displacement, f(x), 
varying with. time, t, according to ,the function, 
f(-x) 	a.Sin2irft. 
where 'a' is the maximum displacement of amplitude, f is the natural 
frequency. The velocity fluctuation is also sinusoidal, 
i(x). 	21Tfa.Cos2iTft = v.Cos27rft 	(say) 
Clearly when the system is not strained, f(x) = 0, and (x) = v is 
the '(maximum) velocity of the mass, whence the energy within, the system 
is --v (for a unit mass). 
2 
, But since the energy, within, the system 
remains constant with time, --v represents the mean energy level. 
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By analogy with this it can be seen that any physical quantity vary-
ingsinusoidally with time can be thought of as possessing 'energy 
by virtue of that fluctuation equal.to - (amplitude) 2 0: In the case 
of the typical constituent wave, S, discussed above, the associated 
energy level is --.ço 	 . 	 .. ................. .. 
As could be reasonably expected, this is the same as the mean 
square deviation of the wave. It the.follows that the energy 
level of the pareEit signal, f(t), averageover the period, T, is 
equal to the summation of the energy contributed from each consti- 
tuent wave, viz., 
[f(t)2] 
= ET 	c/2 + 4/2 + ... c/2 + ... = n=1 - 
This, of course, by the same argument, represents the same quantity 
as the mean square deviation of the fluctuation. 
Having broken the fluctuation, r(t), into a number of frequency 
ordered sine waves suggests the building up of an energy'spectrum' 
using a frequency base. - Since each sine wave has its own charac-
teristic energy level, 	the energy spectrum may be built up - 
see fig. A4-(i)(b). So far the analysis has been centred on the 
characterization of a finite random signal of duration T. The prob-
lem remains as to how the properties of a signal of infinite or non-
specified duration and yet of the same basic nature and randomness 
as the one discussed above may be represented. Suppose a longer 
period, NT, (N = 2,3,...) is considered. The finite signal can 
again be represented by a Fourier series, noting that now, for a given 
finite frequency range or band-width, there will be N equally-spaced 
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sinusoidal terms to every single term found previously. Clearly, 
the mean square deviation or the mean power of the signal will not 
have altered significantly from the shorter sample, so that, 
00 	 00 
ENT 	c/2 
This means that the sum of the energy contributions for the same 
given band-width in the two cases is approximately equal so that the 
individual energy coefficients, -d 2 , making up the larger signal, 
f(t)NT, will be proportionately smaller, the average within the band-
width being 1/N that of the average size of the coefficients, 
1 2 
in the band-width of the shorter signal. If the frequency interval 
between each successive contribution is f and the energy contribution 
within the band-width £ 	is denoted by L[f(t) 2], then it is 
possible to write, at a typical frequency, 
(for signal, T) 
.d/(1/NT) 	(c/N)/(l/NT) 
(for signal, NT) 
The approximation in the second expression is due to the fact 
that the average size of the N energy contributions, -d2, over the 
interval AfT = l/ is taken as 1/N. c /2. This is apparent from 
fig. A5 where a typical increment, 	= ifr, is considered. 
using record 
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In other words it is seen that the increment in energy divided by the 
increment in frequency is approximately the same in each case. For 
a finite signal length, the quantity 
E(f) = 
is defined as the power spectral 'density'. This may be plotted as 
a step-function - see for instance fig. A4-(i)(c) and (ii)(c). 	If a 
signal of infinite duration, NT-c, is considered then, clearly, 
NTa0 and the energy density spectrum becomes continuous (see 
fig. A4-(iii) and 
E(f) = 
	
[ . [f(t) 2]/f] __a[r(t) 2]/df 
In other words the continuous spectrum may be thought of as built up 
from the energy contributions of individual sine waves separated 
from each other by infinitely small intervals in frequency. It 
followsfrom this that the sum of these contributions which corres-
ponds to the mean energy level or the mean square deviation of the 
signal is equal to the area under the power density spectrum, or, 
from the last expression, 
ENT.. 	= [r(t) 2] 	fE(f).df 	(= m
0 
It is worth noting that if f(t) blongs to the same parent population 
in all three cases then, the areas of the power density spectra are 
approximately equal, viz, 
ENT 	EM 
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In a later appendix it will be found convenient to make use of the 
moments of E(f) about the origin, f = 0, such that the nth moment is 
given by: 
Mn 	fE(f).f'.df 
A method has thus been found for expressing the mean capacity for 
work or energy level (which is also the mean square. deviation) of 
a random signal fluctuating with time. In practice, one method 1 of 
obtaining the power spectral density (loosely called the energy 
spectrum) is to record on magnetic tape a sample, f(t) of duration T 
and by looping the tape it can be passed through, indefinitely, 
a Fourier analyser which picks out the contributions of the integral-
multiple harmonics of the fundamental frequency defined by the length 
of the loop. A diagram such as that shown in fig. A4-W(b) can 
then be drawn and the power spectral density then obtained by divid-
ing the energy coefficients by the frequency increment, M = VT - 
fig. A4-(i)(c). The 'smoothness' of the spectrum so obtained is 
clearly dependent on the length of the record taken. A more satis-
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1See next page 
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analyser which filters out all ,frequencies outside the variable 
pass-band f ± frLf. 	The mean energy level within the pass- 
band is then recorded on a mean-square meter and the power spec-
tral density at f is obtained by dividing the meter reading by 
tf. The advantage of this method is that the width of the 
pass-band may be accommodated to suit the slope of the power 
spectrum 1 0 
A typical power density spectrum for an actual micro-
meteorological wind fluctuation f(t) - normally called a gust 
spectrum - is shown in fig. A6 2 . 
Many experimental measurements of gust spectra for dif-
ferent mean wind speeds, heights and terrain roughnesses have 
shown that the shape of the spectrum remains approximately the 
same but, that, under these different conditions, its size and 
position undergo considerable variations. 	This has led to the 
attempted establishment of a standardized or reduced spectrum 
of gustiness, which, when;suitably. operated upon by parameters 
involving the mean velocity, height and terrain roughness, would 
be converted into the spectrum appropriate to the particular 
location. Much work has been devoted to establishing a physical 
or semi-empirical understanding of the structure of the natural 
wind with the purpose of arriving at a valid universal reduced 
spectrum. 	Some of the physical aspects of wind turbulence are 
1There is another mathematically equivalent method where the 
power spectral density is determined from measurement of the 
auto-correlation function. 
2The frequency base Is normally drawn to a logarithmic scale, 
in order to facilitate the, finding of the area under the curve 
near the origin. 	This means that the ordinates plotted are 
f.E(f) instead of E(f) whence, 
Go 	 OD 
Af.E(f)d(log5 f) = foE(f).df as before. Jo 	. 
briefly presented in the following pages. 
For an explanation of the structure of turbulence in the 
natural wind recourse has been made to the more intensive 
studies made of turbulent flow in fluias. 	Analogies have been 
drawn with the rapid fluctuations in velocity, direction and 
magnitude found within the mean motion of the fluid parallel 
to the surface in turbulent boundary layer flow. These rapid 
fluctuations - or eddies - in fluid flow, which may originate 
from disruption of the laminar boundary flow due to irregular-
ities in the surface, result in the mixing of some of the 
faster moving streams in the more remote main flow with the 
laminar boundary layer and so form a 'turbulent boundary 
layer'. 	Just as the molecular movements in laminar flow give 
rise to viscous shear stresses so it can be said that the 
eddies in turbulent flow give rise to eddy (or Reynold) shear 
stresses. 	Clearly, a similar mechanism can be considered to 
operate in the natural wind, where the establishment of the 
mean velocity variation with height (the boundary layer pro-
file) can be considered as resulting almost entirely from the 
retarding influence of eddy shear stresses - the original 
cause of the eddies being traceable to the mechanical disrup-
tion of what would have been laminar flow over the 'rough' 
surface of the terrain. 
The disturbances within the flow may be imagined from an 
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elementary point of view by treating them as the arrival of 
'wind elements' from slower moving substrata - this arrival 
being associated with a transfer of momentum. 	It is found, 
in fact, that for most predominantly longitudinal mean flows 
the momentum transport is angular (being described in the 
vertical plane of two-dimensional flow) - this results in the 
exertion of a negative tangential or shear stress on the 
stratum in question, tending to slow down its mean velocity. 
The mean shear stress (or Reynold stress) will be directly 
proportional to the mean product of the arrival velocities - 
which can be considered as roughly equal to the mean flow 
velocities of the substratum whence the elements came. 
The velocities of the substrata will, for a given surface 
roughness, be proportional to the gradient or main flow 
velocity. 	This means that the eddy stresses increase in 
proportion to the square of the mean or gradient wind 
velocity. 
It must be noted that, apart from disturbances due to 
eddy stresses, there will be disturbances in pressure - both 
will do work and as such both provide mechanisms whereby en-
ergy is transferred from the mean motion and vice versa. 
In fact, the energy contributions due to changes in pressure 
are comparatively small and may be ignored, which means 
that the mean energy level of the turbulence is con-
tained essentially in the rate of work done by the eddy 
stresses. 	Some of this energy will eventually be dissipated 
by the viscosity of the air and converted into heat, some 
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will be subsequently absorbed by the buildings, trees, etc., 
forming the roughness of the terrain. As any real turbulence 
must develop in a three-dimensional field, a reasonable assum-
ption is made that the energy spectrum for a longitudinal fluc-
tuation, f(t), is always approximately the same proportion of 
the total energy within the wind. 	It follows that the area 
of the gust spectrum of f(t), proportional to the total energy 
of the turbulence in the wind, varies linearly with the mag-
nitudes-of the mean eddy stresses, which, in turn, vary accor-
ding to the square of the mean velocity. 	Since experimentally 
obtained spectra appear to retain their characteristic form 
for all mean wind speeds, it follows that the energy ordinates - 
ie., the contributions from the individual 'constituent sine 
waves' - vary, for a given surface roughness, in proportion to 
the square of the mean velocity1 . 
If the roughness of the terrain is altered in some way, 
some corresponding change in the amount of the ensuing tur-
bulence is to be expected. 	The precise physical way in which 
this happens is not yet fully known, though the phenomenon has 
been the subject of considerable empirical study. A measure 
of the roughness of the terrain is clearly reflected in the 
shape variation of the turbulent boundary layer profile - is., 
the mean velocity variation with height. iviany observations of 
this profile for the natural wind sugest the suitability of 
a simple exponential law of the type, 
Vz 	k.Z1/a 
1The mean velocity at any height of the boundary layer may be 
taken; a mean velocity which is often used is that measured 
at a reference height of lOni. 
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FIG A7 
At a certain height, ZG, the gradient wind, VG, is reached. The aria-. 
logy drawn with the fluid boundary layer flow implies that ZG and a 
vary with the roughness of the terrain. This has been shown to be 
true for a where extensive measurement of the mean wind profile, par-
ticulatly at the lower values of 1, have shown a dependence on the 
general nature of the terrain 9 Partly based on these and other 
experimental observations and the fluid flow analogy, values for Z 
and a for terrains of different characteristic roughnesses, and values 
for the extreme mean hourly gradient wind speed, VG,,MX covering the 
British Isles have been put forward by Davenport 1. Knowledge of the 
parameters, VG, rn 	z  anda enables the extreme mean hourly wind 
speed, VZm 	at any height I to be obtained. Whilst the soundness 
of Davenport's approach cannot be questioned, it is felt that much 
more experimental verification, both in the postulated values of ZG 
and a for particular terrain roughnesses (a qualitative notion of the 
roughness is, in itself, difficult to assess) and in the values of 
is needed before a universal application of this method for estimating 
1See REF 5. 
I 
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V 	at a particular location is accepted. Z ,max 
The above empirical approach to the boundary layer profile does 
not explicitly give any indication as to how energy is transferred 
from the mean flow to the turbulence and vice versa in, for a fully 
developed stable  profile, a process of dynamic equilibrium. The 
energy required to maintain the turbulence is provided by the work 
done by the Reynold stresses on the mean flow, while at the same time, 
the mean flow is moderated by the diffusive action of the turbulence. 
The effect of the surface roughness will be to shed into the boundary 
layer eddies which will be related to the roughness size near the point 
of shedding. Consequently, for a given gradient wind and height 
above ground level, the Reynold stresses will be related to the rough-
ness size of the surface, The precise formulation of this relationship - 
for fluid flow - has been attempted by von Karman, Prandtl and others  
by making use of such concepts as the 'mixing length 13 theory. The 
classical development of these theories will not be given here. The 
important point to remember is that there is a (non-linear) dependence 
of the mean energy level of the turbulence (i.e. the rate of work 
done by the Reynold stresses) on the surface roughness size. In fact 
it is usual to denote this non-linear relation by a simple drag coef-
ficient, i, such that the mean energy level is directly proportional to 
ic. The surface drag coefficient (usually referred to some mean velo-
city - at lOm., for instance) may be measured directly. Certain 
values for K for terrains of different basic character have been put 
'By 'stable' here is meant that the fetch downwind of a given surface 
roughness is of sufficient length for the profile to have attained it 
full development. It is worthwhile noting here that, in the above 
discussion, conditions of neutral stability - i.e., the convective 
movements of air are small compared to the gusts of mechanical 
20r1gin - prevail. 
See REF 14: The Mechanics of Fluids by Duncan,Thom and Young. 
'The mixing length can be thought of as the mean distance travelled by 
an element of fluid before it surrenders its initial velocity and 
vorticity to its surroundings and is analogous to the mean free path 
of molecular movements. 
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forward by Davenport1 . 
Apart from an increase in the energy of the turbulence in the 
wind due to an increase in the mean velocity of the flow (with res-
pect to some fixed height of the boundary layer) it might be expected 
that the rate at which the eddies are formed and shed from the surface 
irregularities into the boundary layer, with the consequent effect on 
the general eddy frequency set-up of the whole boundary layer, would 
also increase. To fix ideas, consider the disruption of laminer flow 
past a bluff object as 'seen' by a stationary point situated somewhere 
in the down-stream turbulent wake. If the means flow impinging on 
the obstruction is increased (from V to Vl, say) the eddies shed will 
be characterized by a greater vorticity or energy - this will be seen 
at P as a generally larger velocity fluctuation (in fact, 
[f (t)2 ,](V)If(t)i] ), 	But these 'larger' eddies will be carried 
along with the mean flow of the wake whose velocity will have increased 
in direct proportion to the increase in the mean laminar flow to which 
the obstruction is subjected. This means that P will experience a 
more rapid succession of the now more powerful eddies than previously - 
i.e, the whole turbulence pattern as seen by P will have increased in 
frequency by iii amount directly proportional to the increase in the 
mean flow velocity. In fact, the same result may be obtained by 
considering the sine waves building up the gustiness to be travelling 
with the velocity of the mean motion past the stationary point P. 
1See REF 1, PAPER 20 
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A typical wave is shown in fig. A8. 
Distance 
1< 	 A 
FIG A8 
If the wavelength of the typical wave is X, the frequency of the fluc-
tuation as seen by P is f = V/X, whence, X, the wavelength, is V/f. 
The inverse wavelength or the reduced frequency is then l/X or f/V. 
Since all the constituent waves travel with the same velocity, the 
gust spectrum may be drawn to the reduced frequency scale, f/V. 
So far, no direct reference to the variation of the gust spectrum 
with height has been made. The fluid analogy here is interesting. 
Roughly speaking, the turbulent boundary layer in fluids can be sub- 
divided as follows:- 
(1) The outer region, which is the outer part of the boundary layer 
characterized by large scale, low frequency, eddies and intermittent 
turbulence. The mean shear stress exerted by the turbulence is gener-
ally small. The thickness of this region is approximately defined by 
the limits 0.45-.1.06, where 5 is the boundary layer thickness 
(cf, gradient height). 
(ii) The inner region is the fully turbulent region immediately below 
the outer region in which the shear stress is practically all attribu-
table to turbulence (as opposed to viscosity in the laminar sub-layer). 
A wide range of turbulence frequencies is found with a preponderance 
of high frequency, small eddies near the surface ranging to larger, 
low frequency.eddies away from the surface. There is evidence to 
suggest that the larger eddies extract energy from the mean flow and 
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pass it downwards to the smaller eddies, then dissipating it as heat. 
The eddy shear stress reaches a peak in a region where it is reasonably 
invariant - see region marked t01,  fig. A9(a) - and then decreases 
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(iii) The laminar sub-layer is a very narrow region of flow adjacent 
to the surface in which the shear stress is predominantly viscous, the 
turbulent fluctuations having become small in absolute magnitude. 
Typical variations of shear stress and (total) turbulent energy 
with height for the boundary layer flow on a flat plate are shown in 
fig. A91.  A similar variation in the turbulence energy - expressed 
as the area under the gust spectrum - might be anticipated in the 
natural wind. Also, from what was said concerning the nature of the 
turbulence in the inner region, some variation in the shape of the 
gust spectrum might be expected. An early semi-empirical expression 
for the gust spectrum by Davenport  (1961) took some account of the 
variation of energy with height, but, it would appear, after consider-
ation of more recently measured wind spectra and, in particular, work 
REF 15: (Schubuer and Kiebanoff) 
See REF 5. 	•. 
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by Berman1 2 that the dependence on height has been dropped 2 (1966). 
This is not altogether surprising. Analogizing directly with the 
fluid flow energy variation, it follows that if, for the wind, 
6 * 1000 ft, (say) then 'ce, the height for which the energy level 
(as a function of the shear stress) is reasonably constant, is of the 
order of 200 ft, This region of constant eddy stress could, of 
course, be much more extensive than the direct analogy suggests. 
Assuming that the gust spectrum remains approximately constant 
with height (at least for the first few hundred feet) implies that 
the mean surface drag coefficient, K., decreases in proportion to the 
inverse square of the mean profile velocity, which, for a given grad-
ient wind velocity, is a function of height. Clearly some standard-
ization in the values taken for i, in moving from one location to an- 
other, is necessary. For this reason, K, is usually taken as the 
drag coefficient at a standard height, Z = lOin, This means that the 
mean velocity used must also be that of the profile at Z = lOin, V10  
The reduced spectrum may theh be drawn for a variety of conditions - see 
fig. AlO. Davenport bases his proposed (empirical) spectrum on the 
mean of reduced spectra so obtained - see fig. All 3 , 
At first sight the agreement of the reduced gust spectra for dif-
ferent sites is surprisingly good. 	On further inspection, however, 
and remembering the way in which use is to be made of the reduced spec- 
tra, certain reservations must be made. 	Of primary importance is the 
total area under the reduced spectrum, which, when operated on by the 
parameters 1110 and K10, is equal to the mean square deviation or mean 
ee REF 16: Estimating the Longitudinal Wind Spectrum near the 
2Ground by. Berman. 
See REF 9. 
Reproduced from REF 1, RAPER 2. 
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energy level of the turbulence at the site in question. Assuming the 
frequency of the first mode of response to fall within the extreme right 
hand side, low energy portion of the spectrum, the mean quasi-steady 
or non-resonant response1 of any structure due to the fluctuating com-
ponent of the wind (about some hourly mean wind speed) will be directly 
proportionalto the total area of the gust spectrum, though the higher 
frequency energy contributions of the spectrum may be less effective in 
1uilding up the mean response due to a decay in spatial correlation. 
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If, instead of the actual spectrum measured for the site concerned, 
the empirical curve were chosen, this would result in an overestimation 
of roughly 20% in the non-resonant response of a structure to tur- 
bulence at Cardington, and an underestimation of roughly 10% at 
Ann Arbor. While this sort of error is not unusual in engineering 
design, it is felt that many more reduced spectra need to be experi- 
1 expressed in terms of the variance or (RMS)2 
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mentally determined and compared with the empirical curve before it 
can be established that these errors are of a consistent nature. 
While the outlook for the eventual establishment of a universal 
reduced spectrum for the purpose mentioned above is fairly optimistic, 
the same cannot be said of the use made of the spectrum in the deter-
mination of the resonant response of a structure. If the fundamental 
or first mode frequency of a structure is n0 , then, clearly, the mag-
nitude of the resonant part 91 the response .  will be a function of the 
energy contained by those gusts arriving at that frequency, or, in 
other words, proportional to the ordinate of the gust spectrum at n 01 . 
A natural frequency of the order of n 0 = 1 c/s. is not unrepresent-
ative -of-many structures. For a mean wind speed of 100 ft/sec. 
(­ 70 mph.) at a height of 10 m 0 the reduced wavelength of turbulence 
exciting structural resonance is ç 0/n0 100 ft. Looking at the re-
duced spectral energy density function at this wavelength results in 
the observation that at Ann Arbor the energy level is practically 
double that of the empirical curve, or, expressed in another way, the 
dynamic or resonant part of the response would, were the empirical 
22 curve to be used, be underestimated by a factor of two.' At London, 
Ontario, the response would be overestimated by a factor of two. 
Further, a reasonable extrapolation of the actual spectrum for the site 
at Cardington would suggest a negligibly small or zero response, 
whereas a considerable response would be designed for using the em-. 
pirical curve s Particularly for lightly damped structures - such as 
1Strictly speaking, the ordinata represents the energy 'density'. 
A certain pass-band is usually defined from the width of the peak 
in the mechanical admittance curve. This pass-band defines an 
area of the energy density' spectrum. For a given structure, 
this is approximately proportional to the ordinate at the mid-point, 
n0 , of the pass-band. 
2expressed in terms of the variance 
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monolithically acting structures, for instance, all-welded lattice 
towers - where the resonant response may be as large as or larger than 
the non-resonant response and where the gusting at the natural fre-
quency-is reasonably well correlated over the whole structure, gross 
over-design or under-design may be the result if the empirical curve 
is used. Evidently, this is not a satisfactory state of affairs. 
Possible reasons for variations in reduced spectra from site to 
site will not be discussed here. Briefly, it is suggested that, 
though the mean surface roughness size may be the same for the differ-
ent sites, there may be variations within that mean, resulting in two 
reduced spectra of roughly the same area but showing substantial vari-
ations about the empirical mean curve. There may also be more or 
less variation of the spectrum with height despite what was said 
previously. 
In practice, a designer would also be faced with other problems 
such as those posed by the possible variation of the actual gust spec-
trum with direction and future possible changes in the spectrum due to 
the alteration of the surrounding surface roughness by the removal of 
existing buildings or the construction of new ones, the leaf-shedding 
cycle of deciduous trees, etc. - 
In conclusion, the following points and suggestions may be made. 
If a structure is to be designed with a fair degree of accuracy from 
the point of view of its dynamic motion, then a measure of the fluc-
tuating loading with time causing that motion is essential, This 
(wind) loading can only be characterized on a useful basis by the - 
drawing up of the power spectral density for the turbulence at the 
site in question (together with the spatial correlation). From the 
gust-spectrum can be gauged not only the total mean square deviation 
of the turbulence (which could also be gauged from the drawing up of 
a simple Gaussion probability density distribution for the turbulence) 
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but also the proportion of turbulence which is effective in particular 
frequency band-widths. Because of the variation of the gust-spectrum 
with location the drawing of a reduced or universally acceptable gust-
spectrum in terms of parameters invo1iing surface roughness and mean 
wind speed has been attempted 0 It is here that important discrep-
ancies have arisen. Three suggested courses of action are put forward 
as a possible remedy: 
An extensive programme, of experimental observations at a series of 
'different' sites, the primary aim of which would be the further 
understanding of the structure of turbulence particularly that dealing 
with the higher frequency part of the spectrum. If successful 
this would probably lead to a reduced gust-spectrum expressed as a 
rather complicated implicit function involving a selection of ground 
roughness parameters. The practising engineer would still be faced 
with the estimation of' these parameters for a particular location. 
The measurement of a vast number of spectra (not reduced) forming 
a closely-knit network covering a whole country. Several represen-
tative directional variations at each point of measurement would also 
be presented. 'Simple interpolation between points in the network for 
a particular site would give approximately the appropriate spectrum. 
In view of the fact that the total area of the reduced empirical 
spectrum as presented by Davenport may, as suggested earleir, prove to 
be a reasonable consistency (± 25%, say) for a particular site, a 
brief measurement of the more elusive high frequency portion of the 
spectrum carried out at the site of the proposed structure might be 
undertaken. Just as a specialized engineer dealing with the soil 
conditions may be called in so would an expert be required to measure 
the turbulence. The disadvantage here is that while the soil (say) 
is always there the wind is not(!), though it probably would not be 
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necessary to measure a wind of greater than moderate strength. 
It must be remembered that the dynamic loading on a structure is 
defined by its correlation in space as well as time. The three courses 
of action outlined above apply equally well to the accurate estimation 
of the spatial correlation. 
APPENDIX B. 
Preliminary Investigation into the Natural Frequency of the Tower 
APPENDIX B. 
Preliminary investigation into the natural frequency of the tower 
That the proposed tower structure should have a first mode 
natural frequency greater than 2 c/s (or, more specifically, 
within the range 2-4 c/s.) was shown to be necessary in section 
2,1,3. 	It was therefore essential that design-stage calcul- 
ations be made in order to verify that this condition would be 
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It was predicted in section 2,1.3, that the behaviour of 
the tower would be essentially that of a simple cantilever and, 
that, if the first mode alone were to be excited in the wind, 
its motion could be further compared to that of a simple single- 
degree-of-freedom spring-mass system (see fig. Bi.). The stiff-
ness, K, of the spring is equivalent to the overall stiffness of 
the tower, which can be defined as, 	 - 
K = 6WIV ( L3/3E1, for the cantilever) 
D 	>1 




where 6w is the deflection resulting from the application, of a point 
load, W, at the top of the tower. The equivalent mass can be 
shown to be approximately-, 
ms  = N+O.23m 
Whence the natural frequency, 
110 
= 1/2(M + 0,2) C/S. 
While a reasonably accurate computation of the mass dist-
ribution in the tower presents no difficulty only a rough estimate 
of the deflection, 6w'  for a given load, V, is possible. 	(A rig- 
orous analysis of an all-welded space-frame such as the one pro-
posed is somewhat difficult, and is not, in fact, essential here.) 
FIG 82 
Before proceeding to a rough estimation of the stiffness, 
however, the static effect of the top plate is briefly considered, 
'The derivation of this approx, formula is obtained using Rayleigh' 
method. 
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By treating the structure as a pin-jointed assembly of struts and 
ties and by assuming half of the structure (e.g., the panels form-
ing the faces ABC (see fig. B2) produces the same deflection for 
a given lateral end load as would an 1 equivalent 1 plane frame or 
truss of unspecified width, D, the system is reduced to a more 
readily analysable form.' Consideration of a particular plane 
frame having a low height to width ratio, with only two bracing 
stages, and with a bracing angle2P = 450, permits certain general 
conclusions to be drawn regarding similar frames of greater 
slenderness. The 'equilibrium' force diagram for a lateral load, 
T. applied at Dt is shown in fig. B3. 
T 	
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FIG B3 
It is clear from the force diagram that, in general, the forces in 
the compression and tension members :will not balance symmetrically 
about the central upright. However, if the member A'B'C 1 is made 
relatively rigid (with respect to the other members), the load, T, 
is equally distributed about joints A' and C', whence, because of 
the frame symmetry, the forces in corresponding tension and 
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compression members balance and the redundant forces, , R = 0, 
T 
= /2 	
In other words, surmounting the structure with a rel- 
atively rigid member (a circular plate in the actual design) means 
that balanced compressive and tensile forces in the side uprights 
increase linearly with each bracing stage (from the top), and the 
central upright experiences zero stress. The deflection mode of 
the frame (at the junction of successive bracing stages) is there-
fore the same as that of . a simple ixed-free cantilever beam. 
Taken in perspective the distributive effect of the top 
plate (and the base plate) is probably quite small affecting only 
the ends of the tower - but it does, nevertheless, ensure that the 
stiffness of the tower is constant throughout its height 0 
Estimation of the width, 'D', of the equivalent frame dis-
cussed above is clearly not a simple matter and for that reason 
an alternative approach to determine the stiffness of the. tower 
was used. It was assumed that the overall stiffness of the tower 
was basically the sum of the stiffness contributions from each of 
the six constituent panels. acting individually (a panel consisting 
of two adjacent uprights with intermediate bracing). 
The above assumption (and the fact that a pin-jointed approx-
imation is used) will result in an underestimation of the stiffness 
of the tower; a fact which, were the tower base to be perfectly 
rigid, would enable the determination of the various member sizes 
such that the natural frequency was not below 2-c/s. . However, 
since it was anticipated that some flexure of the base plate might 
ore rigorously it can be shown that the redundant forces and 
deflection, 6T  are given (in matrix form) by: 
P 	T. 	 -I/A-2//a 	12a 	-E/L 1 -6/A-45I0 
a 2/A i-4//a 	//a o 	2/A +4.Th/a 
R 	21A + 4'./1a 
	
3/A + 3V2-/a —*f/c 	o I/A 4- 2N(2-/a 
LITI -tJã/a 
	 I/2A +4/2c 0 	- 
As 	 1/A° —o,and Q,R .—..o,P----T/2 
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Occur, thereby lowering the natural frequency of the system as a 
whole it was decided to increase the lower bound design frequency 
of the tower (alone) from 2-.c/s. to approximately 3-c/s. 
The force diagram for a shear' panel subjected to a lateral 
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FIG 64 
Equating the external work done by the load, P, with the in-
ternal rise in strain energy (Castiglianot s Theorem), the lateral 
end deflection is, 
= 3u/p 	/ap[p2.sec2e.cosece.L/2aE] + 3/3P[P 2 tafl 2 Oh/2AE 
+ (2Ptan0)2.h/2AE + (3PtanO) 2 0h/2AE + ... (2NP) 2tan 2O.h/2AE] 
and the stiffness is, 
k =p/..= E/L[1/a.CosecO.Sec20 + 1/A.tan2O.(2N + l)(4N + 1)] 
(where N is the number of bracing stages). 
Consider the application of a lateral load, W, to the top of 
the tower. If each panel is considered as acting separately, it 
is clear that the four panels FE, ED, AB, and BC provide all the 






practically nothing) - see fig. B5. 
The inclination of the panels to the main load direction, however, 
means that only a component of their stiffness will be brought 
into play. For the purposes of this preliminary design calcul-
ation it was regarded as sufficiently accurate to assume that the 
load, IWI, i resisted by the stiffness of the projected trusses 
FIEI, E'D', A'B', and B'C'. 	These projected trusses will be as- 
sumed to be composed from the same members as the original truss 1 , 
except that the bracing angle, 0, will have increased (to 0) in 
the proportion tan 0/tan 0 = 2,4/i. 
The overall stiffness of the tower is then, 
K = 4K1 = 4E4 [1/a. CosecØ.SecO + 1/3A.(2N+1)(4N+l) tan201 
In an attempt to comply with all the various aerodynamic, 
dynamic and other criteria discussed in CHAPTER 2 it was decided 
that all members be circular, 0 = 300 and that the slenderness 
ratio be approximately 15, whence N =23. More detailed 
In fact the equivalent bracing is shorter, but since the 
bracing contribution in the stiffness equation is very small 
the difference is ignored. 
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specifications are; 
Bracing: 	" dia 0 circular solid, mild steel; c/s0 area, 
a = ().307 sq0in. 
Uprights: 1 11/32" os dia 0 , 8 s 0w.g. circular hollow, H, 
mild steel tubing; A = 0 . 595 sq.in . 
Top plate; 34" dia 0 , circular plate, thickness -' (mild 
steel). 	. 
L = 301 8" = total height of tower 
N = 22, corresponding to 23 bracing 'units' 
Substitution into the stiffness expression developed above gives; 
K = 300 lb/in. 
Drawing information from the final design - see fig. 	, and as- 
suming the weight of steel to be 0.283 lb/in., the total weight of 
the tower, m, and that of the top plate, M, were computed as 
follows: 	 . 
(1) WEIGHT OF TOWER. The tower is composed of: 
Uprights: 184.0' x 1 11/32" dia. 8 s,w.g. tubin 
@ :i.. 98 lb/ft .........      S • • 	• . 	(m1 
External 
Braciijg:. 358.6' x--" dia. circular rod 
® 1. 042 lb/ft. , . . . . . , • 	• ,. . . (m2 ) 
Intérna3 	 . 
Bracing:. 900' X --t" dia. circular rod 
@ 1.0/+2 lb/ft. ...................  (m3 ) 
e1dirg : allowance of 5 lb. .. 0 ...........(m4 ) 
m = w1 +m2 +m +m =3643+373.6+93.8+5 g 	 = 836.7 lb 0 wt. 	 . = (m x g) 
(ii) WEIGHT OF TOP PLAE. This is composed of: 
Top plate: 	34" dia. x ' thickness © 0.283 lb/in. ... (M1) 
Plate 
Supports: 6 x 6" dia. x " thickness © 0.283 lb/in. 	(Ni) 
Mg. = M, + M2 =128.5 + 18 = 146.5 lb,wt. 	= (M x g) 
For the stiffness, K, computed above, the masses, m and M, the 




500. 586 	= 287 c/s 
V(1465 + 0 23.856°7) 
That is, the first mode • natural frequency of the tower as designed 
should be higher than 287 c/s 0 This low-bound value has pur-
posely been taken higher than the desired minimum of 2 c/se, in 
order to allow for any spring action of the base plate tending to 
reduce the overall stiffness of the system and, hence, its natural 
frequency. 
APPENDIX C. 
Photographs of Certain Structural Features of the Lattice Tower 
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Unsymmetrical Bending - The Deflection Ellipse 
APPENDIX D(iI. 
Unsymmetrical Bending - The Deflection Ellpse 
Consider the subjection of . a beam of arbitrary cross- - 
sectional shape to a pure bending moment 1 , M, about the X-axis of 
an arbitrarily defined co-ordinate system (axes: X, Y, 1, with 
I parallel to the running of the beam) whose origin, 0, is any 
point on the as yet unknown line, PP, above which all the 'fibres' 
will be in tension and below which all the 'fibres' will be in 
compression. 	(See fig. Dl ) 
No 




In general a small element of area ok will bend about both 
the X- and the Y-axis, such that the total strain is, 
E = x8/P.9 + Y4'/Px4 x/py + y/p 
where p)C p  are the radii of curvature about the X- and Y-axes 
there are no forces inducing shear; it is further as-
sumed that plane sections remain plane after bending.. 
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respectively. 
If the elastic range of the material is not exceeded, the 
stress experienced by the small element is, 
EC = E[x/p +y/pX] 
whereE is the elastic modulus of the material. 
The sum of all the constituent elemental stresses must 
clearly balance the external conditions; this means that, 
fAa 	
= 0, 	for pure bending (i.e., with no external 
axial loading acting on the beam) 
f .y.dA = 
and 	 satisfying the presence of the external 
couple, M. about the X-axis. 
fA 
Substituting 'o' into the above equations gives 
E/p.A.x0 + E/p.A.y0 = 0 ........(i) 
+ E/p.I = M ........(ii) 
E/P.I + E/px .1xy  = 0 ...,....(iii) 
where x0 = 
fA 
x. dA 
I xy= Iyx = 
It is clear that x 
from the origin, 0, 
YC =y. dA 9 T x








and y represent the co-ordinate distances 
to the centroid of the section. It can be 
argued that the only solution to equation(i) isx c = 0, ye = 0; 








Substitution of the radii of curvature, P and p , from (ii) and 
(iii), into the stress equation, gives the bending stress at any 
point (x,y), 
T M. li y.y - I.xJ/[I.I - iJ] 
Along the neutral axis, o = 0, whereupon, 
= i)( ./I.x = tan .x 	(say) 
In other words, the beam will bend about a neutral axis defined 
as the straight line which subtends an angle of tan fIxy/Iy]with 
the axis about which the external moment is applied. In general, 
then, the overall deflection will not be coincident with the 
direction of the applied loading. The only practical exception 
occurs when Ixy = 0, whence y = 0, the X-axis about which the 
moment is applied becomes the neutral axis. In this case no 
unsymmetrical bending action takes place and 01 = My/I' , the 
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For any unsymmetrical section the area moments and products of 
inertia (about any two mutually perpendicular axis) vary accord-
ing to a Mohr circle type of relatiánship (see fig. 2D.). There 
are two points in the Mohr circle separated by 3=960 (corres-
ponding to two mutually perpendicular axes in the unsymmetrical 
section) at which the products of inertia are zero. These two 
points also correspond to the positions of maximum and minimum 
moment of inertia (the principal moments of inertia). 
The existence of these two mutually perpendicular axes 1 
about which symmetrical bending takes place in an unsymmetrical 
section greatly facilitates the analysis since the loading may 
then be resolved along these axes thereby producing symmetrical 
deflections which may be vectorially summed to obtain the resul-
tant unsymmetrical deflection. As an example of this consider 
the subjection of a cantilever of arbitrary section to an end 
load, P, acting at an angle to one of the axes of principal 
moment of inertia (see fig, 3D) 0 
For an unsymmetrical section there will always be two, and only 
two such axes; for a section showing the . same symmetry about 
two or more equiangular axes (e.g 0 square, equilateral triangle, 
hexagon, circle, etc.) the product of inertia is always zero 
and symmetrical bending takes place in all directions 0 
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The deflections about the respective principal axes are: 
P.0084) .1 3/EI. 
6. = P.Sin.13/EI xx 
(whence the resultant (6x2 + 	and its direction 
= tan 	 tan4] may be found. Eliminating 4), viz, 
Cos 24) + 	1 = 6x2/{P13/3EIyy]2 + 6Y2/[P13/3EI]2 
shows that the locus of the resulting deflection is an ellipse - 
or, more explicitly, that rotation of the load, P (through = 21T) 
results in the deflection of the end of the beam following an ellip-
tical orbit. This is shown in fig. D3(ii). 
An equivalent mass-spring system - with the same statical 
properties and deflection ellipse - is shown in fig. D3(iii). 
The stiffness of the springs which are situated along the axes of 
principal moment of inertia is made equal to the stiffnesses of 
the beam about the principal axes. Any system showing a polar 
variation in stiffness may be so represented. 
Once the deflection ellipse has been obtained it is possible 
by means of a simple geometrical construction to establish the 






The deflection CA (see fig. D4) consists of two components 6x and 
&y. 	 - -, 	 - 
Draw an arc of radius äy  about 0 
Draw the arc of radius CB to meet the axis XX in D. 
The slope of the tangent to the are ôy drawn from D, DE, 
represents the direction of the applied loading, F, producing the 
deflection OA (since P.Sin=6y/[l3/3ELoc] ) 
APPENDIX D(ii). 
Dynamical Consequence of Unsymmetrical Bending - Free Vibration 
APPENDIX D(ii) 	.. 	. 	..... 
ynamical Consequence 	Unsymmetrical Bending - Free Vibration 
• It was shown in APPENDIX D ( i) that the non-dynamic behaviour 
of a cantilever or unsymmetrical section or of any other non-
symmetrical system following an elliptical deflection law could 




Application of a quasi-steady force, F, to the central mass, 
N, along any one of the axes XX or Yl will mobilise the resist-
ance of the (spring) stiffness along that axis only - the resist-
ance along the mutually perpendicular axis will not be brought 
into play. Clearly, the position is not altered if an impulse is 
applied to the mass along the axis XX (say)0 The free vibration 
resulting from the impulse will constrain itself to the XX axis. 
For a deflection x from the neutralposition, it follows that for 
dynamic equilibrium, 
M. 	
+ K.x + C.i = C • 
The damping is assumed viscous and proportional to the velocity 
it is assumed that all vibration occurs within the 
1-•--- • 
period,T- 
frequency, cSx = 21r/T 








linear elastic range. The general solution of the equation (i) 
is 
xu exp(_$ x .t)(cl.Sin.t4c2oCost) ............ (U) 
where x = cx/2M9 cA4 V( ' 	 = VKX/M 
Px  is a direct measure of the damping present along the XX axis, 
c4 is the natural frequency (in radians) of the damped system, and 
is the natural frequency of the system without damping. 
If the mass is given an initial displacement x 0 and velo-. 
city i, the displacement of the mass at any subsequent time, t, is 
from equation (ii), 
X - = exp(_px.t)[(io+ 	x 0)/c ,Sin..t + xo.C.osC4.t] 
The response to an initial displacement x 0 is shown in fig, 1)6. 
FIG D6 
If the damping is so large that 	then 	and 
the equation of motion, (iii), is no longer periodic, viz, 
x=exp(_.t)[ o .t+xo(1+ W".t)] ........... (iv) 
The response for an initial displacement x 0 is shown in fig. 
1)7 with the mass slowly creeping back to its neutral position, 
J 




The amount of damping contributing to this state of affairs 
($ =-') is the critical damping(c) and is used as a refer-
ence point for all other values of damping usually expressed in 
percentage form, viz, 
CA = % critical damping = Ox/C crx = 
In the above analysis the natural frequencies of the system 
with andwithout damping have been treated as distinct quantities. 
In fact, the two are very nearly equal, for values of damping 
less than 10% critical and will be treated as such from here on. 
For practical measurements of damping it is usual to obtain a 
record of the decaying motion (such as that shown in fig. D6) 
from which the. logarithmic decrement, or the ratio of the ordinates 
of two consecutive peaks is measured. Since the difference bet-
ween two consecutive peaks may be small, the decrement over sever--  - 
al cycles may be measured. This is related to the critical damp-
ing in the following way: 
1For a system with 10% critical damping, c/Ccr= 10/100 = 0.1 
whence, 	 - 	= (0.99 (.)•= 0.995c 
X1, y(t) 
• 	•-•---••-- 	x21 y(t+nT) 
t 
/ 




Typical ordinates separated by n cycles (of period, T) are, 
x0 \/1_+(/()2 .exp{- x .t] 
x' 2 = x 0 \/i+ 	)2.exp[_ fl.(t + nT)J 
whence, the log 0 decrement is, 
1og(x./x) = 1og(exp [.nT]) = 
and (c/ccr ) 	x'x 	1/21rn.106(x/x) 
The brief mathematical description given above of the os-
cillatory and damping characteristics of the free vibration of 
what amounts to a single-degree-of-freedom system operating along 
the XX-axis is also perfectly valid for the vibration of the mass 
along the fl-axis. The question arises: what if an impulse is 
imparted to the mass along the two different axes at the same 
time? Since the motion along the two axes are completely in-
dependent, the free vibration will develop as before along each 
axis. But since the mass cannot be in two places at once it 
performs a complicated gyration, known as a Lissajouspattern, 
simultaneously satisfying the sinusoidal vibrations of both prin-




completely independent single-degree-of-freedom systems at right 
• angles to each••  other and as such there can be no transfer of vib-
rational energy from one system to the other. 	 - 
It is to be noted that the two natural (first mode) frequen-
cies of the tower system do not form a low integer ratio and for 
this reason a sketch of the Lissajous pattern applicable will not 
be attempted (not even for.a zero phase difference between the 
two constituent motions) 
APPENDIX E. 
Difficulties Encountered in Open-air Preliminary Measurements 
APPENDIX E. 	. 	. 
Difficulties Encountered in Open-air - Preliminary Measurements. 
The difficulties of experimentation which arise in open-air 
non-controlled conditions are considerable.. In order to perform 
the measurements described in 3.21. (i.e., determining the def-
lection ellipse of the tower) two predominant weather conditions 
imposed themselves. . These were that there should be 
dry, rainless conditions, 
little or no wind, 
Having thus restricted the available time to (what turned out to 
be) remarkably few days, it was found that a further curtailment 
was necessary due to the disturbing influence of heat radiation 
from the sun. It was found that even under apparently stable 
cloudless meteorological conditions the tower was subject to def-
lections (as measured by the dial gauges without any imposed ex-
ternal load) of sufficient magnitude and rate of change to prec-
lude any accurate experimentation. These variations increased 
with the presence of intermittant cloud - a typical variation of 
both deflection and temperature (as measured by a thermometer ex-
posed to direct sunlight) is given in fig. El). It was observed 
that these parasitic tower deflections showed a definite corres-
pondence with the position of the sun, which would seem to suggest 
expansion of the exposed face of the tower. However, it was 
thought that exposure of the dial gauges, the supporting frame 
and the aluminium cladding from which the frame was cantilevered 
was also partly responsible.. It was found that overcast rain-
less and windless weather was most favourable for the purposes of 
obtaining the experimental data required. Other minor hindrances 
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FIG El 	Variation of dial gauge 'zero' compared with that in exposed thermometer 
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preventing their free running; parasitic vibrations transmitted 
via the base of the tower and the frame supporting the dial 
gauges; and the disadvantages associated with a restricted work-
ing space. 
APPENDIX F. 
Theoretical Analysis of Various Statical and Dynamical Deflection 
Modes Adopted by Tower 
APPENDiX . 
Theoretical Analysis of Various Statical and Dynamical Deflection 
Modes Adopted by Tower 
Introduction 
In general the tower structure will adopt three basic types 
of deflection prof ile within the confines of the experiment to be 
performed, producing, for a given deflection at the free-end of 
the structure, different deflections at the point of measurement0 
Two of these profiles arise from static or quasi-static loading, 
and can be briefly described as 
the deflection profile produced by the application of a 
lateral free-end load, P - see fig. P1(i); and 
the deflection profile arising from the distributed load-
ing, W,. consisting of the quasi-steady component of the free-wind 
pressure - see fig.  
The third basic profile is that arising from dynamic wind 
forces and consists of the free vibration of the system about its 
natural frequency - see fig. Fl(iii). 
Since the system is to be calibrated by noting the deflec-
tion, 	for a given load, 'PI (as in fig. Fl(i)) it is impor- 
tant to know what the relationship between P and W is for def-
lections at the point of measurement arising from subjection of 
the tower to loading, W. The problems involved in establishing 
this and other relationships is complicated by the fact that the 
normal cantilever modes of deflection is associated with a linear 
mode arising from flexure of the base plate..-.It.-is necessary to 
establish what proportion the linear mode occupies within the 
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FIG Fl 
CASE 1: Deflection Profile of Tower System Subject to Lateral 
Load at Free-end 
The two constituent modes are shown superimposed in fig, F2 - 
one mode is :Linear, arising from flexure of the base plate; the 
other is the normal cantilever mode. 
APB - + k- APT 
	
Tr 	/flexure of base 






C  PTI 
For a given load, P, the total deflections at heights Z 1 and 12 
areA and a respectively. Since the constituent displacements, 
APB.APT and aD ,  aT cannot. be measured by direct experimentation
1 
1Occuring simultaneously, it is not possible to isolate either one 
of the modes. 
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expressions for ApB  2  APT 
or aPB 	aPT in terms of the directly 
measurable deflections, A a 	must be determined theoretically. 
By definition, AP APB+APT  
-. 
a 	=.aPB  + _ a PT 	
•....,..............(ii) 
For the linear mode, ApB aPB OL/Z1 
For the criti1ever apT 3
Z. 2 /2Z 	(z1 — Zj3) 0 APT] 
mod, (1/K). APT  (say) 
and, knowing aPT aPB 
A =Ka pT 	pT 
A = aPB lil'12 + a  PT *  K • ..., 000 . 00 .. 0 (iii) 
apT = (A p — ap 
 .Z1/Z2)/(K — z1/z2 ) 
.  
aPB = ( — A.K)/(K — z1/z2 ) 
APT = KOaPT. ... . 	....o... 





(i) and (ii) 
gives, 
where . K = 2Z13/3z2(i1 — Z2/3) 
Expressions (iv), (v) enable the deflection per unit load ellipse 
to be divided into the contribution from each of the two types of 
flexure (base and beam) involved. 
Once the relative magnitudes of the constituent, free-end 
deflections, (for unit load) (APB)' and  (APT)'  are known  it is 
possible by varying Z2 to write down the equation of the deflec-
tion mode, viz, 
=1 = ziz1 [(APB' 	PT 
+ (A )' . 3 Z/22~ .  (li — Z/3)] 
CASE 2: Deflection Profile of Tower System Subject to Quasi-
Steady Wind Loading 
The following analysis is based on the assumption that the 
= (APB) , (in/lb) etc. 
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quasi-steady or mean wind profile varies according to the velocity 
power law 
.V=k,z 	............................... 
where k and n are constants. The profile of the resulting force 
distribution will be of the form 
P 7, (M VZ 
2  orp = K,z 2n 
where K ig assumed constant. ' 
The force profile and associated tower deflections are 
sketched in fig. F3. 
-1wz 1 E - 
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___ 	III 	ATN 
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• 	J 	
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I 	 . 	 ywz2 
I I 
FIG F3 	. 	. 	. 	• 	 •. 	. •..- ------ 
The total windload, N, is, 
zl 
I,? 	p.dz = K12r/(2fl+1) ............. (1) 
The bending moment at any point z of the tower is found by 
summing the moments of all the elementary wind force contrib-
utions above z, such as px.âxo(x - z), viz, 
Mz 	Jz1PX•X - 
z)x = K. J1n - z)dx 
Evaluating the integral and substituting for K from (i), 
Mz  = W/2(n + 1). [(2n + 1)Z1 - (2n + 2)z + 
z ( z/Z,)21] 
1ic consists of 'k' and '-p.CA'; p being the density of air; C. 
the drag coefficient; A, the projected area of the structure, 
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The moment exerted on the base plate (producing the linear mode) 
.i3 
= WZ1 (2n + 1)/(2n + 2) 
This is..equivalent to..the application of a lateral top load, 
Pw = 	+ 1)/(2n + 2), so that the free-end deflection of the 
linear mode for the loading, W, is, 	- 
= ()'•Pw = (B)'.W.(2 1)/(2n+2) and the deflection at any 
point z is, 
7-/Z1ey 	= (APB)1.(2n+ 1)/(2n +2).W 0 z/Z1 ..(iii) 
In order to find the deflection of the fixed-free cantilever mode 
use is made of the fact that 
EI.d2y/d= _M =  _W2(n+l){(2n + 1)Z1 - (2n + 2)z+ Z(Z/z1)21] 
The complete deflection profile for a total wind load, tF, is then 
YWrZ 	WBz + 	rz 	- 
W. 	(2n + 1) z 	+ 3(Apqt I(2n + 1) - (2n +, 2 )i 2(n+l) 	2 	
()2 
'(n+l)(! )3 + 	1 
	
- 	11 	(2n+3)(2n+4)1 2n+4)] 
It must be remembered that the deflection at z = Z2, YWZ will be 
2 
calibrated in terms of the lateral top load, P (discussed in 
CASE 1). Hence It is possible, for the same deflection in the 
two cases, (viz, y 	=YPz) to calculate the value of 7 in 
2 2 
terms of P. 
For a calibration load, P. the deflection at z = Z2 (CASE 1) 
= Pz/71 [(APB)'+ (PT)1.312 /2zl2(h1 - 
For an effective wind load, W ., the deflection at 
y. 	WI(AB)'(2n±1)() + 3(AT)1((2n
+l) 
2 
[ 	(2n+2) Z1 	2(n+l) \ 2 
12/3)] 
z = Z2 (CASE 2) is, 
z12 	i 	113 
_2J - (n+,) _2 
zlJ zl 
r1 i2fl+4 
+ 	•l 	-. - 
(2n+3) (2n+4) ill 
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y 	and dividing the two expressions, gives Putting y  
2 	.2 
	
z 2 [(AP 	 " 
+ (ApT ) t . 22 (zl -Z2)] 
= 
• 	
[(PB)t(?)1Z2 	3(T)t((1) Z2 2 
	
(n+1) 	+ 
L 	(2n+2)L11 	2(n+l) \\ 2 	 3 	
ZI] 
• 2n+4 
(2n+3) (2n+4) 1 z1j 	)J 
- 	 - 
- 	Assuming that the. aerodynamic drag coefficient, C, is cons- 
tant over the height of the tower, Z 12 and does not vary with mean 
wind speed, the effective pressure (per unit area) exerted on the. 
tower resulting from normal incidence of the wind, is 
p/D 	= 
where D is the lateral dimension of the tower, V is the quasi-
steady wind velocity, p the air density and C the drag coefficient. 
But by previous definition, 
K 2n 
p = 
and W = total wind load = K.Z 121/(2n+l) 
whence,pV1 2.G,D = K.Z 	 = W(2n+1)/Z 1 
and C = 2?.P(2n+fl 	 . 
pV12.A where (X=w/P) 
1 
(where A = D.Zl is the area enclosed by the per 	of the tower 
in plane elevation).. - 	 • 
The above expression for the drag coefficient •depends on 
knowledge of the quasi-steady wind velocity, Vz , at the top of 
1 
the structure; if, however, the wind velocity, V1 ., at height Z 
3 
is that which is measured, it follows from the power law profile 
go 
variation that, 
V 	= v(7'/z)' 
2 0P,(2n+l) z 
2n 
whence, 	c = 	- 
2 2n 
p , vz3 . 11 
Fora particular profile (characterized by the power index, n) 
X is obtained from equation (iv)(or the curve in CHAPTER 4). 
are direct observations whence C is obtained. P and VZ  
3 
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CASE: Mode Shape of Structure in Free Vibration 
The mode shape of the tower considered as a fixed-free can-
tilever is first determined0 From the moment exerted on the 
base by an arbitrary vibration of the tower, (considered as a 
fixed-free cantilever), the proportional contribution from flexure 
of the base to the total vibrational mode is then determined. 
Mz+âMz 




Mz L Y HED 
FIG F4 
The fixed-free cantilever is shown in fig. F4. where m is 
the total, uniformly distributed mass of the cantilever itself, 
M the mass of the end load and p(t, z) the applied loading in-
tensity which varies with both time and position. Consider the 
dynamic equilibrium of an element, &z, of the cantilever. The 
load intensity on the element is 
W = p(t, z) - m/Z1. y t 	................s. () 
If the flexural rigidity of the cantilever is El = K,Z 13/31 ' 
then the moment, loading and deflection are related by 
82Mz/8z2 = -KZ 13/3.8y/ 8z4  = —w 
and (i) becomes 
M71 
313.a4yla z 4+ n'z1.82y/ôt 2 	p(t, z) ........ (ii) 
'Where 'K is the lateral stiffness of the cantilever with 
respect to its free end. 
where y is the deflection at time, t, at any point, z, along the 
cantilever. 	In free vibration, p(t, z) = 0 and yn(t  z) are con-. 
sidered as the combination of a characteristic shape or mode, 
and a time function, r(t), such that for the nth mode 
= r(t).Ø(z) y(t, z)  
Substitution into (ii) gives 
K.Z13/3.o/ az4 (Ø(z)) + . ni/Z1•Ø (z).à2/0t 2 (f (t)) = 0 
on separation of the variables it is found that the solution con-
sists of two equations: 
o2 /at 2 (r(t)) +c.) 2 .f(t) 	= 0 
and 	 - nVZ1403/K4(z) = 0 
The solution of the first equation which is of the form f(t) = 
Cos(.t + 0) shows that the motion is harmonic with natural 
11 
frequency, 	. The solution or the secona equation is 
Ø(z) = A(Cosaz + Coshaz) + B(Cosaz - Coshaz) + C(SinGz + 
Sinhaz) + D(Sinaz - Sinhaz) 	- 
Where a = (3. 	 and A,B,C,D are constants dependent on the 
- 	boundary conditions. 	In the case of the structure being considered the 
boundary conditions for a maximum deflection, viz, 
y(t, Z)max = Ø(z), (Cos(.t + 	= 1)-are indicated in fig. F5. 
M 
MZI = EI(O2/OZ2 (Z)) z IM.O  lot (aylaz)zl  
Z1 M z1 
V = _EI(o3/oz34(z))z1 = M(02y18t2)z 
j4o=o'=o 
FIG F5 
is the mass moment of inertia of the mass, M, about its 
centroidal axis perpendicular to the paper. 
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rom the boundary conditions at the base (viz, Ø(z= 0) = M(z = 0) 
0), A = C = 0, the end conditions at z =Z, are' somewhat corn-
plicatéd by the presence of the• od, N, It is found that the 
reaction on the cantilever consists of both a shear and a rota-
tional thrust (the first due to the linear displacement of the 
mass, the second to the slight rotation of the mass, M, during 
vibration of the cantilever). Since 
At' z)=Ø(z).Cos(ct+Q) .,.....,.. 0 0 0 0 00 (iii) 
then by differentiaion, for a maximum displacement, 
Wy/at /at )= - .0(z) 
[a'/?t'(-8y/Bz )] max = 	
2.8/8ø(Z)) 
whence the end conditions become, (K/3.Z 13 = El) 
K/3.Z'13 .(ô4/oz 3 ) z 
Ic/3.Z13 .(824/8z 2 ) 1  = 
2 . 
Substitution of 0 into the above equations means that the (nth) 
mode shape may be written as, 
0n  (z) = B1  {D/B(Sinhaz - Sinaz) + (CoshGz - Cosaz)] .....,,.,.(iv) 
where 
(D/B) = a3.Kj3.Zl3(SiaZ1 - SinhGZi) + MC 2 0 (CosaZi- CoshaZi) 	...(v) 
- (a11 ) 3K/3(cosaZ 1  + CoshGZ1) - (SinCLZ 1 - SinhaZ1) 
in which( = '(a4.Z14 .K/3m) 2 and where ais the nth root of the 
equation: ' 
(Im.N/m.Z104_. l)+ [(M/m.zl)a - EJm.z1a3]sincz1coshaz1 	[(M/m.Zl)a 
+ (I/m.1a51QosaZ1sinhaz1 - (IM.Mfm.71a4 + 1)Cosal 1Coshai1 = 0 
•••••••ss.... v 
Having obtained the lowest root, a, the frequency of the first 
mode of vibration of the cantilever (considered fixed-free) is, 
&)i 	(a
4Zj40K/3m) 	0 0,.0,..,. 0 0 • ... 0 ....(vii) 
Clearly if in any situation the first mode alone is likely to 
develop, it simplifies matters to imagine the fixed-free cantilever 
as an equivalent one-degree-of-freedom mass-spring system - see 
fig. F6. 
P 	 = 
II - 
total stiffness = K 
1.L (w.r.t. to free end) 
I fundamental 
I frequency = 
P > 
/ 	massless spring 
stiffness = K 
mass = M±ym 
natural frequency = 
FIG F6 
• 	' Let the natural frequency of the equivalent mass-spring system be 
= 	+ ymo...o.00ee...o..00e.00e.o..o(viii) 
Equating with expression (vii), 	 - 
CA) = [K/ (M +'ym)] 2 = (a4Z14 0K/3m) 
whence, 	 Y= 3/(aZ1 ) 4 - M/m 	•.00•00000000000(a.x) 
The equivalence of the two systems is such that any lateral load-
ing, P. dynamic or otherwise, applied as shown in fig. P6. (to 
• 	the mass, M, in the case of the cantilever, and to the mass, 
(M + ym), in the mass-spring system), will produce the same amp - - 
litudes and frequencies of vibration at the point of load app-
lication 0 In the case of the tower structure, however, flexure 
of the supporting base plate introduces a factor which., has not 
been considered above. The system then becomes that which is 




-base = KB 
/ 
FIG 
KB and KT are the stiffn.esses of the base and tower respectively 
referred to the top of the tower system (at height Z1). The 
equivalent - mass-spring system, now includes two springs and the 
resultant stiffness of the combination becomes, (K2 + KB)/(KT.KB) 
such that the frequency of the system (equal to that of the tower 
system) is now 
1( 	+ KB)/(KTKB)] 
	
B,T L (M +ym) 	j .................,...(x) 
In the same way that any in-line force on the mass of the equi-
valent mass-spring system is transmitted simultaneously to both 
springs, thereby maintaining dynamic equilibrium, so, in the tower 
system, flexure of the base plate will occur in simultaneous res-
ponse to the moment transmitted via the main body of the tower in 
free vibration. 
Assume that the tower deflects according to the modal shape 
derived above, viz, 	- 
- y = 0(z) = B1 [ (D/B) (Sinhaz - Sinaz) + Coshaz - Cosaz] 
where B1 is an arbitrary amplitude. The bending moment at any 
point (z) will be, 	 - 
Mz  = -E14/az2=  _K2.z 13/3. 624/ôz 2 ... 
whence, 	M 	_Ic.Z13/3.B1a2 [D/B(SinhaZ+ Sinaz) 
- 	
+ Goshaz + Cosaz]0 
= -213.K 
T 1 1 ° 
.B • Z 3 a2 
28 
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The deflection at the top of the tower due to flexure of the base 
plate alone will be, 
The deflection of the tower due to flexure of the base plate at 
height, z, is, - 
y(z)B =i)B(Zl = 
The total mode shape is therefore, 
0 (z) = T + 	
= B1[2/3.K/K.Z lo
a2 ,. z  + (D/B)[SinhclZ 
- Sinazi + CoshCz - CosGz] 
APPENDIX C. 
(1) Forced Vibrations in a Single-degree-of -freedom System 
(ii) Frictional Damping 
APPENDIX G. 
• 	 (1) Forced Vibrations in a Single-degree-of-freedom System 
Consider the system to be subjected to a time varying load 
as shown in fig. Gi) 
plt')= P. f(t') 
C 
'a, t 
• FIG GI 
If the mass of the system is initially at rest and is sud- 
denly subjected to a constant force P1 for a short duration of 
time,Ott, it will undergo an initial acceleration, = P/MO 
(Little spring or damping resistance will have developed if Ot' is 
small). The acceleration can be assumed constant and the velo-
city at time (tt + 6t') j, 
= X. t' = p1/M.6t' = VM 
where 'i' is defined as the applied impulse. 	It follows that, in 
general, an increment of velocity, P 1 0f(tt) 08t/M0 is superimposed 
on the system at rest: it was shown in APPENDIX D(ii) that the 
displacement at a sbsequent time, ôt, due to an initial velocity 
,impart x0 Was, 
	
[ 	 .sin.'t + xCos+x)/ 	 t]x 	e  	0 $  
If x = 0, then the contribution from the impulse 'it j, 
xi = P1 0f(t 1 )e6t 1 /Mco)t.exp[$(t  
• 	
Sin4'(t - t') 
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If the system is assumed linear the displacement due to a sum of 
elemental impulses between 'o' and 't' will be, 
ot 
X 	 .exp[_(t - t')].Sin c4(t - t')dt'X. 
•,j 	
M. c' 
Taking into account any initial conditions (displacement, x 0 , or 
velocity, i0) and writing xst = P 1/K =P/(c') 2 .M0 for the static 





X5. ctJf(t?).exP[_(t_tt)] .Sin 	'(t-t')dt' 
It was shown in APPENDIX A that any random signal varying with 
time, f(t), could be broken down into an equivalent set of in-
finitely close sinusoidal waves. Let a typical component in 




The response from such a typical component, assuming i 0  = x0 = 0, 
xst.t.Sin x'(t_t').exp[- $(t_t')]dt' 
X jo 
ie., 
x= exp(-Pt)[( 1-E 
2 ' Oxf ) 
2  -2(P/WXI 2 ).. Sin 0.1 t+2p/ Czxl - C 08 C-V 
t] 
0 xs t 	Czy 
+ x 8 t[l - UI x t) 2]51n1 Et - 2(E/( c') 2).Cos " 
[1 	UI xt)2]2 + 4 [0E/(.I)2]2 
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the motion of the system from rest when initially subjected to 
the sinusoidal loading. After a few cycles of vibration this 
term may be ignored. 
It is found convenient to introduce the concept of. the 
dynamic load factor (or magnification factor, mechanical admit-
tance, etc.), which is defined as the ratio of the maximum dynamic 
displacement to the deflection which would have resulted from 
static application of the load (ie., P1, in P1.f(t)). 	Ignoring 
the transient part of (ii), 
= (X)max/Xst = l/ 1( 1 	2/( 	2 ) 2 + 4(/( 	.)2] 
Xmax = c. 1 /2 	(when,' 	=Ox I 
The dynamic load factor is shown in fig. G2 in terms of  
HG G2 
Use is made at a later stage of the area under the squ.re of the 
mechanical admittance curve ( X 2 ). 	Consider a pass-band 12p/c 
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centred on the natural frequency of the system. 
Put, 	
= (1 + 
such that, 	





x 2 	l/[4P2/(Xt )2 + 





J(f) 2/4(P 2 + 2).d(p/) 	
P/ATOD  
(ii) Frictional Damping 
The effect of Coulomb or frictional damping on the motion of 
a one-degree-of-freedom system -in addition to viscous damping - 
is considered here. 	The magnitude of the frictional force, F, 
is constant but changes sign with every half cycle of vibration 
so as to oppose the motion. 	Consider a one-degree-of-freedom 
system given an initial displacement, x0 . 	From equations (i) 
and (ii) (APPENDIX 0(i)), the motion for the first half cycle is 
given by: 
x = exp(_Pt)[xo/.oSinct + x 0 .CosCt] 
+ F/IC[l_exp(_Pt){Cost + P/.Sin(t]] 
(0 . 	t 	1T/c 3 ') 
The first negative peak is given by putting t = 
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xNl = -x 0 0exp(- PiT/ wx , ) + F/K 1 + exp(- 18i'r/ 	') 
The first positive peak is obtained in a similar way, using xN1 
as the initial displacement and reversing the sign F, viz, 
xp 	(x0 - F/K).exp(-21T/ (') - 2F/K.exp(-iT/ c') - F/K 
The nth negative and positive peaks can be shown to be: 
Xp 	exp(-2niT/ c t )[x0 -  F/K] - 2F/K.exp(-(2n-1)ltP/C.)x') 
2F/K.exp(-(2n-2)1r/C)') - .... -2F/K.exp(-1T/( 1 ) - F/K 
XNfl = exp(_(2n_l)1T/ 	')[x - F/K] + 2F/K.exp(-(2n-2)1T/ c 
+ 2F/K.exp(_(2n-) 1148/C x ') + .... .+2F/K.exp(_1Tp1 C)') + F/K 
On addition, this gives, 
(xpn+xNn) = exp(-(2n-l)/ x ')[exP(_$/ 	t )(x 0_F/K)_(x0+F/K)] 
Similarly, for the mth negative and positive peaks, 
(xpm+xNm) = exp(-(2m-1) 	/ 	 1 )(x0_F/K)_(x0+F/K)] 
such that, 
(xPn  + XNn)/(XPm + xNm' 	
exp(_21T/(.3 x t )(m - n) 
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or, 
= c'/2ir(m - n).1o e [(xpn + xN fl )/(XP m + XNm )] 
Thus from a decay trace of the free vibration of the system 
it is still possible by measuring the amplitudes x,fl, 	xPm  
and XN 
to obtain the relative contribution of the viscous dam- 
ping. Since XNn and xNm will represent, negative quantities, the 
sums (x + XN), (x + XN) 
will be for low damping, exceedingly 
Pn 
small quantities. Measurement of XNm etc. directly, will 
therefore not be very practicable. For this reason the slope of 






L T, N1 cycles 
 
[ P X  N n] 
1/2 cycle 
FIG G3 
Fig. G3 shows that (xn)T/T = I(xpn l xNfl)/11/(AI ixch that, for 
the same length T at two different points 
P = 	- m).109[(xfl ) T/(xm ) T] 
Eliminating y0  from the expressions for two successive peak 
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displacements, xPn and Xn(n+l) (say) gives the following 
expression for F, 
F 	K[xN(fl+1)+ exp(-ir/ C t )xp]/( 1  + exp(-ii/c')) 
Again, in order to discriminate between xN(n+l) and x, use is 
made of the slope of the decay trace (which may be fairly 
accurately measured), viz, 
I XN(fl+l)I =XPn + (xfl)T/2NTI 
APPENDIX H. 
The Highest Maxima of a Random Function 
APPENDIX H. 
The Highest Maxima of a Random Function 
Consider a function f(t) representing a signal fluctuating 
randomly with time (which could be either a record of wind . velo-
city or structural response) - see fig. Hi. 




mean  be (assumed 
 zero) 
true zero 	 time,t - 
EO 
FIG HI 
The function, f(t),(4 1 , say) will include numerous 
stationary values which themselves will obey some probability 
distribution. While each peak may be regarded as a maximum 
derivation from the mean, some of these peaks will be larger 
than others. This Appendix deals with estimating the largest 
'likely' peak for a given length of time. 	The analysis is 
carried out in two basic parts; firstly, the probability dist-
ribution of all the peaks is obtained and then the probability 
distribution of the largest peaks is established. 
Conaidera small interval, ôt, of the signal f(t) in fig. Hi. 
It is desired to know whether the following conditions are met: 
that the signal passes through a particular value f(t) (ie., 4 1  
that it will have a stationary value at that point, 
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1(t) 	0 (ie., 	0), 
(iii) that the stationary value is positive, (t) 	0 (ie., 
In other words, what is the probability that all three con-
ditions are satisfied simultaneously? Or, 
- 	 p(f, 1, ) 	p(4'1 ,4: 2 ,p 3 ) (say) 
•where, 	02 	0 
In probability theory, it is usual to express the above state- 
ment in the form of a joint probability function. For instance, 
the joint probability function of three random variables X, Y, Z 
• (or the distribution function of a trivariate random vector with 




(ie., the probability that the inequalities X 	x, Y 	y, Z 	z 
are held simultaneously). 
The conditions of probability may be further restricted, viz, 
F(x, y, z) = P 	X 
(âY.y 
This may be illustrated geometrically - see fig. H2. 	F(x, y, z) 
is the prObability of a specified event occuring within the 





0 	 a 
FIG H2 
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distribution throughout the entire field is obtained. 	By 
reducing the size of the prism to elementary proportions, the 
joint probability densy. is defined, viz, 
f(x, y, z) = Lim 	P/x 	X 	x + Ax 
EX-4"O (yY -y+ y 
Liy —c-O 	\z 	Z 	z + Az )  
Az —0 Ax. Ay, Az 
This can be thought of as representing the probability of ob-
taining a specified event at a particular point (x, y, z) in the 
field. 	It follows that the elementary probability - ie., the 
total probability of a specified event occuring within the 
elementary volume (ôx.ôy.ôz) - is, f(x, y, z).âx.ôy.óz. 	The 
total probability of a random event S represented by co-ordinates 
(x, Y, z) being found in an arbitrary region B of the field is, 
p(s € B) = 	f(x, y, z).dx.dy.dz jjj B 
Clearly, p(4'1, 4)2' 4 3 ) as defined earlier represents the joint 
probability density of obtaining a specified event defined by 
019 ~521 (P 3* 
The total probability of obtaining a specified 
event in the elementary region defined by 64)1 464 2 .64 is therefore, 
p(4)1 , 4)2 ,4)3 ).5 4)l.6 4)2 6 3 
More specifically, the total probability of obtaining a peak at 
a specific value of 4> 1 in the time interval ôt (applying the con-
dition that 2 = 0 and 4 	0 for a maximum value) is, 
f  0 (010 0, 4)3).64)1.62a4)3............. (i) 
The total probability of getting a maximum in the interval for 
any value of 4)1, ie., +w 	4 - -cc)  , is 
0 
J a,1J1' 0, OD 	CD 
These various quantities can be thought of in the same way as , 
shown in fig. H2 (ie., in a three-dimensional probability field) 
- see fig. H3. 
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o cI3 
3 — .--- 
42 
total probability 








'03)42 dp3d1 cof 
FIG H3 
Expression (ii) will not be unity - ie.,, there will be no cer-
tainty of obtaining a maximum in the interval Ot. 	The relative 
probability of obtaining a maximum at 	(as given by (i)) to 
the total probability of obtaining a maximum at all in the inter-
val Ot (as given by (ii)) will give the probability density of 




While the above expression gives the probability distribution of 
peaks in a signal, it does not give any information as to the 
frequency of peaks. The number of peaks is clearly dependent on 
1This step is easily understood from 'a simple example: if for 
instance, the probability of a green apple falling off a tree 
is 0.1 in every half hour, while the probability of any apple 
falling is 0 . 4, then, the probability that a fallen apple is 
green is 0.1/0.4 
p.. 
the rate of change of slope of the signal f(t); imagine a small 
increase in f(t) from4'i to64'1, during the interval ôt, by 
definition, 
(t) 	{(t) - i(t + 6t)]/6t 
or 	 43.6t 	4>2 - 02 4 2 
whence, 	 .ôt 
Expression (ii) becomes, on substitution for ô4, 
(451' 0 ' 03I3I .6t.d43,d4 
The mean frequency of peaks or maxima in the interval ôt, and 
consequently along the length of the signal in general, is 
therefore 1 , 







may now be written: 
1/N1 Li' o, 	) 6 i I3.1 	..... •.. (v) 
It now remains to find an expression for p(4j9 42' 5), the 
the joint probability density function of a trivariate random 
vector. 	It is worthwhile to consider first of all the signific- 
ance of moments as used in probability theory. 
In mechanics most dynamic and static properties of a body 
possessing mass and size can be deduced from a knowledge of the 
overall centre of mass and moments of mass inertia of that body. 
In precisely the same way in probability theory, it is possible 
'This again is easy to imagine: if the probability of any ap-
ple falling is 0.4 in half an hour, the mean frequency of ap-
ples falling is 01 4/-hour or 8 apples every 10 hours. 
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to characterize probability density functions by their moments. 
Consider a uni-variate probability density distribution, 
f(x), of a random variable X (see fig. 114(i)) 
f(x) 	 f(x,y) 	 I mm-Irs m 
X y 
FIG H4 	(I) 
  
The Kth moment is, aK = 	f x 1 .f(x).dx. 	In particular, when 
OD 
K = 1, the mean value is defined, viz, 
co 
	
M[X] 	jx.f(x).dx 	m 	(say) 
00 
With K 	2 and higher, the expression for a  becomes clumsy 
and so central moments (ie., moments referred about the mean) 
are used. 	The first order central moment is evidently equal to 
zero. 	The second order central moment is known as the variance 
(or dispersion, mean square, etc.). 	For a uni-dimensional 
random vector, the variance is 	 . 
OD 
• 	D[X]= k (say) 	M[(x — mx) 2] 	j(x — m) 2 .f(x).dx 
With several random variables together (as in joint probability 
distributions) the idea of 'mixed' moments emerges. 	For ins- 
tance, in a two-dimensional randdm vector there will be three 
possible ways of writing the second order central moments (see 
fig. H4(ii)), viz, 	 • 
kxx = M [(x — mx)2] 	JO
(x — m)2 . f(x, y) . dx - 
variances 




kxY =kyx = M[(Y - m)(X - mx)] = 	- m)(x - m).f(x, y).dx.dy 
It is usual to group the second-order central moments together 




In the case of a three-dimensional random vector a similar matrix 
may be constructed: 
K =k k k 
3 	.yx yy yz 
It is to be noted that these matrices are always symmetrical, 
since k 	 = k, (J.L,v = x, y, z,VA 
In the same way as described above it is possible to 
characterize the joint probability distribution (4>i 4>2' 4)3) in 
terms of its mean and variance-co-Variance matrix. 	It was shown 
in APPENDIX A that the random function f(t) could be expressed 
as the sum of an infinite number of sinusoidal components, viz, 
CD 
	
= f(t) = 	c.cos(ot - c) 
whence, 	4)2 = k(t) =_c.o.Sin(ot + c) 
OD 
4>3 	i(t) = 	0n 	.cos(ot + 
Since the components of 4>1,4>2' 0 3 are sinusoidal it follows that 
the mean of each vector is zero, or, 
4, 1 =4)2 =4>3 =Q 
This means that the mean of the function p (41 ,  4>2' 4>3) is zero. 




K 	241 02 4'23 
039'1 0.02 32• 
Evaluation of the co-variances and variances after substitution 
from (vi) gives that, 




• 	 414'3 	= 
(\ 2 
\ 'l ) = Ln 






It will be remembered that the nth moment of the energy density 
spectrum, E(f), drawn up from the signal f(t) as shown in AP-
PENDIX A was, 
00 	 OD  
I: n 2 	E(f).f'.df 	- LTn -Ocn /2 = Jo 
in other words, the variance-co-Variance matrix may be - written,, 
m0 0-rn2 
K=0m20 
-rn2 0 m4 
where m 0is the area of the energy density spectrum, m2 and rn4 
its second and fourth moments respectively.. 
The Central Limit Theorem (Ljapunov) states that the dist-
ribution of the sum of N independent random vectors approaches 
a normal law as N—co . Assuming that the amplitudes, Cu , of 
the constituent waves are random in nature, it follows that for 
both wind and structural response, 4- follows a normal law. 
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Clearly, if 	is normal then 80 is02 and 	Since the central 
limit theorem is also valid in several dimensions it follows that 
P(01- 1 02143) i8 also normal. 	Distribution laws are not usually 
decluceable; merely stated 	It has been found that the multi- 
variate normal distribution law takes the form: 
f(x1, x 2 , .. x) = 	I/.exp _[c*(xP,q=lpqp - ap).(x - aq )] 
Nil C 
 
where C is a matrix with coefficients °pq and ICI is the deter-
minant of C. 	It may be shown 2 that the above law can be exp- 
ressed in terms of its characteristic moments - ie., its mean and 
variance-co-variance matrix as obtained above, viz, 
f(x 1 , X 2 •,. X) = l/ '2" . 11 ' . lKI.exP[4(K 'u u)] 
where K is the variance-co-variance matrix, u = x -apt a p = mean, 
p = 1, 2, ... ii. 	For a three-dimensional vector, 
f(x 1 , x20  x3) = l/Vr3.IK1.eXP[_*(K1U u)] 
Substitution of (x 1 , x 2 , x) = (4'l' 42' 4 3 ) a = 	= 0 (p = 1, 2, 3)9 
mo  0-rn 	
m0 0-rn2 
K =. 0 m2 0 and IKI = 0 m 2 0 = m2 (m0 .m4 - m22 ) = M2  (say) 
0 m4 	-m2 0 
into this equation gives, 
P(i' 	, 	) = 11(2.m 2..exp [-1 /m2 	
(m4 	 + mo)1 
L 	 2L\ 	 J 
It will be remembered that the distribution of maxima or peaks is 
(equation (iii)), 
o 03).641.602.d43 	
a 	 (say ) P(qY 	
im 	 . 	
N1 fOD Fp(4'l, 
	
3 Cf. uni-variate law: f(x) = h/Vif.exp[_h2(x - )2
the ory 2 See Pugachev pp.  83-90: REF 28: V. S. Pugachev, 	 y of Ran- 
dom Functions and its Application to Control Problems, Internat-
ional Series of Monographs vol. 5. 
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Evaluating, first of all, the numerator by substitution for 
p(d:j, 42' 43) with 01 0 gives, 
p0 	r( 4 + 2m24143+ m)04>2 
exp 
1 
6N 1 = 
(m2) 	L 2 -L 1 4> 31 -601 . c[03 
Completing the square (in terms of 	and putting 





(4x). IV—Mo. x_ (2)3(m2) 	 2 	 - 	 m 	j 
8 
. L.exp (4 xp (4m2)+. m21 	fx2)dx].oi_.j e 
2i)m2/1 m
0 	mo \ Lm
_m; 
Putting i =/1/ and 6= i//m2 such that TJ/ô 0l-m2/VMoA 
• 6N 1  = 1/rnO2)m2/ .exp(-712) [exP(4712/62) + 71/6jxP(x.dx)] .o 
fcc 	
• 	 71/6 





erfx) w: 2,r?exp(_*t2).dt. 
 
The denominator of the 'peak' probability distribution ex-





* IIm 	m2I'L 	(12) [ /ur2 ) 	/ oj exP (_x 2 )dx}d] 
which on successive inte gration by parts gives (eventually), 
N1 = 	Jm4/m2 = mean frequency of maxima. 
Instead of expressing the distribution of 'peaks' in terms of 
it is found convenient to use the quantity 7) =/I 	(where sJii is 
A 
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the RMS of the parent population f(t). 	This means that the areas 
of the distributions p(4' ) and  p(T)  will be different; it is 
clear, however, that the total probabilities must remain the same, 
viz, 
00 	 Co 
= jP(ckli).d(ci/1c) 
or, 	 p(4 1/r) = p(i) = iç.p(j: 1 ) 	6N11N1 
Putting 	= L/m 0 .m4 and noting that r/6 = 	- 	, the 
above expression becomes, 
r  
  •1L 
   	I 
Jr_ E2/€ 
22 	 2 ) ke-2)exp(-x 2)d P(TI)= l/4J.€. exp(4  	 x 
I a 
p(q) is the probability density distribution of the maxima or peak 
values in the random signal f(t), and is seen to be dependent on 
two variables, TI and E. 	The dependence on 'i is fairly straight- 
forward 1 ; for large departures from the mean (ie., TI large) the 
probability of obtaining a peak decreases. 	The significance of 
the quantity € is, by definition, related to the area and moments 
of the energy density spectrum of the parent signal f(t). 	It can, 
in fact, be shown that '€' is a measure of the extent to which 
the maxima of the signal obey, on the one hand, a Gaussian or 
normal law (E = i) or, on the other. a Rayleigh law (€ 
This is probably best understood from fig. 115. 	In general it may 
be stated that when a random signal is tied to a particular freq-
uency (such as the natural frequency of a cantilever system) the 
11t must be remembered that 1) is the standardized or reduced 
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maxima will all be concentrated above the neutral position (form-
ing a Rayleigh distribution). 	When a random selection of freq- 
uencies are involved, there will be as many negative maxima as 
positive ones. 	This of course is reflected in the shape of the 
energy spectra. 
From the expression for p(i) it is possible to calculate the 
probability of obtaining a peak in excess of a given 1), viz, 
jpn
0
P(N 	ij) 	q(1) 
	
(shaded area 'in figs 115) 
which on substitution of the expression for p(r)) found above gives, 
00 
q(7) = J i! 	[exP(*712/€2) + 	c2 ) i, exp (4 i2 )J exP (4x 2)dx]d1). 





exp( -4y2 )dy +sJ(i - E2).exp(41)2). 	exp(4x2).dx 
 
The proportion of negative maxima (ie., maxima below the mean of 









1 - q.(0) = 1. -1/Jp(_Y2).dy+iji 
	2xP(4x2)dx 
 
This is an ±mpertant result ; showing that 
it is possible to estim-
ate the value of '€' by counting the number of negative maxima 
found 'in the parent signal, f(t). 	The relationship between r 
and € is shown graphically in fig. 1161. 
-iIt may be shown by a simple geometrical argument that if N o  is 
the mean frequency of zero up-crossings, then 
No = N1(l - 2r)e 
Since NJ= 	 r
€2)]where 
(i - € 2 )2 = -/m2/m0 .L41 it follows that: 
N O  = 



















FIG Ho Relationship between percentage of negative maxima and the quantity '€' 
For high values of x, 
jxexP(_*x2 ).ax = exp(-x 2 )(l/x + 1/x 3 + ... ) - 0 
For high values of f(t),.(c1), i/€ =1/c' 	is also large, 
such that 
q(.l7large) 	i/.Ir[o + (1 
- €2) 	( h 11 2 Wi] =J(l 
Having obtained an expression for the distribution of maxima it 
is now possible to proceed with the determination of the highest 
likely peak in a given time. 	Consider a sample of the signal 
f(t) consisting of N maxima in a time T. 	Let the highest maxi- 
mum be i. 	The probability of getting 1J is p(i) as found prev - 
iously. 	The cumulative probability of getting a maximum greater 
than i is q(), while the probability of getting a maximum less 
than 	is 1. q(i). 	So that in a sample of N maxima the prob- 
ability of getting the highest maximum is 
P('1max 	
Nc11 - q()]N_l[p()]l. .N[l - q()]N_lp() 
OD 
Since q(77) 	jq~ (q)d it follows that dq(1))/d77 = [p()] 
- p(i) 
Whence, p(i7max)di = -N 11 
- q(;)]N_l.dq(1)) = d[l -  q(q )]N 
p(1max) is the probability density distribution of the highest 
T) ----- 	It is important to have a clear understanding of 
what this means. 	Consider a large number of samples all of 
roughly the same length or composes of the same number of maxima 
taken from the parent population f(t) (see fig. H7). 	P(max) is 
the distribution constructed from the highest maxima in each 
sample; in practice a frequency histogram would be drawn up. 
It is intuitively evident that the larger the samples taken, 
FT 
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the greater will be the chance of higher maximum peaks occuring, 
so shifting the distribution P('linax) further along the random 
variate axis, 7) 
WAA AJAA 	AAA AA. 	 aNI O V U VWU UW V 	 'T 
2 
AM- 	i,AAWA_ LAHARAIT 2 
In Nn 
-f 
n samples of N peaks  
'1 
FIG H7 
The highest 'likely' peak expected in any sample of a given 
length is clearly the mean of the distribution p(i) - ie., 
T1max 	
This mean is found by taking moments in the usual way, 
00 	 CD 
ViZ, 	 7)max 	j71.P(7) ma .d7) 	J7).d/d7)(1 
Integrating by parts, this gives, 
umax = 
	 ;,q(15cd7+ JE]. [i - q(7))]N] dq 
The first term representing the area of p(7)max) in the negative 




Substituting for q(q) and putting 
1' • 
A 0 	loge [(1 	€2),I] 
and 
(noting that: 
exp(-I) = exp(-(X 0 * A')) = exp(-A')/[(l - E2 )N] 
it follows that 
IX 
= A = co 
1lmax = i/iJ 	[i _[i 
- exp(.X)/NAo + A 	oã' 
Substituting the approximation, exp(-exp(-X')) R 1 -. exp(_Xt)/N]N 
(valid for large 111)7)max  becomes 
i/J
00 
(i - exp(-exp(-X')))(A 0 +X')4.dx' 
rco 
ns[I(Xo + X').exp(-(A' ~ exp(.A'))).dX' 
Putting z exp(- ,\') and noting that when 
= CD , z = 0 
' 	
-Nov z 	exp(X0 ) 	(if A 0 , N large) 
umax = 1J(Xo - log5zexp(-z).dz 
umax 	 - -(iog5 z) 0 	(1095z) 2/A0 2 
_[(exP(_z)_ 	
J1CO
0e 	XP(z)dZ - *J1ozexP(_z)dz. 
Go 
Neglecting the terms in 1/X, 1/Xo,etc. (which —c.0 for high values 
of N) and remembering that Ao = log5((1 
- c2 ) * . N) 
exp(-exp(-X')) = (i .exp(A')/N) 1 	-exp(-A'.) 
= Nlog(1- exp(-')/N) 
N[_exp(_X')IN - exp(-'2)/N2 + ...J 
-exp(-X') 	(if N large) 
'Ii 




where Y 	_1095z.exp(—z)odz 	Euler's constant = 0.5772. 
distribution of 
all values of f(t) 
(RMs=JmJ 
distribution of 	P(h)max) distribution of 









1 = f(t)/4ii 
FIG H8 
Instead of expressing 1in terms of the number of maxima N 
taken in each sample it may be preferable to consider a sample 
duration, T. 	 V 
It'was shown earlier that the mean frequency of maxima in 
a random signal was 	 V 	 - 
N1 	1/21N/4/m2 	(radians/sec.) 	 V 
Hence in time T the total number of maxima will be 	
V 
N = N1T/2 = 1/422.T 	
V 	 V 
Putting 	= 1141T2 \/m2/m 0) and remembering that (1 - 2) 
	2/m0m 
the expression for Tlmax can be written 	
V 




If the parent signal corresponds to a pure Rayleigh distrubution 
(a system vibrating exclusively about its resonant frequency, 
- 
	
	say) then € 0 and N, the number of maxima = VT N1T/21r = n 0 .T 
and 
umax =.[(loe(no.T)) + y (1 oge ( no.T))4] 
It will be noticed that the above formula (ie., Ba or Bb) is 
only valid for numerical values of (*Ji € 2  .N). (or VT) sub-* 
stantially greater than unity; in other words, the samples taken 
at random from the parent population f(t) must be fairly large. 
It will also be noticed that the formula is not valid when :the 
population of the maxima (ie., p('i)) approaches a Gaussian or 
normal distribution (€ —.- i) - a condition which is clearly 
approached in a signal r(t) consisting of wind speed, for instance. 
The complete theory of this particular case will not be given here; 
it has been shown by Fisher and Tippett (1928) 1 that when € —1, 
the mean value of 1lmax  is, approximately, 
Jmax * 	+ ym/(l + m2 ) 
where 'ml is the mode of the distribution of lmax' given, imp-
licitly, by 
sJ5m . exp( ni2 ) 	N 
or 	 log5m + ni = 10g5N/s/ 
whence if m is relatively large, 
77 max 	[loge( N 'iV21T )] 
This expression can only be used, however, for sample lengths with 
1See REF: Proceedings of Cambridge Philosophical Society Vol. 
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a thousand or more maximal . 
	For samples with N - 1000, the 
highest likely maximum may be obtained from fig. H9 (Tippett 19 2 5) 
The structural response as measured in the tower-structure 
is characterized by a high-frequency 'ripple' - corresponding to 
the natural (first mode) frequency - on the remaining waves. 
This means that the number of maxima, N, in a given sample would 
correspond very closely to the number of cycles of the 'ripple' 
in that sample. 	Assuming the tower structure to behave in the 
manner of a single.-degree-of-freedom system it will not respond 
to frequencies higher than that of resonance - ie., no higher 
frequencies will be superimposed on the 'ripple'. 
E(cr) 
+ve peaks 	zero up-crossing 	 Energy 
(i) 	
spectrum 
_________ - mean UVU 
ve peaks 	 0 
EM 
 Ll  
FIG 1-110 
The number of peaks in a time T is clearly N n 0 .T where n o  is 
the frequency of the ripple. 	It was shown earlier that N, the 
proportion of negative maxima, r, and the number of zero up-
crossings, s, in a sample of length P were related by, 
N = s/(1 = 2r) = 	- €2 ) 
Consider two hypothetical extreme cases (shown in fig. H10(i) and 
CASE (1): small ripple on a large random signal (distribution 
of peaks 	Gaussian). 	A typical example might be: samples - of 
'See REF 30: Biometrika Vol. XVII pp. 364-387. 
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length 330 sec. with a ripple of 3.3 c/s. whence N = 1000. 
Assume that on average only 50 zero up-crossings are measured in 
each sample such that the proportion of negative peaks is, 
r =(l - s/N) = •fr(l - 50/1000) 	47.5%1 
and, 	4E[i - ( i - 2r) 2]21' = 0.99875 
The highest likely peak is 
max1 	
1og5(1 	 . y I I  Oge 1 c2)*N1 4 
`421log550)i + . 0.5772.(1oge50)4] ' 3.0 
(This value is for a population having unit RMS and in any given 
case must be multiplied by the actual value of this quantity.) 
CASE (ii): large ripple on ' a small random signal (Rayleigh dist-
ribution of peaks). 	In this case, r 0 and € 0 whence, 
11max2 = J[(109l000)_ + •7.0.5772( 10gel000 )41 0 3.8 
It is seen that for the same RMS and sample length in both of 
the above cases, the highest likely peak in the signal with the 
Rayleigh distribution is about 25% greater than' that with the 
distribution of its peaks approaching a Gaussian 'peak' 
distribution. 
The two cases above represent somewhat extreme examples; 
unless the damping. in a structure is so great that practically 
no resonant motion occurs, the response of most structures ex-
posed to the wind will fall into some intermediate category. 
It can be seen that to a rough approximation the highest 'likely' 
peak in a system showing the response (described above may be 
calculated by assuming a Rayleigh distribution (c 0); this 
1k1tematively, this could be obtained directly from the sample 
peaks. 
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will always be an overestimation. 
Consider now a record of wind speed (fig. Hil). 	There is 
no apparent upper limit to the frequencies of the constituent 







have a sharp cut-off. 	Clearly, the higher moments of the spect- 
rum will tend towards infinity. This means that in a finite 
sample there will be an infinite number of maxima. 	Since, how- 
ever, the energy level at higher frequencies becomes very, small, 
it is permissible to adopt a cut-off frequency, n, above which 
the spectral energy density is assumed to be zero. The moments, 
mot m, m4, of the energy spectrum are then clearly defined. 
Assuming that the distribution of the maxima in the record is 
normal, 
	
7lmax 	[loge ( N* 1V2_1i)1F] 	(for N - 1000) 
(see fig. 	for N.. 1000) 
N is finite for a particular length, T, of the signal, since, 
N 	1/41i2 .J72.T where m4, M2  are finite 
It is clear that unless anemometric instrumentation with a sharp 
frequency cut-off (at n 0 ) is used to obtain the record of wind 
speed, N will not be determinable 'from simple counting of maxima. 
It will in fact be necessary to obtain the moment m4 and m2  from 
the energy spectrum characterizing the given wind record. 
APPENDIX I. 
Influence of an Auxiliary Mass System 
I 
APPENDIX I. 
Influence of an Auxiliary Mass System 
Consider the system shown in fig. 11(a) which consists of 
a main or primary single-degree-of-freedom un-damped system 
(consisting of a spring of stiffness, k t and a mass, nip) to 
which is coupled an auxiliary system (consisting of a spring of 
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FIG  I I 	(a) 	 (b) 	 (c) 
Assume initially that the mass, m, vibrates sinusoidally with 
the motion, x 0 .Co8(t), due to some exciting force, P.Cos(t), 
applied directly to it. 	Consider the effect of this motion on 
the auxiliary system: for dynamic equilibrium of the mass, m, 
the dynamic forces imposed upon it must balance, so. that if 
xr.Cos(C)t) is the motion of ma relative to 
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_kaXrCO3((A) t) - CaoXrC Sin(C t) = _ma(xo + xr) 2 Cos( t) 
whence, 
Xr = maxQ 	Co8(c.)t)/{kaoCos(t) + cac.S1n(t) 	ma2.C6s((t)1 
The reaction which the auxiliary system exerts on the primary 
mass, is, clearly, 
F.Cos(t) = xr .(ka .Cos(G)t) + 0a 	.Sin(c.it)) 
It is convenient to think of the force exerted on the primary 
system as an equivalent mass, m eq additional to the primary mass, 
such that, 
F = meq .c4 2 x0  
whence, 
meq 	[kaCosCt + c aC Sinct]/[k aCoeCt + CaSifl)t - ma 2CostJm
a 
It was shown in APPENDIX G(i) that the maximum amplitude of £ or-
ced vibration of a single-degree-of-freedom system was, in 
dimensionless form, 
x = (x)max/xst 	l/[l - E2/'2)2 + 4(/C 2)21 x 
In the case being considered, the damping of the primary system 
is assumed to be zero, such that, with $ 0, 	= 
= %Jkp/(mp+ meq) (the natural frequency of the system) and 
P/kr , ithe non-dimensional amplitude of the primary system, 
using the above expression, becomes, 
xolxst = 1/ [i - (m p + meq). G)2/kp] 
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Substituting for the value of me4l found above, 
Cos 
Xo/X8t 	)2/k[m + ma[ 	
ka (o)t + 9 S at 	
]] kaCost + C aC*)Sin CO)t 	ma 2Cost 
Putting the damping ratio, 	ca/2a = Ca/Oca, (cca = critical 
damping) and operating on the above expression to eliminate the 
dependence on phase the maximum amplitude becomes, 
[( 1 .()2)2 + (214)2] 
2 [(l l.02 — (CJ)) 2 	
2 	 CA) 
Cp .zna / mp] a L 	
ç -() ma g 
•...........:...•.. (i) 
Equation (i) i8 best interpreted by considering firstly, the two 
extreme cases of damping: in which the damping in the auxiliary 
system is zero (CASE 1) and in which the damping is infinite 
(CASE 2). 	The more general situation in which there is a finite 
amount of damping in the auxiliary system is then dealt with 
(CASE 3). 
CASE 1. Zero dajping in auxiliary system. 
With 	—c-0, equation (1) becomes, 
xo/xet = (l/)a)2)/[(1/a2)(1( /)2)( / p)2ma/mp] 
...............•ss•s (ii) 
If the frequency of the auxiliary system is turned to the forcing 





xo/xst = 0 
In other words the motion of the primary system, at the forci ng  
frequency, is eliminated entirely. 	In particular, if the for-. 
cing frequency is in tune with the resonant frequency of the 
primary system, the resonant motion will be eliminated. 	What is 
important to remember with this sort of auxiliary system, however, 
is that though it enforces a node point at the resonant frequency 
of the primary system, the composite system so formed can reson-
ate by virtue of the auxiliary system introducing an extra degree-
of-freedom at two other frequencies, the positions of which can 
be determined as follows: 	 - 
For resonance in the primary system, x 0/x 8 _-_...c, , such that 
the denominator in equation (ii), 
[(1 — (a)2)(1— (/)2) — 
­ ' , .The-.'resonant frequencieswill' be'therootsof-this-equatiOfl, viz, 
Co = 	[((1+ma/mp)+c.)±\/( l+m/m)-. c4:] - 1A1jj  
If Ci and CO2 are the roots of the above equation,, the maximum 
response of the composite system (ie., primary system coupled 
with a tuned auxiliary system) for 'a range of forcing frequencies 
applied to the primary mass, will be similar to that sketched in 
fig. 12(b). 	Fig. 12(a) shows the response of the primary system 
alone. 	The auxiliary system described above is usually called 
a 'dynamic vibration absorber' and is clearly only of use in prac-
tice in reducing resonance arising from a constant forcing freq-
uency; for a wide range of forcing frequencies (such as found in 
--any-----random forcing function — eg., ivind -loading)- resonant 
I 
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amplification would occur at (i)] and 	2• 
8 
'4 
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CASE 2. Infinite damping in auxiliary system. 
I•0 	2'P 
(b) 
This case is of academic interest only, defining the 'locked 
frequency'. 	The mass of the primary system is merely augmented 
by that of the auxiliary system and the natural frequency of the 
composite system (the 'locked frequency') will be accordingly 
















CASE-3. Dpirg, $ , in auxiliary system. 
From the two extreme cases briefly discussed above a res-
ponse showing transition between the resonant 'locked frequency' 
peak and the two separate resonant peaks in the case of the dyn-
amic absorber might be expected for an intermediate value of 
damping. 	Plotting equation (i) for various damping ratios and 
a particular mass ratio, m 8/m2 , shows this to be indeed the case. 
Fig. 14 1 shows the response of the primary system for a mass 
ratio, ma/nip 005 and various values of damping in the auxili-
ary system. The natural frequency of the auxiliary system is 
tuned to that of the primary system. 	(Cases 1 and 2 are also 
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FIG 1A 	• 
Brief study of fig. 14 suggests the possibility of adjusting the 
damping, mass and frequency of the auxiliary system for, a minimum 
response in the primary system for a wide range of excitation 
frequencies. 
'Fig. 14 is reproduced from Shock and Vibration'HandbOOk (REF 19), 
chapter 6, page 9. 
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It will be noticed that all the curves pass through two 
fixed points, A and B, irrespective of the value of the damping 
ratio, 	. 	This follows from equation (i) which is of the form, 
1 
(xjx s t) 2 	(r 1 + 2 .f2 )/(f 3 + 	.f 1 ) = f 2/f 4 = f 1/f3 •., (iii) 
where, it will be noted, f (n = 1 9 2, 3, 4) are functions of 
' 	a' CA)p, ma and mp . 	It follows that, 
(2 	/ a ) 2 	= - (2O/C)a [1(/) 2 
[1 - ()/ a ) 2] 2 {(l(/ a) 2 )(1_(/ p ) 2 ) - (/Cp) 2ma/mp] 2 
The only non-trivial solution of this equation yields, 
+ ma/2mp] - 	2[2 + 	+ a2ma/mp] + ("acop )  2 = 0 ... (iv) 04 [1 
The two positive roots of this equation, 	A' C4B correspond to 
the points A and B. 	The amplitude at A or B is, from (iii), 
(xO/x S t)A,B  
where C = A or WB 
It can be shown by varying 
Oa t that the minimum resp 
occurs when the amplitudes 
/ ))2 - ma/mp( c/ 	
)2 • 	(v) 
the frequency of the auxiliary system, 
nse for a given damping ratio, 8 
of the fixed points are equal, viz, 
(xO/x S t)A = (x O/x a t)B 
which, from (v), gives, 
+ 	= 2 c 2/(, -s ma/mp) 
,= f1Jf3 	4 f11f2 
+ = f3/f4 + 2 
(f1+ f2 2 )/(f 3 + f 4 2 ) f 2/f 4 	etc. 
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But, from (iv), 
( A + 	B) 	
(2 + 
	a + (. )ama/mp)/(l + ma/mp) 
From the last two equations, it follows that the natural frequency 
of the auxiliary system resulting in the response of the primary 




Substitution of ( a)opt into equation (iv) yields, 
2 [2/(l +ma/m p)]c p 2 + 2(.) 4/(2+ ma/m)(1 + m/mp)2 = 0 
whence the abscissae of the fixed points are, 
A,B = i/(1-+ malmp). [ ± 	ma/mp/ (2 + mmp)]. p ......... (vi) 
Substitution of C.)A,B into equation (v) enables the amplitude of 
the fixed points to be determined, viz, 
+. 2m /m) ] 
The damping ratio., 	, can also be chosen for a minimum res- 
ponse in the primary system. 	In fact, ' ' can be chosen such 
that the fixed points represent very nearly the maximum response 
in the system. 	The exact mathematical analysis of this is some- 
what tedious; it is normal to make some close approximation. 
First of all the maxima in fig. 14 are found in the normal way by 
differentiating equation (i) with respect to '(a. and equating to 
zero. Putting 1W equal to the value of the fixed points 
and c (equation (vi)) the damping 	is obtained first of all 
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for obtaining maximum response at the fixed point A and then, 
secondly, for obtaining the maximum response at B. 	The mean of 
the two values of 	obtained gives the optimum damping ratio, viz, 
opt = 	3ma/mJ8(l + ma/mp)3 j 
Consider the case in which the auxiliary mass is coupled to the 
primary system by dampg onl,y. 	Clearly, the natural frequency 
of the auxiliary system • 	 Also, 8 	Ca/CCa —coo 
(Since 0ca 2%[ka.ma = 0 with ka 0.) It can be shown, however, 
that the product ()B.c4a ) is finite and represents the damping in 
the system. Equation (i) may be written, 




X Bt 	 (C4 
p 
	) + 4 a ) 2 [ p2 	)1 l+ma/mp2' 	
•' 
(P  
In the same way as before the fixed points may be found from the 
equality between the corresponding terms in the numerator and 
denominator, viz, 
2( 	2 — 	2)2 
whence, the fixed points are 
The amplitude of the primary 
B =j7( 2 + mdmp). (.)p is 
4/4 [2 	2(] + ma/mp)] 2 
defined: 	= 0 
2. 
2/(2 + ma/mp). Wp 
mass at the fixed point defined by 
(substituting into (vii)), 
xo/x Bt= (2 + ma/mp)/(ma/mp)] 
In the same way as before the damping can be made such that the 
27 
response at the fixed point is the maximum response in the system. 
By differentiating equation (vii) with respect to 'ca', equating 
to zero, and substituting for the value of ' c,)' at the fixed 
point B, the optimum damping is obtained, viz, 
Lc P° (4a)opt w Vi72(2 + mmp)(l + mmp) 
-oOo- 
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